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CALLING ATTENTION TO A MATTER OF 

URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 

Situation arising out of suicides committed 

by   farmers   in   different   parts   of  the 

country 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now I adjourn the House. 

We will meet after fifteen minutes. 

The House  then  adjourned at six 

minutes past twelve of the clock. 

The House reassembled at twenty minutes 

past twelve of the clock, Mr. Chairman in the 

Chair. 

SHRI MD. SALIM: The Minister should 

apologise first. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Yes, he is saying 

something. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE (SHRI 

SOMPAL): Mr. Chairman, Sir, I do apolgise to 

you and to the whole House for not turning up 

exactly at 12.00 o'clock. The reason was that 

the first item of laying the Papers on the Table in 

the other House was against my name. As 

soon as I finished it, at six minutes past 

twelve, I came here. Even then I tender my 

unqulified apoloev. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA (West 

Bengal): Sir, I beg to call the attention of the 

Minister of Agriculture to the situation arising 

out of the suicides committed by the farmers in 

different parts of the country due to crops failure 

and their indebtedness to private moneylenders 

and the action taken by Government in regard 

thereto. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE (SHRI 

SOMPAL): Sir, I thank our senior colleague, 

Shri Gurduas Das Gupta, for calling the attention 

of the i Government and the whole House to this  

issue of suicides committed by the farmers in 

various parts of the country. In this connection, 

I have to state that the State Governments of 

Andhra Pradesh,  Karnataka  and  Maharashtra  

have 
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reported suicidal deaths by farmers numbering 269, 

44 and 82, respectively. The main reasons cited 

for the suicides include damage to crops due to 

adverse weather conditions and pest attack and 

indebtendness of the farmers. The Government of 

Punjab has stated that 52 farmers had committed 

suicide during 1st January, 1996 to 31st May, 

1998 due to crop loss and! indebtedness and 

other factors. There has so far been no report of 

suicidal deaths by the farmers from other 

States. 

It is primarily the responsibility of the State 

Governments concerned to provide relief to the 

people affected by natural calamities. The Central 

Government only supplements the efforts of the 

State Governments by providing additional resour-

ces based on the recommendations of the Finance 

Commissions appointed from time to time. The 

States have a ready allocation under the 

Calamity Relief Fund (CRF), to which the Centre 

and the States concerned contribute annually in 

the ratio of 3:1. The Centre's share is released in 

4 equal quarterly instalments. In addition to CRF, 

financial assistance, if any, is provided to the States 

from the National Fund for Calamity Relief 

(NFCR), in the event of calamities of rare 

severity. 

The Government of Andhra Pradesh is reported to 

have sanctioned ex-gratia of Rs. 1.00 lakh in each 

of the 173 cases out of 269 reported deaths. 

According to them, the balance cases arc under 

consideration and aft being processed. The 

Government of Karnataka has reportedly sanctioned 

Rs. 1.00 lakh in each of the 13 suicide cases 

which had some relation with crop loss while-the 

Government of Maharashtra has paid Rs. 1.00 lakh 

per family in 12 cases which had direct linkage 

with crop loss and indebtcdess and Rs. 50,000/- 

per family in 7 cases having some linkage with 

crop loss. The Government of Karnataka had also 

released Rs. 4.00 .crorc as onc-timc assistance in 

the form of input 'subsidy to the affected small 

& marginal farmers and had taken steps to convert 

short-term loans to 1 
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medium  term  loans  based on  the  Anne 
wari. 

Considering the large scale crop loss in 

certain districts of Andhra Pradesh, the 

Government of Andhra Pradesh, RBI and 

NABARD decided to provide a package of 

several measures of relief for the affected 

farmers who are facing debt trap 

due to damage to crops. These include:—              

(i) Provision of 2 house under Indira Awas 

Yojana, (ii) Admission of children in 

residential school and hostels, (iii) pension 

under social security scheme to old persons 

in the family, (iv) Rescheduling of bank 

loans, (v) No recovery of either principal or 

interest of an agricultural loan for a period of 

two years and amounts not collected during 

these two years will be rescheduled to be 

covered in a period of 7 years, (vi) Immediate 

dis-bursal of credit by Banks for fresh crops 

on the enhanced scales of finance recently 

revised by the District Level Committees, 

(vii) Reduction of rate of interest to 4% for 

small and marginal farmers who are eligible 

under DRI Scheme, (viii) No compounding 

of interest in respect of rescheduled loans, no 

levey of penal interest and waiver of penal 

interest, if charged.  

The   Government   of   Maharashtra   is 

reportedly taking the following steps to assist 

the affected farmers:— 

(i)  If the  family is  below poverty line, it 

will be rehabilitated by giving Government 

subsidy and loan through bank under the 

IRDP Scheme from the point of view of 

self-employment, (ii)   Conversion   of  

short-term  crop loans into medium term 

loans      for availing new crop loans, (iii) 

waiver ot interest   on    crop    loans   taken    

by deceased farmers, (iv) If the family is 

destitute, their wards will be accommodated 

in the nearby Taluka School for education. 

In addition, they would be provided 

scholarships upto the level of SSC. (v) The 

affected family will be  given   house   

under  Indira  Awas Yojana  (IAY),  if they 

do not have 

house of their own, (vi) The bereaved family 
will be given seeds and fertilizers at 
Government cost, limited to 5 hectares of 
land, (vii) Procure good quality seeds 
through the State's Seeds Corporation and to 
provide seeds costing upto Rs. 500 per 
hectare, limited to 2 hectares, free of cost to 
the small and marginal farmers, (viii) 
Concession of 33% in the electricity bills, (ix) 
Remission in the land revenue for 1997-98. 

In the context of the distress caused by 

indebtedness of farmers in Andhra Pradesh, 

the Government of India has constituted a 

Study Group to: 

(a) examine in-depth the nature and extent 

of indebtedness among the farmers in 

the State and the magnitude of its 

incidence particularly in repsect of 

poor farmers; 

(b) examine the present status of the role 

of informed sources of farm-credit in 

the State; 

(c) identify constraints, if any, standing in 

the way of greater institutional-isation 

of the flow of rural credit in the State; 

and to suggest measures for increasing 

the role of public financial institutions 

in the purveyal of credit to the 

agricultural and allied sectors. 

(d) to look into the question of farmers 

access to quality inputs, viz., seeds, 

fertilizers, pesticides, etc., and to 

suggest measures to restrict the use of 

pesticides & promote Integrated Pest 

Management and to prevent the sale of 

spurious pesticides. 

The Group has visited the affected areas and 

met representatives of financial institutions & 

farmers' associations and the family members of 

some of the affected farmers and its expected 

to submit its report shortly. 

A High Level Committee consisting of 

scientists from the ICAR and other concerned 

organisations, besides the Agriculture 

University, visited the affected areas 
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in Andhra Pradesh to investigate the causes 

of crop failure, mainly cotton. The committee 

observed that the Cotton crop was severely 

affected due "to pest attack 

and the unusual weather conditions and that 

the situation was further aggravated by 

inappropriate application of pesticides. The 

Committee has made a number of 

recommendations to be followed for the 

1998-99 season. 

It is the responsibility of the respective 

State Governments to make available cer-

tified/quality seed to the farmers in time. The 

Government of India assesses the seed 

requirement and availability position, state-

wise, prior to each cropping season viz. 

Kharif and Rabi. As per the information 

furnished by the State Government, the 

overall availability position of seeds in the 

country is satisfactory. 

Training is conducted through extension 

services on safe and judicious use of 

pesticides. As regards, sale of spurious 

pesticides, prosecutions under the Insecticides 

Act are launched by the States/ UTs against 

the manufacturers/suppliers of such 

pesticides. During 1997-98, the State 

Governments of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka 

and Maharashtra are reported to have 

launched prosecutions in 26, 28 and 8 cases 

respectively. The Government of Andhra 

Pradesh is also reported to be setting up a 

State Pesticides Testing Laboratory in 

Warangal District, which was worst affected 

by the calamity. 

Keeping in view the magnitude of the 

situation, the Government of India have 

included pest attack due to adverse seasonal 

conditions, in" the list of natural calamities to 

qualify for assistance from CRF and NFCR. 

Governments of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, 

Punjab and Rajasthan sought additional 

assistance from the NFCR in the wake of 

damage to crops due to pest attack. In 

consideration of the memoranda, seeking 

additional assistance from the NFCR, 

received from the Governments of Andhra 

Pradesh, Karnataka, Punjab and Rajasthan, 

Central Teams visited the affected areas 
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   in these States for an on the spot assessment of 

the extent of damage and relief assistance 

required. Based on the report of the Central 

Team, an assistance of Rs. 12.00 crore was 

approved by the National Calamity Relief 

Committee (NCRC) from the NFCR. It was 

released to Andhra Pradesh in February, 1998. 

No additional assistance was approved for 

release to Punjab and Rajasthan since 

adequate balance was available with them 

under the CRF. The request of the 

Government of Karnataka is still under 

consideration. No memorandum seeking 

additional assistance has so far been received 

from the Government of Maharashtra in this 

regard. 

Provision of relief and rehabilitation to the 

people affected by natural calamities is a 

matter of national concern and it shall be our 

endeavour to extend all possible assistance in 

the wake of calamities of rare severity. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Sir, in the 

mass-suicide by farmers, the hon. Minister 

finds a natural calamity, which means it is 

something which is accidental, just like the 

storm that hit the western part of the country 

some time back. It has just been an accidential 

natural calamity! Is it so? If the Government 

doesn't seek to diagnose the basic factors 

which led to mass-suicides, then no remedial 

action can be undertaken. The hon. Minister 

has failed in his job. On the one hand, he has 

passed on the buck to the State Governments. 

On the other hand, he calls it a natural 

calamity and, therefore, the prescription that 

he has, as the remedial action, is nothing but 

just a post-calamity relief operation of the 

Government. In my opinion, it is not so. The 

attitude of the Government is quite casual in 

respect of problems that farmers dre facing. 

Sir, may I say that these mass-suicides by 

"farmers had constituted an escape to death? 

In order to escape insolvency, a mass of 

farmers, not belonging to Andhra alone, but 

even Punjab where there was 
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supposed to have been the Green Revolution, 

had committed suicides. Instead of facing 

insolvency, they have found an escape in 

death. It is a great human tragedy. It is a 

national disaster which the Government fails 

to identify. It is a fallout of the fatal farm 

policy. It is a concomitant of the excessive 

commercialisation of agriculture. It is 

indicative of the gross pitfall of the 

unguarded liberalisation that had set in. And, 

who are the victims, Sir? The victims are the 

poor and marginal farmers who canot 

withstand the pressure of market forces, 

where the principle of survival is 'the survival 

of the fittest'. 

Sir, with the induction of cash crop culture, 

the risk factor has become too high. In such a 

situation, the agriculture of this country is 

largely dependent on natural rain and what the 

Minister doesn't take note of is that there is a 

complete absence of insurance cover for the 

vast majority of farmers who produce for the 

country. In such a situation, the marginal 

farmers and the poor farmers tend to live in 

dangerous uncertainty. May I submit, Sir, that 

there is no system to fall back upon, there is 

no institution to be relied upon, if the huge 

investment, that poor farmers would like to 

make in high crops, does fail? There is no 

cooperative movement. And I am sorry to take 

note that there is no peasant movement to act 

on behalf of the distressed peasantry. Gone are 

the days when thousands of peasants used to 

storm the citadel of power for their demand 

for land or for the remission of tax. Therefore 

Sir, this is a pitiable condition of helplessness 

of the middle, small and marginal farmers that 

they have been put in. The euphoria of Green 

Revolution has disappeared. Therefore, the 

cost of agricultural production has gone up ab-

normally. It has gone so high that if there is a 

crop failure it is very difficult, rather 

impossible for farmers to manage the losses 

arising out of it. 

Sir, the question therefore is the 

Government has not been able to look at the 

problem. It is not Only thtf' Central 
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Government, the high-tech Chief Ministers 

of the States having computer as their think 

tank don't tend to give advice to agriculturists 

on time. It is a total failure of the Agricultural 

Departments of the States also. 

Sir, when cotton production had not become 

a commercial adventure or venture, the 

farmers could manage two square meals a 

day. It is paddy, maize and jowar that used to 

give them the food. But, with the high-breed 

cotton cultivation becoming the order of the 

day, there is no backup arrangement. What the 

Minister does not take note of, while high-

breed production is taking place or is being 

the order of the day, is that there is no backup 

arrangement; there is no improvement of 

infrastructural facilities. It is because of this, 

Sir, that the farmers tend to fall into a debt 

trap leading to a death trap. That is the basic 

situation. Mr. Finance Minister, would you 

kindly take note that because of with 

withdrawal of subsidies and the way the 

economic policies are being formulated, the 

peasants are lift not only to the vagaries of the 

nature but also to the so-called operation of 

market forces? Sir, therefore, the point is on 

the one hand the highbreed crop plantation 

has made the cost heavy, on the other, there 

are no infrastructural facilities, and there has 

been no backup support for the peasantry, 

Therefore, the peasantry is being lured, a large 

section of the peasantry is being lured by the 

false prospects of fabulous profits, silently 

being worked into a debt trap, and that debt 

trap leads to a death trap. 

Sir, king cotton has become the killer 

cotton. It is the commercialisation that is the 

killer. The gamble for white gold, for the 

fabulour profit is absolutely a bad match for 

the rain-fed soil and fragmented plot of land 

being worked by subsistence farmers. Sir, this 

is the basic reason. The hon. Minister has no 

time to look into it. He looks for post-

calamity operation programme. Children are 

to be sent to school after a man is dead. He 
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speaking of sending the children to a school 

after the farmer commits suicide. He has to 

wait for the farmer to commit suicide so that 

he can send his children to a school. It is like 

a relief programme after a family turns 

pauper. Therefore, the Government is 

absolutely ignorant of the basic factor that is 

leading to it. 

Sir, what are we discussing? We are 

discussing agriculture in the background of   a   

steady   decline   in   agricultural production   

of   the   country.   We   are discussing mass 

suicides of farmers in the background   of   

corporatisation   of   the peasantry.    There    

is    no    work    of corporatisation of the 

peasantry in the statement.   The   National  

Commissions, one after another, have found 

out the truth that there has been consistent 

and persistent    increase    in    the    rate    of 

corporatisation of the peasantry of the 

country,   by  more   than  two  per  cent. 

There   is   a   fall   in   the   agricultural 

production    on    the    one    hand    and 

corporatisation of the peasantry on the other. 

There is a total lack of protective cover for 

farmers who have been left to the  mercy  of 

market  force  operation. That is the basic 

reason. I find that there is a craze created for 

fabulour profits by going    in    for    cash    

crops    with    no infrastructure   facilities.   

There   are   the basic      realities      that      

the      Central Government has failed to 

identify. The hon. Minister for Agriculture 

who always boasted himself to be a farmer 

does not know where the shoe pinches. Sir, if 

you look at the causes, commercialisation has 

set in the process of high-tech agriculture but 

the high-tech agriculture cannot be 

undertaken by the poor or uneducated farmer 

is there is no proper advice given to   them   

by   the   Central   and   State Agricultural    

departments.    They    have failed here. 

Sir, the least we talk of banks the better it 

is. My hon. friend, the Chairman of the 

Assurance Committee, presented a week 

before a report on the rural credit. There ia 

almost a collapse in agricultural credit in the 

country after nationalisation. 
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    We have been celebrating nationalised 

banking system—may be some days back—

on how the nationalised banking system has 

come to the aid of the poor farmers! Sir, the 

Reserve Bank of India has given a guideline 

that 18% of the total credit must go to 

agriculture. I was a member of the Committee 

of this House and I have moved around the 

country to find out to what extent banks have 

been funding the agriculture. I find from the 

report, Sir, and from my own experience that 

out of the 17 nationalised banks, nine 

nationalised banks have defaulted in the 

statutory obligation; much less than 18% of 

the total credit is given to agriculture. Out of 

the total fund made available to agriculture, 

only a small segment has been there for the 

poor farmers. It is the poor farmers who have 

been the casualty even today, in the 50th year 

of freedom. There has been no bank credit, 

not at the reasonable level, not also at the 

marginal level. 70% of the rural credit even 

today is dependent of the exhorbitant interest 

rates levied by the money-lenders. It is a 

shame and the shameful condition does not 

find a place in the statement so meticulously 

prepared by my hon. friend to pass the buck 

on the  State  Government  and to call  the 

mass suicide as a national calamity. It is a 

natural calamity beyond the control of the 

policy of the Government! The Government 

may be helpless but it can be sympathetic. 

The Government has no role to play because 

it was an accidental natural calamity! Sir, not 

only the banks have failed but the 

Government also has failed. Majority of the 

foreign banks operating in the country do not 

give a single paisa to the poor farmer in total 

violation of the statutory requirement as has 

been fixed by the Reserve Bank of India. 

Who is to be blamed? who is to enforce the 

law of the country? In respects of the farmers, 

who has to enforce the law of the country? 

The Reserve Bank of India has failed, the 

Ministry of Agriculture has failed, most of the 

managements of the nationalised banks have 

failed to provide a minimum 



 

credit compelling them to become dependent 

on money-lenders. This is the taste of 

freedom for the poor farmers. Sir, the 

question is: Why should there be no crop 

insurance? 

My question to the Government is as to 

why there is no reference to the crop 

insurance in the statement. Why should there 

not be crop insurance if there can be an 

insurance against motor accident, if there can 

be a medical insurance, etc.? Why can there 

not be a crop insurance? I would like to know 

as to why there cannot be a crop insurance at 

least for commercial crops. Will the Minister 

for Finance intervene in the discussion and 

kindly englighten the House whether the 

Ministry of Finance is going to take up this 

issue with the insurance companies that this 

has to be done? Why should there not be a 

crop insurance? Sir, I remember that the 

predecessor of Mr. Sompal, Mr. Chaturansnji, 

had raised this issue. It is the Ministry of 

Finance that comes in the way. The Ministry 

of Finance had all his support for the 

economic reforms. The heart of the Ministry 

of Finance bleeds if there is a small ripple in 

the Bombay Stock Exchange. He has always 

been very candid and is someone comes and 

say, 'the Enforscement Department is too hard 

on me, Sir, please save me from the claws of 

the repressive Enforcement Department', his 

heart shall bleed. Of course, it should. Why 

should it not? Does his heart bleed for the 

millions of agriculturists of the country who 

have been suffering throughout? I take the 

privilege of bringing to his notice the pitiable 

condition of the agriculturists because he does 

not seem to be in favour of a crop insurance 

scheme even now. Why should it be not there 

now? It is only the crop insurance which can 

protect 

the small and the marginal farmers from the 

crop failure. Why should it not be there? Sir, 

the point is even today the irrigation is 

dependent on nature. Why should it be so 

when science has advanced, when we have 

been able to get the   latest   technology   by   

having   an 

explosion at Pokharan, etc.? Why should we 

not have a better technology for irrigation and 

why should irrigation suffer? Why should 

there not be a better water management 

scheme and better artificial scheme to pump 

water in the farms so that the agricultural 

production can pick up? Why does it still 

depend on an absolutely uncertain rain-fed 

irrigation in the country? Sir, again there is a 

question of low-graded pestsicides, 

insescticides and fertilisers. Who is 

responsible for lowgraded pesticides? Why is 

there not any quality control? With the 

induction of reforms we were told that the 

market should be allowed to move according 

to its own wish and there should not be any 

control. Does it mean that the quality control 

should be removed? Does it mean that most of 

the pesticides which have been banned in the 

western countries should be allowed to be 

dumped in India? Sir, I am told that out of 138 

pesticides, more than 70 are banned in most of 

the leading countries of the world. But those 

companies are surreptitiously dumping them 

in India which are not only low-graded but 

very harmful also. What is the Government of 

India doing? There is no reference to it as to 

why the low-graded pesticides find their way 

in the agricultural market of the country. 

Why? Who has allowed them? Who is to be 

blamed for this? Sir, I am told that domestic 

prices of cotton had suffered because the 

Government did not release the export quota 

of textile on time. There was a delay in 

issuing licences for export of garments. I am 

told that this should be considered as one 

of the causes for the catastrophic fall in the 

prices of cotton. If it is so, it must be looked 

into. Sir, I plead with the Government for a 

comprehensive assessment of the disaster that 

has overcome the country. It is not only 

Andhra or Karnataka where people are 

committing suicide but people have 

committed suicide in Punjab also which is a 

paradise for agriculture. Therefore, there is 

something wrong with the system.   The  

system   must  have  failed. 
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Where has the system failed? Sir, it is not a 
natural calamity. And if the system has failed, it 
is for those who run the system to take note of 
it and take immediate corrective measures. 
Even after this national disaster, the 
Government does not seem to be alive to the 
situation. Therefore, the hon. Minister is able 
to produce a statement which is extremely 
casual and which does not go into the root of 
the problem. I wish the Government take steps 
to liberate the peasantry from the shackles of 
money lenders. I wish the Government take 
steps to protect small and medium farmers 
from crop failure by immediately ordering for 
crop insurance. I ask the Government to be 
more vigilant. I ask the Government to take 
steps so that agriculture is revived and we need 
not import foodgrains again by spending our 
hard earned foreign exchange which is again 
on the drain because of sanctions that have 
been imposed on us. Therefore, it is in the 
interest of the country that the interest of the 
peasantry has to be looked into more 
scrupulously by my hon. friend, Mr. Som Pal. 
Thank you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Salim. According 

to rules, the first person who seeks 

clarification on the Calling Attention may 

have seven minutes. Others who seek 

clarifications have to restrict themselves to 

five minutes each. 

SHRI MD. SALIM (West Bengal): Sir, the 

rules start from the beginning and they have 

to be followed. It would have been better if 

the mover of the Motion had been reminded of 

the rules in the beginning. Sir, I will keep 

myself in proportion to that. 
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^ �  �� *j�-हj�� �� ����� 0�, 3
� (� �o
� 
�� ����� '	� �!�� ��� ह� " �ह [,���� �  	ह� ह�, 
����	 #ह!� �  ह� " �� �� ��� &
� ��U �ह� 0�, 3	 
��  �!��� �  �o
� 'ह7�  ��!� 0� " �ह �o
� �  
'ह7�  ��!� ����� 0� �� �ह�,-�ह�, �o
� ����� 
�� 
��� ह� "  

�ह�� '�� �� �ह ह� �� �ह P��K ��� *�!� 	ह� 
ह� " �ह 
� 	ह� ह� �� �������������� �����̀� � 
	� )�� ��ह 
� ��% �	!�/ �!�� 0�, ��
� 
�&���	 
��  ����� �  �� '�r ��  ����� �  *� �ह�� ह� " !]
�� 

���, ह���� �ह �ह	� ह� X� ��
� �� �]�� 0� 
32हR	� (� �ह�, �� �ह �� ����� ह�	� .������ 

���� �  [�	��� ह�, �� 	��� ह�	� [�	�% ह�, �� 
�+��� ह�	� [�	�% ह�, 3
�  �� &
 '��	 �  �हz 
�ह !/V�� 	ह� ह�, '���� 	ह� ह� �� 
���� ��
� 
(� ��ह, ��ह� ���� ��	̀� � ह� �� 
 +� ��	̀� � ह� 
�� .������ �����̀� � ह� �� -�&	�
 ���	���� 
ह�, �ह �-i�,! ह� �� �ह�, �ह -, 
� ह7* ह�, �� 
� 
3
� �	���� ��.? &
 
'�� ���W ��� ह�?  

������	 
�, [�� 3
��  '�! ���� ������- �� 
*� !�U ��, �� 	���� ��� �� ह�, 3
�  ��U� ह� – 
“*,¡ P!�/ ��  �7 _ ���R �  'f� ����	� �� -
� �� 
d�� �� !�U�� ह7. *2¡ P!�/ 
���� �0� (����� 
���� ̀'6�/	�'��̀ 	� -
�R �� d�� ��  ���W ®W 
��� �  -, 
� P(���� ��
�	R �� ��ह� !�	� ��  ��. 
�% 3���R �� .� ���� � P!�	 ��	� �� �	W�̀ 
���� ह� "...” �ह ह��
 �� ��
��� ���� �� �ह� ह� 
" �6 
���� ह], �ह �� ���� � ह�, ®W ��� �  �� -, 
� 
ह7. ���	� ��
�	 ह6 3
 d�J �� , 3
 P!�/ �� , 3	 
���R �� , 3	��  ��. 	ह� ह� '1�� �����-�% �� 
��
�	 ह6 3	��  ��. ह� X� �� *j�हj�� �� �7��  ह� 
�ह� �����-�% ह6...(�����)... 

† © ̄  ĶΈ  śŵŹѓ ŕųź· Þ  ĶΠΉ ŗǽ ŗΧ ŚΌ À ¢ ŗˆ ›Έ Þ Ńˆ
 Ń΅  ̄  ĶŮΰΉ ¢  ŗ΅  Ķ₧ˆ ÑźǼ ¢ ̄  őƒ  śŷΚŸΈ Ј κ ŗǼ  śˆ  ĶΉ

  Ńǽ  Ń  śŵΈ ĶůΈ  ╒  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡ Ç ̄  ¢ Ä ¬  Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅ Ç Ä Ñ΅  ¢ ń
 ÞŚⁿ  ŗ΅  ¬ ŗǿ ›Έ ›Έ È ŀŷŠŶˆ ³ ¢ ø Í Ń΅ Ñǽ

 śŷƒ ¢ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  Ķƒ Ń΅ Ŕźŵſ Śⁿ  ŗ΅ Ŕţũˆ  ̄  Ä ¢  ŗ΅  ŀũγˆ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅ Ћ Ê →ŷΈ  Ń ŇǼ ›Έ  śŵΈ ĶůΈ  ↨ŹťŶΡ
 ŔΌ  ̄  Ä ¢ Śⁿ Ç Ä ›Ό Ñźˆ ŀˆ  ╔ ¢ Ä  śΉ  Ń΅  Ä ŗΈ  ŗǼ Þ›Ό

 śŢΉ ĶΈ  ↨₧ŶΡ  śˆ  ¢ Ś₧ˆ А ňά ¬ ŕųź· Þ›Ό 
 ›Έ Ã ŗγˇ Ķⁿ  śŷΓ ¢ Ã Ķϊ ›Έ  ĹΎ ĶŦŷ Ľǽ Ä Ä Ńˆ
 Â Ķũ΅ Þ ι ňά ¬ Â ĶΊ ¬ Ń Śˇ Ń΅ ÑΎ Ñ΅ ›Ό  śŢΛ΅
  śƒ  Ń΅ Ñŵūδ  ĶΟ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ Ç Ä Þ›Ό ¤ Ķſ Ј ĶΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ
 ŚΌ ̄  ĶǼ А Ç ̄  ¢ Ä ¬ Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅  ŗ΅  ŀũγˆ ³ ¢ ŕųź· Þ›Ό
 Â ĶźΊ ¬  ĶΟ  Í ¬ ŗŸΈ Ê →ŷΈ ›Έ  śŵΈ ĶůΈ ╒  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡

Œ·  śŷΚŸΈ  Й΅ ›Έ  śΉ  Ń΅ Ĺˇ Ń΅ ¡ ›ω ¢Þ ╖ 
  ̄  Ä ¢  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅ Ñųŵſ ›ω  śŻ·  ╒  śΉ  ĶŦŷφ ĹǾ ¢ ̄
 Ê →ŷΈ Ñ΅  ¢ ń  ĶΉ Ń΅  ̄  ĶŮΰΉ ¢  śŷΚŸΈ  śŷƒ ¢  ŗ΅  ŀũγˆ
 Ê →ŷΈ £ ¢ ø śΏ  ĶǼ  Ķź΅ Ĺˇ Ń΅ ¢ Â ĶźΊ ¬  ĶΟ  Í ¬ ŗŸΈ
  Í ¬ ŗŸΈ Ê →ŷΈ  ŗΨ  ¢ ŗΌ Ĺˇ Ń΅ ¡ Â ĶźΊ ¬  ĶΟ  Í ¬ ŗŸΈ
 Â ŀˆ ³ ¢ ķǼ ›Έ  śŷΚŸΈ © ̄  ĶΈ ÑΎ Þ ĶΎ ¬ Â Ķźſ  śΉ

 Ķźſ Śϊ Śⁿ  ķƒ  Ķ₣  Ķ₤ ¢ À ¢ ŗˆ ÑΎ ›Έ ЙΈ Þ Ķ₣ Â
  śΏ  ¡ ŕˇ Ń ŘŦ΅ ›Έ Â ŀˆ ³ ¢ ķǼ ›Έ  śŷΚŸΈ
 ø ι Â Ķźſ Śϊ Śⁿ ¨ ¡  ̄  Ä ¢  Ķ₣ Â Ķźſ Śϊ Śⁿ ķƒ
  śƒ  ŗΌ ÑΉ Ê →ŷΈ ÑΎ  ŃΆ ¢ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢųˆ  ĶŹ΅ ¬  ŅΏ ¢ Ä ¢ ↨ ›Έ
  ̄  Ä ¢ Ѓ ŗΌ ÑΉ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ÑΎ Þ Ķƒ ŗΌ Ê →ŷΈ Ј ŗ΅  ¢ Ńˆ Ä ¬  ̄  Ä ¢
 Þ Ńˆø Ķƒ ŗΌ Â Ķźſ Śϊ Śⁿ  ŗΨ Ѓ ŗΌ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ Ј ŗ΅ Ê Ńˆ Ä ¬

òòøëóòñ ŀΉ ¡ ķǼ ›Έ   śΉ  Ń΅  ¢ ŀź ³ Ķš΅  ╒  ¢ ŃΊ
  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  śΉ  Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅  ╔ ¢ Ä  
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  Ńų· ĶΞΉ Â Ķźſ  ĶΟ Ћ Ê →ŷΈ  ŃΆ ¢  ĶΟ Ĺ΄ Ä ³ ¢ ÞŚ₣ А
 » Ń¯ Þ Ķ₣  ĶΟ  śŲ∆ Ń˙ Śˆ ¢ Śⁿ Ç Ä  ŗΨ  śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶŹųΎ ¬

ŏά ¢ ø ̄  ¡øŚˆøŇά ¢ /  ĶźΉ  ŗǼ  ĶΟ ŏά ¢ø ̄  ¡øŚˆøŕΎ ¢
 Ñǽ Ńǽ ŘŦ΅ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ ³ ¢ Þ ι  ύųΉ À ŗ¯ ¢
  ĶǼ  Ã ĶŸ΅ ŔΌ ÑΎ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢŹǽ ŗΧ ›Έ  śŻ· ³ ¢  ι Ķǽ

 é›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅  Ķǽ Ńǽ ŔΌ Ã ŗδ΅ é›Ό ι ̄  
  

  φÞ Ńˆ А Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅ ÑΎ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ  ŗΨ À ¢ ŗˆ  ύ
 ÑΎ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢŹťŶˆ ›Έ é ι  ĶźŢΌ  ĶΎ  ι  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡
 » Ń˙ А  ĶźŢΌ ›ŹΉ ¢  śˆ  ª Ń˙ Ň΅ ø ι  ĶźŢΌ
  ι  ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ®  śŻ·  śųˆ ¢ Â ŗ΅  ̄  Ä ¢ Þ ι  ĶΌ ̄   ĶǼ  ύźųΊ ¬
  ĶŢŹťŶˆ ›Έ  Í Ńˆ Ä ¬  øБ  śΏ  ¡ ›Έ  ŀůΦ ¥ Ķſ Ç Ä
  ╒ ĺŷŶţźţ  ̂¢  ╒  Í ¬ ŗŸΈ Ê →ŷΈ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ

 ›Έ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ ÑΎ Ñ΅  ι  ¢ ŗΌ Ñŵūδ ÑΎ  śŵφ
 ÑΈ ® Â ŗ΅ ø ι Ĺ ¡ Ѓ ̄  ŀ΄ ÑΎ Ñ΅  śΏ  ĶǼ  Ķź΅  ĹΉ ĶΈ Ń
  ĶźΆ  ¢ ̄  ĶΈ  ŃΆ ¢ Â Ķũ΅ ø ι  ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ® Ŕˆ ŗΈ  ŗΨ Þ ι  ̄  ¢ ¬

 é κ ¢ Ä  Ń Ä ¢ Þ ι  ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ® Â ŗ΅  ŗΨ  
  

   ³ Ķѓ  ╒ Ê ¬ ¢ ± ¡ Þ Ńˆïê ¨ ¡  ŀůΦ À Ķˆ 
  ŗΌ Ñ· Ä ¢ ÞÈ ° Ķſ  ĶΎ  ŗΌ  ĶŹ΅ ŗˆ  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ Śⁿ

Ό  ĶΉ ŗΌ Â ĶŪά Ń  śˆ  Â ¢ øÑ· Ķ ĶΎ ³ ¢  śŻŵˆ ¢ ø ι  Ķƒ ń Ś
 Ñ΅  ĶΠźΏ ĶǼ  ŗΌ Ĺſ Ķǻ Ã Ä Ń΅  ڈ ŗ΅  ›Έ  ŃΆ ¢  śˆ  Â Ķźſ
 Ñ΅ ŚŵΈ ŏά Ńſ ÑΎ  ŗ΅ Â ¢  ĶΎ Ķŷſ ĺŷŶţźţˆ ¢  śΉ  Ã ŗŸŷǼ  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  ĶΟ ļź ‹ƒ őΎ ¢ ¤ ¡ Þ ι  ĶΎ ¡ ŕˇ Ń΅ ¡ Â ĶźΊ ¬
  Ä ¬  ¢ Ń₤  ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ® ›Έ ³ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  Ä ¬ Ķŷſ ĺŷŶţźţˆ ¢
  ι  ĶŢΎ ¬ Ј  ĶŹ΅ ¬ őƒ  śΝΚΉ  śˆ   Ń Ä ¢ ÑΎ  ø ŗ΅ Ŕˆ ŗΈ

ůű¯  śŵφ ÑźǼ ¢ ̄   ŗΨ ›ŹųΎ ¬ » ¢ ŃΆ ¢ ↨ ύφ  ŃΆ ¢ ›Έ Ñ
  ι ÑΎ ›Ŷˆ ¢ ι Ј ¡ ¦ ̄  ŗΧ ̄   ŗǼ  śˆ  Ã Ä ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ
  śˆ  ¶ Ń΄ Â Ķũ΅Þ ι  ĶŦŷφ Â ĶūŲΫ  ŗ΅ œū
 őƒ Ã Ķϊ ø›Ό  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅ ķˆ ÑΎ Þ ›Ό  śΏ  ŗΌ  Í ŀ·
  ĶΎ ¡  Ń΅ ®  ĶΟ ňά ¬ Ń  ¢ ŃΊ ŀΉ ¡ Ã ĶŸǼ ›Έ  ¢ ↨  ڈ Ń₣  ╒
  śΉ   ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ňά ¬ Ń  ¢ ŃΊ ŀΉ ¢ Ñ΅ ›Ό  śŢΛ΅ Ã ĶΌ Ä  ι

ìîó ŗŶˆ ŗΈ  ĹŢŹ΅   śˆ  ›Έ  śŵΈ ĶůΈ  ╒ Ãëñí 
 Ç ŃΆ ŗΫ ¢ А Ñź Ä ̄  Ř΅ κ őΎ ¢  ŗ΅ őΎ ¢  ŃΌ ›Έ Ã ŗŵΈ ĶůΈ
  ĶΟ  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  ŗǼ ›Ŷˆ ¢  ŗΨ ø ι Ê ¬  Ķŷǽ ŗˆ А Śˇ ¢ ̄
  ĶźΆ  ĶΎ ¬ Ķŷſ ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ  ĶΟ Ŕˆ ŗΈ Śⁿ  śˆ  ¢  Ķ₣ ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ
 ›Έ Ê ŀŷΌ ŕųź· ›ω ›Έ Ê ŅΎ ŃŴΉ ¢ Ç Ä ø ι
 º ĶΈ ¬  ╒ Â ¢ Þ ś₣  ι ̄  Řų·  śˆ  ¢ ¿ ŗ·  ŗǼ  ŗΨø ι

 ¬ ĶΎ ± Ĺυ Ŕˆ ŗΈ ›Έ Ĺυ  śˆ  Ŕˆ ŗΈ Ç Ä ø Ķ₣ Ç
  ĶŢųˆ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ ĶΠ· Ŕˆ ŗΈ Ã ĶŸ΅ Ã ĶŸ΅ Ñ΅  ś₣ ¥ · Ç ¬ ĶΎ ±

 ø ι  
   ›ω Ĺ ¡ Ѓ ̄  ŀ΄  ι ÑΎ  ŗΨ ¥ Ķſ Śŵφ

 Ñ΅ ι ›ω  Ķũά ¢ ÑΎ  ι' œΞźǼ ŗ·  ĶΎ  ↓źΈ
ĺŷŶǺ ̄  Ķ ڈ'   ĶΎ ŀΎ ¬ ňά ¬ ŃΉ Ј ŗ΅  śˆ  ª Ń˙ őź₤  śΉ

  ╒ È ° Ķſ  ĶΎ ›Έ  śŵΈ ĶůΈ  ╒ Â ŗŵųźΏ Ķˆ  śũΚǼ  Ķ₣
 Ä ¬ ø›Ό  śŢΛ΅ ¤ ¡ ›Έ  śŵΈ ĶůΈ ÑΎ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ À ¢ ŗˆ  ¢ Ńˆ

 ι  ĶŷŸ΅  
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 Ä ŗΈ  ŗǼ Ñ΅  ĶũδǼ  ̄  Ä ¢ Ñ΅ ÑΎ Ñ΅  ĶŸ΅ Śⁿ  śΉ  Ã ŗŹΉ ¢  ś₣  ̄
  ι  ĶΎ  Ķŷ ¢  śΉ   ↓ųźˆ  ŃŦŵųΎ ŃŴΎ ¢  śΉ  ŔΌ ÑŲά Ń˙  ŗǼ
  śΉ  ŔΌ  ŚťţΎ ↓ˆ ¢  ŗǼ Þ›Ό Ј Ķŷ ¢  śΉ  ŔΌ ДźΉ  ŗǼ
  Ķƒ  Ķˇ ̄  ¬ ÑΎ ›Ÿ΅ ›Έ Â Ķźſ  ³ ¢  ĶΎ ›Έ ³ ¢  ι Ј Ķŷ ¢
 ÑŴǼ Śⁿ Śũ΅  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ Ñ΅  ι ›ω  ĶΉ ĶŢſ ø ι ›ω
 ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ À ↓ŷźˆ  ĶΎ  ŗΌ ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ ĺźţˆ ¢ Ăι Ķǽ

Ύ  ŗΌ Ê ↓ũγΈ ŇγźŷΏ Ķ  ĶΎ  ŗΌ ĺŷŶΉ ̄  Ķ ڈ   ŃŦŵųΎ ŃŴΎ ¢  Ķ
  śũΚ΅ø ι  ¢ ŗΌ  Ķũγ Ã ĶŸ΅ Ç Ä Ñ΅  ι  ŀŷΈ  Ńų Ç Ä  ŗΌ

 é ι  Ķź΅ Â ̄  ĶΟ  ĶΟ ķˆ ³ ¢  śΏ  ĶǼ  κ ĶΞΉ  śˆ  ¢  
  

    ╔ ¢ Ä  ŀůΦ  śųˆ ¢  ŃΆ ¢ Þ Ńˆ ‹Έ  źǽ
  Ń Ñůű¯  śŵΆ ¢ ŗǼ Þ ╓ ›ŹųΎ ¬ ¤ ¡  ŗ΅ » ¢ ŃΆ ¢ ↨

  ι  ĶŹų· ›Έ ³ ¢ ι" ŘŦ΅  ╒ ňά ¬ Ń  ¢ ŃΊ ŀΉ ¡
 ┴  Í ńſ ›Έ Ã ŗůŵ˘  ŗ΅ ŚΌ ĶŠƒ А œū  Ń  śΉ

 ňά ¬ Ń ¢ ŃΊ ŀΉ ¡  śΏ  ŗΌ  śŢŹųΎ ¬  Ñźƒ ̄  Ķⁿ  ̄  Ä ¢  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ 
  śˆ  ÑǼ Ä А ŚΌ ĶŠƒ А Ã ŗŵū  śΉ ̄ ڈ    Ķſ ĶΉ Þ őŷźſ Ä ± ̄
  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅  Ńǻ ĶŢΈ  śũγ ›Έ À ĶǼ  ╒ ¶ Ń΄
 ļźųź őΎ ¢  ĶΟ Ã ŗά Ä Ķ ¢ Й΅  śŻ· ╒  śŷ∆ ¬ ĹǾ ¢ ̄

 ι  Ķź·  śΉ  ŃΉ  ĶΟ  śΉ  Ń΅ Â ¢ ¬ Ń....  ŁźŵũΈ  ŗ΅ ³Ô ĶΌ ÑΎ
ˆ ›Έ ø ι  ĶΌ ̄   ĶǼ  Ķź΅ ļźųź  ŗǼ ÑΎ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢŹťŶ

 Â Ķũ΅  śŷŢǼ  śΏ  ŗΌ  śũγ ›Έ À ĶǼ  ╒ ¶ Ń΄  ι
 Ã ŗůŵ˘ Â ¢ Þ ╒ ňά ¬ Ń ³ ¢  ╒  ś΄  ύ˜ ³ ¢ ›Ό

  ╒ Â ¢ Þ ╒  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 ¢ ŗ΅ Ñųŵſ ›Ό ›ω  śŻ·   ŗǼ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό Â Ķũ΅  ŗǼ Ј Ķűδ·
 ›Ό Ј Ķűδ· ¢ ŗ΅ ŚΌ Ä ›Ό  śųΗ  Ń΅  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡

"...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ..." 

�� 	2�� ��t�� : ���� � ��� !� �ह� ह6 �ह���S+ �  
�ह �6 '�� �ह� ह], ...(�����)... 

MR. CHAIRMAN : He has not yielded. 
(Interruptions)  

�� �8ह9�� 	��� : �6 �ह���S+ �� '�� 	ह� �� 
�ह�, �6 *,¡ P!�/ �� '�� �� �ह� ह], [(� " �ह �� 
[�	� [�	� P�0�����., ह6 " �ह���S+ �� ��i �6 
�g, ��, �' 3
�� '�� �g, �� " [(� �� *,¡ P!�/ 
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 ĶŢųŶ₣ ¢ Ń З ¢  ŗΨ Ç Ä   Ń΅ ®  ĶΟ  ↓ˇ ¢ ̄  ĶŸΈ ø›Ό ›Ώ
  ¢ ŃΊ ŀΉ ¡  ŗΨ Śⁿ ¢ ø ĶΠΉ Ä Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ А ³ ¢ ķǼ Þ ĶΠΉ Ä Ń΅ ›Έ
 Ã ĶΌ Ä  ŗǼ ÞÃ ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  ÑŸ΅ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ ňά ¬ Ń

  Ä ̄  ŅΎ ̄ ̄ ڈ   Ķſ ĶΉ ›Έ ³ ¢ ø ι  ĶΎ Ķŷſ ļźųź  śΉ  őŷźſ
  śΉ  Ћ  ĶŢšΆ ³ ¢ ¬ ³ ¢ ¬ Ä ŃΆ Þ ι ÑΎ À ¢ ŗˆ  ύφ  ¢ ↨Έ
  ĶΡ śŵΈ Â ĶΞΈ ›Έ  ĶŷǼ ŗά ³ ¢ Ä ¡  ¢ ̄  ŀΉ ¢ ŗǼÞ ι  ĶŸ΅ Śⁿ
 ›Ό  śΏ  ŗΌ  śũγ ›Έ À ĶǼ  ╒ ¶ Ń΄ Â Ķũ΅  śŷŢǼ Ç Ä
  ŗ΅ Â ¢ ›Ό  ╖  Í ̄  ĶΈ  ŗǼ  ĶΎ Þ śŴŷΎ ¬ Â ĶΞΈ  ŗ΅ ķˆ Â ¢

'Ê ¬ ŗΩ ĺũųźΉ '  ŗ΅ Â ¢  ŃΆ ¢ é śŴŷΎ ¬  ŗ΅  ←ŶΈ ŚŵŶź ŕ΅
 Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅  śΏ  ŗΌ  śũγ ›Έ À ĶǼ  ╒ ¶ Ń΄  ŗΨ  ╓ ŖΎ ¬
 ŚΌ ̄   ŗΌ Ã ĶŸ΅ ňˇ ŗ΅ А  śŷ· ĶΞΉ  śˆ  À ĶǼ ¶ Ń΄  ŗ΅
 Ѓ Ńⁿ ›Έ œţˆ ŗΌ  ŗ΅ Ã ŗю À Ķſ  ╒ Â ¢  ¢ Ńˆ Ä ¬ é ι
  śũγ ›Έ À ĶǼ  ╒ ¶ Ń΄  Ķź΅ ÑΎ ø ĶΡ  śΏ  ĶǼ  Ķź΅
  Ń΅ Ј Ķűδ· ¢ ŗ΅ Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅  ŗǼ  ĶΎ  ι ļźųź  śŻŵź΅ Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅

Ã ŗю  ╒ Â ¢  śųΗ  Ń΅  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¢ Зůά ›Ό  śųΗ  śŻ·  ╒ 
 é¤ ¡ ›Ό  ι ̄   Ķŷſ » ŗ΄ ŗδſ  śũ΅ é›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ ¤ ¡
 ›Ό  ι ̄   Í ¬ ļźųź  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅ ¤ ¡  ŗǼ ÑΎ  ŗ΅ Â ŀˆ
 І Ń΅  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅ Â ¢  śŵφ  Ķź΅  śŻ·  ╒ ³ ¢
 Ј ŗ΅  ι ›ω  ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ® Ј ŗ΅  śŻ·  ╒  ³ ¢ éŚŴΎ ń
  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  ŗ΅ Â Ķũ΅ ø ĶΡ  Í ń ›ω  ĶΉ ŁΉ ŗΊ ڈ  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡ Â ̄  ĶΟ

ůΦ  ╒ ³ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ Б  Í ń І Ń΅ ŀ  

 

 ³ ¢ø›Ό  śŢųˆ À ¢ ڈ ›Έ œţˆ ŗΌ ŔΌ  ŗ΅ Ã ŗю  ╒ ³ ¢
 ļźųź ŏδŵΎ ̄   ĶΟ  śΓ  Ä ̄  Ř΅ κ őΎ ¢  śˆ  ¢ ŔΌ  ŀůΦ  ╒
 ³ ¢ Ä ¡  ¢ ̄  ŀΉ ¢  ŗ΅ ³ ¢ ŔΌ  ŀůΦ  ╒ ³ ¢ Þ›Ό  śŢųˆ  Í ¬
  ŗΨ  śˆ  ª Ń˙ ³ ¢ ø›Ό  śŢųˆ  Í ¬  ŃŹΆ ›Έ  ĶŷǼ ŗά
 ø›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ д ŃųΉ ¢  śŻ·  ╒ ĺΏ Ķˆ ŗˆ  ŗ΅ Â ¢ ¤ ¡
  ŗ΅ Â ¢ Þ ╖ Ňγ ›Έ À ĶǼ  ╒ ¶ Ń΄ Â Ķũ΅  ŗǼ

΅  Ķź΅  śΉ  ¤ ¡  śŻ·  ╒ Â ¢ é ĶΡ śΏ  ĶǼ  κ ĶΞΉ ª Ń˙ Ň
 ι  ĶΎ Ķŷſ ļźųź: 

SHRI YERRA 

NARAYANASWAMY: Sir, the Andhra 

Pradesh Government have given maxamimum 

relief to the families which have been affected 

by the farmers suicidal deaths. Sir, is it wrong 

to give them houses and bostels for their 

children. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Minister will 
reply... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI     MD.      SALIM:      he      has 

supplemented me. 
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† ›Ό  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅ ¤ ¡ ŗǼ ÑΎ" Łźţųź ¢ " ķŵŭΈ  ĶΟ ³ ¢
  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  ŗΨ  ĶΎ é Ķź·  Ń΅  ŁΏ Ķˆ ŗˆ   śΉ  Ã ŗŸŷǼ  Ķź΅ é ι  Ķź΅

 ι ̄  ÑŸ΅ ¤ ¡ Śⁿ  ŗǼ Ñ· Ķ ÞÑ· Ä ¢ ÞŔˆ ŗΈ  śΛ΅ ÑΎ 

 [] Transliteration  in Arabic Script 

 

Ǽ ›Ό Þ ¢ ŗΌ őźǺ ¢ ĺź Þ А Ŕˆ ŗΈ  śΒ  Ј  ŗΌ ´ ̄  Ķſ  ŗ
  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  śΉ  ķˆ Â ¢  śΏ  ŗΌ  ĺųź ¢ ¿ ŗ·  ŗǼ ›Έ Â ¢
 ŚŵųźţźΈ Ω źΈ Þ ś₣  śΏ  ŗΌ  śŷŢǼ  Łźţųź ¢ £ ¢ Þ Ê  Ń΅
 ø›Ό  śųΗ  Ń΅  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡ Ś₧ˆ  Ķź΅  śˆ   śΉ  Ń΅ ĺź· ŗųŵź΅
 Ã ŗŸŷǼ  Ķź΅ é›Ό  śΏ  Ķŷſ ļźųź ÑΎ ¤ ¡  śŻ·  ╒ ³ ¢  Ķź΅

ⁿ ¿ ŗ· ķˆ Ç Ä А ›ω  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  śΉ ›Έ  Łźţųź ¢ Ś
  ŗǼ Ñ΅  ι ŚΌ ̄  ĶŢſ  ι ÑΎ Śũδ· Ķ Śų ¡ ŕųź· ø ›Ό
 øŚŴΎ ń І Ń΅  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  ŗųΉ ¢ Зůά  śŴΉ ŗΌ   Łźţųź ¢
 Ň΅ é ι  Ķź΅ ķŵŭΈ  Ńǿ ¡ ø śŻ·  ╒  śΉ  Ń΅ Ј Ķűδ· ¢ ŗ΅
 ¤ ¡  śŻ·  ╒ Ň΅ é›Ό  ι ̄  Ķŷſ ДźΉ ¤ ¡  śŻŵź΅
  Ń Ä ¢  Ń Ä ¢ ¥ Ķſ ÑΎ Śų ¡  śŻ· Ň΅ é›Ό  ι ̄   Ķŷſ ļźųź

¯ø ι А   śŷŹųΎ ¬ ŚΌ  śˆ А  śŷŹųΎ ¬  śˆ   Ń Ä ¢ » Ń
 ø ╓ ŖΎ Ń΅ Ç Ä  ╓ ŖΎ Ń΅ ÑΎ ŔΌ Ñ΅  ι  

  
   ø ĶΠΉ ŗ· ŗΦ  ĶΟ ĺźţˆ ¢ őΎ ¢ őΎ ¢ ›Έ Þ Ńˆ

  Ķź΅ ø ĶΠΉ Ä Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ А £ ĶťŷÞ ĶΠΉ Ä Ń΅  ¥ Ķſ А  ↓ˇ ¢ ̄  ĶŸΈ
 ŖΎ Ń΅  Łŷź ڈ  ╒  Ńų₤ ¢ Ђø ŔΎ ¢  ╒ ĺźţˆ ¢ őΎ ¢ őΎ ¢
 ›Έ é›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ ¤ ¡  Łŷź ڈ  śŻ·  ╒ Ň΅  ≡ŵ é ╓

 ╒  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А ňά ¬ Ń  ¢ ŃΊ ŀΉ ¡ Ј ŗ΅  ĶΎ ›Έ È ¬ Ä ̄  Ä
 Ã Ķϊ  ĶΎ ›Έ È ¬ Ä ̄  Ä  ╒ Ê →ŷΈ ÑźŹųΈ  ╒  ↓ˇ ¢ ̄  ĶŸΈ

 ›Έ È ¬ Ä ̄  Ä ╒  ŃŦŵųΎ ŃŴΎ ¢ ╒  
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 Â Ķũ΅ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ ДźŹ΅  śΉ  ŔΌ øÃ ŗΌ ›ω
 ›Έ ³ ¢ ¨ ¡  ι  ĶΎ  Ķŷ ¢ ÑΎ  ŃŮΫ  ŗǼ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒
 ÑźǼ ¢ ̄   ŃΆ ¢  ι ĶΌ ̄   ŗΌ Ã ŗδ΅  Ķũά ¢ Ñ΅  ĶΠΎ ń  ĶŷŹųΎ ¬
 Ñ΅  ╓ ›ǽ ŗˆ  ÑΎ ŔΌ  ŃΆ ¢  ĶΎ øБ  śŹųΎ ¬  ŗųˆ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ
 ̄   Ä ¢  Ń Â Ķũ΅  ŗΨ  śŹųΎ ¬ Ç Ä  ι Ê ̄  ┴ſ ÑΎ А ŇǼ 
 ³ ¢ ÑųΉ ŗδ΅  ĶΠΎ Ń΅ ŚΌ  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡ Ç Ä ø ĶΠźΏ ĶǼ ›ω ›Ÿ΅
 ›ω ŚΌ  κ ¢ Ä  śŷŹųΎ ¬ Ј ŗ΅  ŃΆ ¢ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒
 » Ń˙ Śˆ ¢ ŔΌ  śˆ  ¢ é Í Ń΅  Ķź΅ Ç Ä  Ń  ŗΨ ι
 Ŕƒ ¡ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  ÑŸ΅ ›Έ  śŻ· ³ ¢ ›Ό  ι ̄  œźųΊ ¬
 ŔΌ  ŗ΅ ³ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ι  ĶźŢΌ Þ ι ›ω  ĶźŢΌ
 ДźŹ΅ Ã Ķϊ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ø ›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ ĹΌ ĶũΨ Ä Ń

›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒  ŗǼ Ñ΅  ι  Ķź΅  Ķũά ¢  śΉ  ŔΌ 
 ЙΉ Þ  ι ŚΌ ̄   ŗΌ ĺűˇ Ç Ä  ι ¤ Ä ŃΆ ŕŪά ŁΎ ŃǺ
  śŵφÞ Ķ₣  Ķƒ ŗΌ Ñ· Ä ¢ Śⁿ  śŵφ Ã Ķϊ ø›Ό Ј ¡ Śũδ· Ķ
  śŵφ Þ Ķ₣  Ķƒ ŗΌ  ĶŹ΅ ŗˆ Śⁿ  śŵφ Þ Ķ₣  Ķƒ ŗΌ Ñ· Ķ Śⁿ
 ø ι  Ķƒ ŗΌ ķˆ ŚΌ Ä Śⁿ ¨ ¡ ÞŚ₣ Ѓ ¡ È ° Ķſ Śⁿ
 ›ω  ╓ ¡ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± Ĺυ ›Έ À Ķˆ ³ Ķѓ  śŵŹѓ  ŔΌ

 ¡ ø›Ό  śΊ  ńſ Ŕţũˆ ŕŪδŴΎ ŃΎ ¢ œŠΎ Łŷź ڈ Śⁿ ¨
  ŃŸ· А  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡ Śũά ¢  śŵφ ø ι  ĶΎ Ķŷſ ›ω  śΉ  ŔΌ
  Ķ₣ Ŕţũˆ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŗǼ ŘŦ΅ øŚ₣ Ѓ ŗΌ ›ω  ŗΨ
 ķǼ ¤ Ä ŃΆ œŷˇ ŁΎ ŃǺ ø›Ό  ι ̄   ° ŗΨ ŔΌ  ŗųˆ ¢
  źŵź ›Έ ¤ Ä ŃΆ ³ ¢ Â Ķũ΅ ķǼ  ̄  Ä ¢ Ś₣ Ѓ ŗΌ

¤ Ä ŃΆ ЙΉ Ç Ä  Ń  ŗΨ  Ķ₣  Ķƒ ŗΌ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  Ķƒ Ń΅ Ê  ̄  Ķźƒ  śŻ·  ╒ őŷźſ  ι  ĶŢųˆ  ŗΌ ø Ķ₣ 
  ←ź· Ç Ä ÑųΉ ŗδ΅ Þ ŗΌ ÑΉ ŘŦ΅ ³ Ķ  śųΉ ¢ Ňγźŵźſ
  śŴ· ›Ŷˆ ¢  ̄  ¢ ŗά Ń   Í ̄  ŗΧ Þ Ķ₣  Ķƒ ŗΌ  ŗδũγźţΉ ¢
  ŗΨ ЙΆ  ̄  ĶΟ  śΒ  ĹŷŧΈ Ê ̄  ŗΧ ŚųΉ ¢  ŃΆ ¢ Þ ś₣  śŢΕ ̄
 ĺź΅ ̄  ĶΈ  ŃΆ ¢ Þ Ķ₣  Ķƒ ŗΌ  ¢ ŗΌ  Ķю  ŘŦ΅ ¤ ¢ Ń΅  ŗǼ  ĶΞΉ ¢
 À ¢ ¬  śũΚǼ Þ ĶźΆ  ŗΌ ŘŦ΅  ̄  Ä ¢  ĶΎ   ĶźΆ  ŗΌ  ̄  ŗδŵź ›Έ

Þ ι À Ä Ķǽ Þ  ι  ̄  Ä ¢  ĶΟ  śŷΕ ̄   ¢ ° ŗ₣  ĶΞΉ ¢  śˆ  ³ ¢ 
 Ј ŗ΅  ̄  Ä ¢  Ķ₣  Ķƒ ĶǼ  ŗΌ ĹũΦ Ä ŀŷſ  Ń΅ Ľźſ  ¢ ° ŗ₣
 д ŃųΉ ¢  śũΖ ŔΌ ¨ ¡ ŕųź· Þ Ķ₣  Ķƒ ŗΌ ›ω ½ ĶΉ Ńŭǿ

 ŗδũγźţΉ ¢ œţźšź΅  ι Ç Ä ›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ '  ←ź·
 ι ›ω  ŗδũγźţΉ ¢....  

 
 
 CHAIRAMAN:Now it is 1 o’clock; The  
House stands adjourned till 2 o’clock 

 
The House then adjourned for lunch at 

one of the clock. 
The House reassembled after launch, at 

three minutes past two of the clock. 
 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 

SANTAN BISI ):  We continue with the 
discussion on the Calling Attention Motion. 
Shri-Md. Salim to continue his speech. 

 
�� �8ह9�� 	��� : �ह�!�, ह� ��� !�/ (� �  
�% �� �R �  ��
�	R �� *j�हj�� �� '�� �� 
�ह� 0� X� �' �,� ��  ��. c�� ह7*, 3

� �ह�� 
�6 
���� 
� �ह �]_ �ह� 0� �� �ह *j�हj�� ह� 
�� हj�� �� ��- Q�� �� �� �ह� ह�? 
���� �� 
���' &
 
���� �� &
 �,J� 
� 	ह� ह� "  It is a 

continuing entity 
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!]
�� '�� �ह ह� �� �� P���W� ��	� ��ह �ह� ह� 
�� �ह P��K ��� *�!� ह�, �' �� ह� �ह �ह� ह6 �� 
�हz 	 �हz ���� ह6 �
��� �  " *� ��
 ��ह �� 
�+����� '	�% �� �ह� ह�, 3
��  '��� �  ह� ��� �7 _ 

����� �� �ह� 0� " �,J� �� �� �ह	� ह� �� *,¡ 
P!�/ �� 
���� 	� 	�'��̀ X� *�0'�0*%0 
� 
'�� ��	� ��  '�! .� �+����� �� ह� �� �� ��� 
*j�हj�� �� �ह� ह� X� ®W ��  ��� �  -, 
� ह7. ह6, 
3	�� �� 
� '���� ��. " �6 '�� �ह� 0� �� �ह 
�������� ह� 3	��  ��. �� *j�हj�� �� �7��  ह6, 
3	��  ������R ��  ��. " �ह�, �ह� �� �ह� ह� �� –  

"...Reduction of rate of interest to 

four per cent for small and marginal 

farmers who are leigible under DRI 

scheme..." 

What is new about it? ��0*�0*%0 �� ह� 
'6� �  ह6 " �!��� �ह ह� �� �ह ���] 	ह� ह��� " 
��% 	�/	���% � '6�, ��% /���]�� '6�, ��% 
���a/�� '6� �ह .� ��
 � i� ��� ��-� �/� 
��� �- &,+��� ���'R �� !�	� �� ����� 	ह� ह� " ��� 
�,J� �ह�, 3�1�0� 	ह� ह6 " [�� �� �ह�� ��  ��!� 
[�_� ह��� ��R�� �
-̀ .������ �� ����� 	ह� 
ह�, �ह -�&	 
 ���	�+� 
� (� 
,',�Q� ह� " �� .� (� 
'6� ��0*�0*%0 ���� �� �� ���� ह� 3
�� �]�� 
	ह� ���� " ��R 	ह� ���� 3	
� *� �]�_. " �ह 
'�� �� �� ��% .���� � (� 	ह� �����, ��% ��ह�� 
ह� 	ह� ह� 4 ��
 � &,����� �  – ��¤ �
�� ��� *- 
&,����� �  ��	 ��	� ��  ��. 3j
�ह� 	ह� ह� " �' 
*j�हj�� ह� �%, �ह *�!� ह� �% �� 3
� ����� 
��	� ��  ��., �7	o�� ��  *Q�� �� 	�'��̀ X� 
*�0'�0*%0 	� -� 
�� ���� ह� �� 4 ��
 � 
&,����� �  ह� ��	 ! �� " ��
��  
�0 �ह ���� �� 
�ह� ह� *�? �� ���� ���] ह�, ������ ���� ह� – 
	#0� 2�] " ह���� �]�� P�	 �� µ�� �ह ह� �� �' 
*j�हj�� ह� �ह� ह� �� 3
��  ��. 
���� ��� �� 
�ह� ह�, 3
�� ��ह ��� ह� X� 3
��  '�! 3
�� 

7Q��	� �� ��� ���// �� �ह� ह� " ह� �©�
� 
*- ���� �  �ह�, '�)�� '��  �� �ह� ह� " �� �ह 
!�U� ���� ह� �� �ह 'f� 
7���-/� ह� " ��� 
� 
����� �� �7 _ r�	� �� ���// �� �� �ह� ह� X� 
�� 
��� �6 �ह�, �� �]_ �ह� ह], �ह '��-'�� &
��  
��� ह� *Q���� �� �ह� ह], " 
 +� ��	̀� � �  * 
��&., ���� ��	̀� � �� _�f !��� ह� "  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"In the context of the distress caused by 
indebtedness of farmers in Andhra Pradesh, 
the Government of India has constituted a 
Study Group to: 

�s
̀ *- ��¤ 
 �� ह7* ह� " �� &2हR	� ���� �7� 
'	��� ह� " ��
 ��. '	��� ह� " *2¡ P!�/ ��  ��. 
'	�. ह� " �ह *��� �	�� ����� ह�, �~[��/	 ��  
���̀	� �� ����� ह� " ��S+�� q1S���W 
� �]�� !�/ �  
�� 1�0�� ह�, *� U7! �ह �ह� ह� [i�
 !� '��̀� " 
*2¡ �  ह�, �ह���S+ �   ��!� ह7* ह� " �-� 3
��  
'�! �,��', ह����W� !]
�� �� �R �  (� �ह� ह7* ह� " 
�ह� 1�0�� [�� ��� �� &
��  
�0 �% X� �� � 
(� �7f 
��� ह� " *� ���
 �� ��
�	 �0� !]
�� 
�� �� / i~� ह6 3
��  (� ��
�	 &
 *,�f� �  * 
��.,�� X� /���� ह� ��.,�� " �� *�	� �ह [��	� 
���� �7� *2¡ �� ��R ���� " ��U�� ह6 �� ह�	� 
�ह-�ह ���� ह�, ���� �7� �� �s
̀ *- ��- 
 ह� 
�� �ह ���-��� !�U �� " �$�� &
 '�� �� ह� �� 
*� .�/	 �  "  

3
� ��ह 
� ���� 	s'�-8 �  *� *&. "  
"It is the responsibility of the respective State 
Governments to make available 
certified/quality seed to the farmers in time." 

!
 
�� 
�, �2pह 
�� 
� ���	� ����� � *�� ह6 
&
� ��ह 
� *�� ह6 �� [�	� �� ��s��!��� ह� �ह 
!]
�� ��  ह�0 �  ��
 ��ह 
� ह� 
©� !��� ह� " �7s'% 
�ह��� �� �!��� �ह��� �� �7s'% !�U� " [�� 
��
�	 *j�हj�� 	ह� ��  �� ��., �ह�,? ��% �� 
��s��!��� ��	� ह���, �हz �� �ह �ह �� �� �ह�, 
���� ह7% ह� 3
�� r,r�] � �	���  " &�	� �!	 ��  
&,���� ��  '�! (�, �~#�� [� 
	 ��  '�! (� *� 
����� � 
� ह�  �ह 	ह� ���� �� �ह 
���� 

����/ ह� " �6 �ह 	ह� �ह�� �� ��% ����� ह� �ह 
���R-��� Uj� �� ! �� " �7��	� ���	� 
� �ह ����� 
&�	� �'�f� ह7* ह� " �� 
� �� �ह �� *� �!U�., 
�� �� .-� ���� -� ���� ह�, �� *j�हj�� ��	� ���R 
��  '��� ह6, 3	 ���R �� �� 
� �� *� �ह ��
�� 
�� !  �� you are serious and you mean business. 
&�	� �� ह� 
��� 0� " ��
	� *j�हj�� ���� 3
� 
*� �o�� 	ह� ! �� " ����	 3	 ���� ����R ��  '��� 
�  �ह	� �� �' ह� ��.�� �� �-� ह� ����- ! �� " 
�� �ह ����- �हz 	ह� �ह7 ,��.�� " �� 
�� ��  '��  �  
�ह �ह	� ह� �� ��_�� 10 
�� �  &
 !�/ �   
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��'����&��/	 ��  	�� ��, 3!�����W ��  	�� 
��, *a0� 	��� ��  	�� �� ह�	� ���	̀ �/�� 
���� ह�, �� .������ �� ह���� i~� ���	̀ ह� �ह 
�/�� ���� ह� " 3
 
�� 
� ह��� 0� �� �� 
ह���� +���/	� i~�
 0� �� i~�
 -� ���� ह��� 
0� " ����	 i~�
 -� ���� ह�	� ��  '�! (� ��
�	 
��  ��
 	. 
��	 �  	. 3N� /7$ ��	� ��  ��. 
�ह ���// ���� 0� " ����	 �' �� / i~� ���	̀ 
� � ह� ��� X� �' ��� ���'� &����/	 �
��� 
	ह� ह�, �' 3
��  ��
 �� ���� 	ह� ह�, �' 
&,���]/	� i� ���� �
��� ��,� �  	ह� ह�, �� 
3
 �� ��	̀� � �� �ह �ह �ह� 0� �� ��!�� 
��� �K �t 
� ��	̀� � �� �ह �ह �ह� 0� �� ��!�� 
��� �K �t 
� ��	̀� � �� ��s��!��� ह� " ह� !
 

�� 
� ����	�/	� �s�	��, !�/� �s�	�� 
	.-	. c�,� !��� ��  .�����&�� � ��  ���. �ह 

�� '�� �� " ह���� �� 1�0�� ह� �ह 1�0�� X� (� 
�'��� ह� " �ह�, ���� ��	̀� � [�� �ह .,���� 	ह� 
���� ह� �� ���	� �$�� ह� ��
 �����  �� " �6 
�ह �ह �ह� 0� �� 
��� ��  '��� �  *� /7$ 
� 
!�U , &
��  ��. .� �� &����/	 ���ह., ��	� 
���ह. X� �'��� ���ह. " 
���� &	�� ��!�~ 
�� �ह� ह� " ��
��  ��
 ह� �ह �,� ��� ��, ��
��  
��
 ह� �ह g��� ��� �� !� " &
 !�/ �  ��
�	 
*j�हj�� 	ह� ���� " �ह�� ��
�	R 	� �ह� �� 
ह�  �'��� ���ह., 3	�� ���� U�	� ���  " 
32हR	� �ह� �� ��	� ���ह., 3	�� ���� U�	� 
���, 32हR	� �ह� �� ह�  
��� ���ह., 
-a���&�
̀ ���ह., ��1��
�&�� ���ह. X� �� 

' ���  
ह� ���� �� ���ह., 'ह7�  ��!� 
�7	�-�U��� ह� �ह� ह�, ��% 
7		� ���� 	ह� ह� " 
3	��  ��!� ���� �� U��!	� �f��� " ��	̀� � 
[�� ��¹�~ ����� 3!�����W ��  	�� ��, [�� 
�, �	�� *.,�� X� �� �
-̀ �����	R ��  ���. 
���� ��  ���. �ह �!U�.,�� �� &

� &�	� 
���� �  &�	� -��!� ह� �� �ह �� ���	̀ � � ह� 
�ह� ह�, &
�  [�� 
���� �� ��% ��s��!��� 	ह� 
ह� �� �-� ��
�	 &
 ',Q �  -, 
 ��.,�� " 3	��  
��
 �� ��
� (� 	ह� ह� " '6� ��	 !��� ह6 i� ��� 
�
��� 
�,��
�� !� �ह� ह�? (�tWR �  �ह�, �� 
P�	 ���� X� ���' * ��.�� �� .������ 
P�&�~���� 
���� �  '6� ��2
 �� �� 15 ��
 � 
ह�, �ह ��
�	R �� ������ " �ह �� 
����� 
*,�f� ह� " [(� �7g!�
 �� '�� �ह� 0� �� 
-�&	 
 ���	�+� �� ����� ह� ����	 ��% '6� 
&
 15 ��
 � �� �]_�� 	ह� ह�" �' �ह 	ह� �]_�� 
�� �ह 	�'��̀ ��  ���. $�� &	P��+��� 
������ � -, � �  ��� ���� ह� " �� ��
�	R �� 
g��� ���	� ���ह., �ह 	ह� ��� �ह� ह�  

 

 

 

X� ��
�	R �� !� (� �ह� ह6 *� �� *�	� �ह 
���� ह� �� .������ .,� .��&�, *� 
�� ��, 
!!̀ ह� *���, ह�!!� ह� ��
�	R 
� " ह���� �� 
[	7(� ह� ��,�R � , ���	� [	7(� ह� " �ह�, �� ��� 
ह��� ह�? .��&� �ह�� !�U� ���� ह� �� �� 
-a���&�� ���
̀, �� 
�� ���
̀ �� ��]���
, 
�� 	�� X� U��' ��6��̀ ��  
�º� X� 
-a���&�
̀ !� !��� ह6, �����
�&�� !��� ह�, '6� 
� 
��	 3	�� ����� ह� " �6 ��� � ���� ह],, ���� 
�ह�� 
��� �ह ह� ह���� -�&	 
 ���	��� 
� �� 
���	� ��� ���� �., *��� *,�f�, ह���� 
*,�f� 
ह� 	ह� ह�, [U'�� �� *,�f� 
ह� 	ह� 
ह� �-� (� �6 ��	 ���� ह],, *��� ह� *,�f� ह�, 
�� � ��	̀� � �� �!�� ह7* *,�f� ह6, 3
�  *� 
�ह '��., �� &
�  
� ���	� ��� 
&,�����]/	��& � i� ��� ������� �
��� 
� 
��� ��. �. 0�? ��ह� ����W '6� ह�, ��ह� 
P�&��� .������ ��������� 
�
����� हR, 
��ह� �� 	�/	��& � '6� हR �� ��������� '6� 
हR, 
��� �ह ह� �� �� ��� ��� 	ह� ह7. �� 
&	�� ��	� �f��� �7	�-�U��R ��  ��
, 
]!U��R 
��  ��
, �ह��	R ��  ��
 " �� *,¡ ��  �� 
 ह�	� 
���� ��. ह�, 3	�  ��� ��� �� &,����� ��� 
3	�� 60 ��
 �� !�	� �f�� ह� " &
 !�/ �  
�!��� �ह ह� �� ���	� ���' ह6, 3	�� 3�	� 
 ��!� ��� /�� ��, 3�	�  ��!� &,����� ��� �� 
��	 ��	� �f�� ह� X� �� ���	� [��� ह�, 3	��  
��. 3�	� *
�	 /�� �� 3�	� *
�	 [� �� � 
ह� ��	 ��	� �� " �� &
�� �o	 ���� ��? &
 '��  
�  �� ��% ��V 	ह� ह� " *��� -�&	 
 ���	��� 

� &
 '��� �  '�� ��	� ���ह. 0� " *��� ���' 
!�	� �f��� �� ��	 ���R 	� *j�हj�� ��, 3
�� 
�ह�� ���W �� &,���]/	��& � $�� i� ��� 
������� �
��� ह�, 3
�� -� ����� ह� ��
	� 
3	�� ��� 	ह� ���� " �� �� �ह��	 ��  ��
 ��� 
�., ���� ��  ��
 ��� �. X� 3
��  '�! .� ��  
'�! .� 32हR	� ��]���
 ��1��
�&�� &������ 
��. "  

!]
�� 
��� �ह ह� �� �� 
��� X� 
��1��
�&�� ��  ���
̀ 0�, 3	�  
� ���	� ��� �� 
[-� ���� .����� �  ह6, ���	R 	� '6� 
� 
&,�����]/	��& � i� ��� �
��� 
� ��	 ����? 
-a���&�� �, �	� �� *� !� �ह� ह6, 
�� �, �	� 
�� *� !� �ह� ह� ���� 	����̀ '	�	� ��  ��., 
��1�+h�]/	 �
��� �� 'r�	� ��  ��. �� ह���� 
!]
�� 
��� �ह ह� �� �� ���
̀ ह6, 3	�  
� 
���	� ��� ह� ��2हR	� &,���]/	��& � �� 
i� ��� �
��� ह�, 3

� ��	 ���� 0� " 
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   ��
�� 
��� �ह ह� �� �� ���� #�� ह�, �ह �� 
�~�	 �������/	 '	���, '���� ह� " ��
�	 *� 
(� �ह��	 ��  ��
 ह� " ��ह� �ह ��% (� i~� ह�, 
3
�  �' (� ��.�� ���� � P�&
 ह��� ह�, 3
 

�� ��
�	 �� ��']� ह�	� �f�� ह6 '��	� ��  ��. 
X� �ह 1�0�� [(� (� �� �ह� ह� " �� *� ��
 
��ह 
� �ह ���,�� �� �� �� *� �� P�&� घ�tW� 
���� ह�, ��s�7	����� P�&
 ��, �ह 32ह  ����? [' 
�6 Uj� ह� �$, �� " �6 �ह �ह �ह� 0� �� ह���� �� 
��� � 
 ह� .������ �  P�&��� 
���� ��  ��� 
X� ��	̀� � �� �� #��� � �
��� ह�, -~���̀  
#��� � ह� �� '����̀ #��� � ह�, 3
�� *� ��
 
��ह 
� �+ 0	 �� ��? 	�'��̀ ��  ���. ��� *� 
�»�� ���.,�� �� ह���� $�� i� ��� �
��� �� 
��ह� ���	� ह�? 3
�� ����,� ���	� ह�? ��% 

�� ह�	� ���ह. X� �-� 3
��  '�! !�U� ��. �� 
�� ह���� ���	�& � �
��� ह�, �ह ���	R �� 
��� ���� ह�? �� �� ��� ह�, 3
 ��� �� ह� ��
 
��ह 
� �]�� ��  " [�� 3
 ��� �� ह� ��
 ��ह 

� �]�� ��  " [�� 3
 ��� �� ह� �]�� 	ह� �� �� �� 
*� 	हz �� ��, &
 ��� �  	ह� �� 3
 ��� �  
��
�	 �ह��	R ��  �/��� ह��� �ह �� X� 
&	�����	�
 'r���, 3
 ��
� �� �ह ����
 	ह� �� 
��.,�� .� ��U g��� *�	� ��ह� !� – ���,��	� 
���	 �� ����
�-� �� 
 ह� – �ह�, ��
�	 ���� 
���, *j�हj�� �� – .� ��U g��� *�	� �!�� " 
.� ��U �� 
� �!�� ��� " 25 ह��� g��� ���� �� 
�� / �!�� ��� " 25 ह��� g��� �� / !�	� ��  !]
�� 
�!	 ह� ��
 �ह��	 �� g��� ���� �ह ��
�	 
���� ���, 3
 �ह��	 �� 20 ह��� g��� ����
 
�� �!��, 3
 �ह��	 	� �� ��. " '��� 75 ह��� 
g��� '6� �  '��R �� �r�% ��  ��., ����� ��  ��. 
��� �!. " &
 ��ह �� �
��� �ह�, �� ह� "  

g�	��[�< (�� 	���� ��	�) :  *� �	��]� 
����. " *�	� ��-� 
�� �� ���� ह� "  

�� �8ह9�� 	��� : 
�, �� .� ��U g��� �!�� 
��� ह�, �ह �ह	� ह� ��-� 	ह� ह��� " *��� �ह 
(� !�U	� ह��� �� �
��� �� �� 
� &sP]� ��  X� 
�ह �� हj��., ह7% ह� – �6	� �ह�, 
� /7$ ����, �हz 
�� Uj� �� �ह� ह], – &
��  ��. ��s��!�� �o	 
ह�? �ह ��s��!��� *� 	ह� �� �� *��� ��	� 
�f��� " �7 _ [��3,���'���� ह�	� ���ह. " Q2���! 
"  

†Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ:::: ňά ¬ ¿ ŗ· ŔΌ Þ Í ¬ ŗŸΈ 
Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅ ›Έ Ã ŗδǼ ¢ ̄  Й΅ ›Έ  Ńⁿ 

† [ ] Transliteration in Arabic script. 

  ╒ Ľŷ· ķǼ ̄   Ä ¢  ś₣  ι ̄   Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ А  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡ А
Ύ  śˆ   ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ›Έ  śŵφ  śˆ  ³ ¢ Þ ¢ ŗΌ őΎ Ńſ  śŻ· Ñ
 » Ń˙ А  ĶźŢΌ  ĶΎ  ι  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡ ÑΎ Ñ΅  Ķ₣  ĶΌ ̄  Řǽ ŗΧ
  ĶΎ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ³ ¢ ķŵŭΈ  ĶΟ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ é ι  ĶΌ ̄   ĶǼ  ύźųΊ ¬

 ø ι ›ω  śˆ  Ê →ŷΈ" ŒΉ ¢ ŗδΉ Еŷ΅  Í ¢  ± ¢ ¦ ¢
ЕǺ ŕΎ ¢" Ç Ķǽ  ĶΉ Ń΅ Ĺſ Ķǻ ÑΎ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ ¥ Ķſ Ê Ńˆ Ä ¬ ø

  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅ ŔΌ ÑųŠǼ Þ ι Ĺ ¡ Ѓ ̄  ŀ΄ ÑΎ Ñ΅ ›Ό  ι ̄
Έ Ŕţũˆ  śˆ  Śŭŵ˝ ›Ÿ΅ ÑΉ ›Ÿ΅ Ñ΅ ›Ό ̈  ¡ø›

  śųˆ ¢ Þ ι ŚΌ ̄   ĶǼ Ј Ķŷſ ŚťţΎ ↓ˆ ¢ А ª ŃŭũǼ
 Þ ś₣  ι ̄   Ń΅ ¥ κ ¢ ŗˆ ŘŦ΅ ¿ ŗ· ŔΌ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ
  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А ňά ¬ Ń  ¢ ŃΊ ŀΉ ¡ Ñ΅  ι ÑŷŸ΅  ĶΟ Ћ Ê →ŷΈ
  ŀůΦ  ╒  śΉ  Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ  śˆ  øЈ ¡øЁø ̄  ¡  ̄  Ä ¢  ڈ ̄  Ķſ ĶΉ  śΉ
  Ń΅  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡ ¿ ŗ·  ŗǼ Ñ΅  ι А ŚťţΎ ↓ˆ ¢ őΎ ¢
  śΏ  ŗΌ  śũγ ›Έ À ĶǼ  ╒ ¶ Ń΄  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  ι ̄

›Ό ÑΎ Ñ΅  Ķ₣  ĶΌ ̄  ĶŢſ ›Έ ø śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ Ķю   śũΚ΅  ŗ΅ Â ¢ 
  śųΗ  Ń΅  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  ŗǼ  śŻ· ╒ Â ¢  ι ĺźΆ ̄  ĶǺ
  ĶΌ ̄   ĶǼ  ĶŸ΅ Ã ĶΌ Ä ø śŻ·  ╒ Ã Ä ̄  ¢ ŗά Ń  ╒ Â ¢Þ›Ό
Ñ΅  ι:  

"...Reduction of rate of interest to four per 

cent for small and marginal farmers who are 

eligible under DRI scheme..." What is new 

about it? 

† ¬ ø ι ›Έ őŷźſ  ŃΌ  ŗΨ øЈ ¡ø ̄  ¡øÊ ڈ   ι ÑΎ ĹŲ
 Ј ŗ΅Þ őŷźſ  ŅΏ ύŷŪδΉ Ј ŗ΅ øЃ ŗΌ ›ω  ŗΆ κ Ç Ä Ñ΅

Þ őŷźſ  Ł· Ä Łźˇ 
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 ĺŷźˆ Ń őΎ ¢ Ç Ä őŷźſ œźˇ ŃŶΟ Ј  ŗ΅'΅ ĺΎ ŁΎ Ń
ĺˆ ↓Ή ¢ » ¡ ĺΎ ̄  œźŪγΎ Ń ڈ '  ╒  śŷ∆ ¬  ŗ΅ Ã ŗήΎ Ń˝

 ›ω  ¬ ŗǼ ŗΈ Ã Ķϊ ÑΉ ¢ Ņǿ  ŃΎ ± Ä ø ι ›ω  ̄  Ķźƒ  śŻ·
 » Ń¯ ÑΎ ÑųΉ ŗδ΅  Ķƒ ŗΌ  ĶŹǽ ¢ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ±  ŗΨ  śŢΕ ̄  Ç Ä  ŃΆ ¢ Þ›Ό
 Ê ↓ũγΈ ŇγŷΏ Ķ ÑΎ ø ι ›ω ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ  ĶΟ  ŃŦŵųΎ ŃŴΎ ¢
 øЈ ¡ø ̄  ¡øÊ ڈ őŷźſ Śⁿ őΎ ¢  ŗΨ ø ι ŐŵůΰΈ Śⁿ  śˆ

 ̄  ŗΧ  ι ÑǺ ŗ΅  ŗǼ  ĶΟ Ŕźųˆ ¢  Ķƒ Ń΅ ›ω Ã ŗδ΅Þ Ķƒ Ń΅ ›ω  ¢
 ĺŷźųźŵ ¢ Ј ŗ΅ Ñ΅  ╓ ›· ŗΦ Ç Ä Þ  śŻŹǽ ŗΧ ¤ ¡  śˆ  Â ¢

 ø ι ›ω ŚΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ Ј ŗ΅ Þ ĶŢŵΈ ›ω ŚΌî Ê ŀūδ 
 Ñ΅ ι  Ķƒ ŗΌ £ ¢ ŗǼ  ĶΞΉ ¢ ÑΎ ›Έ ĺˆ ↓Ή ¢î Ê ŀūδ  

 ›Έ ĺˆ ↓Ή ¢ » ¡ ĺΎ ̄  œźŪγΎ Ń ڈ Þ›Έ ĺˆ ↓Ή ¢
  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡ ķǼø ι ›ω ŚΌ ĶũΨ ¢  śŻ·  ╒  śŷΚ· Â ŗ·

 ¡ ÑΎ Þ ЙΆ ŗΌ Ѓ ŗγǽ Þ  śŻŵź΅  śΉ  Ń΅ œΞźǺ  śˆ  ¢  ŗΨ ЙΆ ŗΌ  ¢ ŀ
 Ñ΅  ι  Ķź· Ñŵūδ  śΉ  øЈ ¡øЁø ̄  ¡  ̄  Ä ¢  ڈ Ķſ ĶΉ  Ń  ̄  ĶΊ ¬ ¡  ╒î 

 ÑΎ ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒ Ň΅ ø śŴŷΎ ¬ Â ŗ· ŔΌ ›Έ ĺˆ ↓Ή ¢  ŀūδ
 À ¡ Þ ι  ŗΆ κ Ŕźųˆ ¢  ŗǼ é¤ ¡ ›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ ¼ ¢ ŅΈ

Þ ι Ŕźųˆ ¢ Ê ŁΎ ̄" ŗδΉ Œŷ℅Ή "  Í ̄  ŗΧ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ø
 ŗΌ  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡ ķǼ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ Ñ¯ ύǿ  ĶΟ À ¢ ŗˆ  ŗΨ  ι ŚΌ ̄  

  ι  Ķź΅ ÑŸǼ Ä Śųˆ ¢Þ ι ŚΌ ̄   Ń΅  Ķź΅  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  śŻ·  śųˆ ¢
 Ń΅ ňˇ ŗ΅  Ķź΅ śΉ  ̄  ĶΊ ŀˆ  ŗųˆ ¢ ŀůΦ  śųˆ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢

 

 ℮źſ Ã Ķϊ  ›Έ ĺźţˆ ¢ » ¡ œˆÔ ĶΟ ŔΌ Þ›Ό  ι ̄
  ¢ ńſ ÑΎ Ñ΅  ι  Ķƒ ĶǼ  ĶŹųΎ ¬ ÑΎ  ŗΨ ø›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ ›ƒ Ķſ Ń΅
 А  śŷųΊ ڈ ŘŦ΅ ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ  ĶΟ  Ń Ä ¢ ø ι œŪδ  ↑ˆ

 ¢ ŗˆ  ŗǼ  ̄  Ä ¢ Þ ι ŚΌ ̄   ĶǼ А ňˇ ŗ΅ Ã Ķϊ ›Έ À
  Ń΅ ¥ ̄  ĶΊ ¬ ¡ ŚΌ  Ń Ä ¢  śųˆ ¢  ̄  Ķſ ̄  Ķſ Ç Ä Ã ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  Řǽ ŗΧ  Ń
 ĺźţˆ ¢  śŻ∆ ĶǼ ¡ ›Έ ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ À ↓ŷˆ øÃ ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄

›Ό  śŢ∆ ¬  ° ŗŹǽ  ŗ΅ ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ: 

In the context of the distress caused by 
indebtedness of a farmers in Andhra 
Pradesh, the Governmet of India has 
constituted a Study Group to": 

†" ι  ¢ ŗΌ  ś˙  ŇΫ Ńűά ̄  » ¡ ŇΈ ŃǺ "  śΉ  Ã ŗŹΉ ¢  ŗΨ
  ¢ ŃΊ ŀΉ ¡ ø ι  ĶΎ Ķŷſ  śŻ· Ň΅ ø ι  ĶΎ Ķŷſ ¤ Ä ŃΆ Ê Łţˆ ¢
  ι ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ Śэ  ĶΟ ¤ ¡ ÑΎ Þ ›Ό  śΏ  Ķŷſ  śŻ·  ╒ ňά ¬ Ń
 Еˇ ̄  ¬ ÑΎ ↓ˇ ¢ ̄  ø ι ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ  ĶΟ ↕Ǻ ̄  Ķ  ╒ ŕŪδ· ŗ΅
 ¤ ¡Þ ι Ĺ· ĶǾ  ŗǼ ›Έ ňά ¬  Í ̄  ŗΧ  śˆ  Â ŗ΅

̄ ڈ   Ķſ Ê ¬ ³ ¢  ŃΆ ¢ Þ›Ό  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅  ¬ ŗǿ ›Έ  ¢ ŃΊ ŀΉ ¡ ø  ̄
  ŀůΦ  śųˆ ¢  Ń ø ι ¢ ŗΌ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± ›Έ  ↓ˇ ¢ ̄  ĶŸΈ Þ ι
 Śϊ Śⁿ ›Έ Ã ŗδǼ ¢ ̄   Í Ńˆ Ä ¬  ̄  Ä ¢ ÑΉ ĶΎ ŃΌ Þ £ Ķťŷ
  ̄  Ä ¢ Й΅ ⅜ Ķˆ  śųˆ ¢  ŗΨ Śŵǽ  ŃΆ ¢ Ś℅Ţˆ ¢ Śϊ ø ι  ¢ ŗΌ
  ̄  Ä ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ Â Ķũ΅  ĶΟ ³ Ķš΅ ¨ ¡ Þ›Ό  śŢųˆ  ńǼ Śⁿ ÑźǼ ¢ ̄
 ³ ¢ Â Ķũ΅ Śⁿ  śųˆ ¢ ›Ό ¤ ¢ Ń΅ ňδ΅  ŗǼ Ê Ńˆ Ä ¬

 śŴŷŻΎ ĶǼ ¡ ›Έ  Í ńųΉ ¡ 

 

† [ ] Transliteration in Arabic script. 
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 Ê Łţˆ ¢ őΉ Ķǽ ¢ ÑΎ  śΉ  ¤ ¡  ŗΨ ø śŴŷźΏ ĶǼ  ŗΌ œΈ Ķˇ  ̄  Ä ¢
 ÑΎ ÑΎ  śΉ  ŔΌ Ñ΅ ›Ό  śŢŹų· ø Ķź΅ Ã ŗδ΅  ĶΟ  ¢ ŃΊ ŀΉ ¡ ¤ Ä Ń΅

¤ Ä ŃΆ Ê Łţˆ ¢ Þ ι  Ķź΅ Śⁿ » ¡ Ňˆ ŃǺ  ĶΟ 
 ¥ ̄  Ä Ń˘ Þ ╓ ›ŹųΎ ¬  Ķź΅  Ķź΅ Ç Ä Ñ΅  ι ŇΫ Ńűά ̄

 ø›· ŕŪųΎ ¢ ¤ ¡ Ñ΅  ι А ¥ Ķſ ³ ¢  
  

    ←ŶΉ  ¢ ↨ ª Ń˙ Śˆ ¢ò ø śŻ∆ ¡ ¤ ¡ ›Έ   
 

"It is the responsibility of the respective State 

Govts, to make available certified/ quality seed 

to the farmers in time." 

†Þ śˆ  À Ķˆ ³ ¬  śŷŢǼ  śˆ   À Ķˆ Ç ̄  ŀŷ 
 Ñ΅ ›Ό  śƒ  ¡ śˆ  ª Ń˙ Śˆ ¢ ›Ό  śƒ  ¡ ĺŷŶţźţˆ ¢
 ›Έ ⅜ ĶΌ  ╒  Í Ńˆ Ä ¬ Ç Ä  ι Ê ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ®  ŗǼ З ¢
  ĶΡ  śΛ΅ ЙŠŶΈ Þ›Ό  śŢ∆ ¬ ĸΉ ŗˆ ŔΌ  śˆ  ª Ń˙ Ň΅
 Â Ķũ΅  ŃΆ ¢ ø ŗŹųΎ ¬ ЙŠŶΈ Ñ΅  ĶΡ  śΛ΅ ν ¬Þ ŗŹųΎ ¬ ν ¬ Ñ΅
 Ê ̄  ¢ ŀŸΈ ®  ŗΨ Ј ŗ΅ é›Ώ ĶǼ Ã ĶŸ΅  ŗΨ ŖΎ Ń΅ ÑΉ  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡

Ύ  ŗΨ ›Ÿ΅ÞБ ŗΌ Зź· Ј ŗΌ Śŭŵ˝ Ã ĶŸ΅ Ñ΅ ╓ ›Ÿ΅ Ñ
  ╒  ̄  ĶŮΰΉ ¢  ╒ Â ¬  śŷƒ ¢ ø›·  ĶΞΉ  Ń΅  ŁΉ ŗΊ ڈ  ŗųˆ ¢  ι
  ̈¡ Śⁿ  ŀůΦ  ╒ ŕŪγźǺ ¢ Œŷ· ĶΟ ÞŚⁿ  ŀůΦ
  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ÑΎ Ñ΅  ĶŢŴ· ›ω ÑΎ ›ŶΌ  śˆ  ĺŷŶţźţˆ ¢
 őťźΈ Ј ŗ΅ Ñ΅  ĶŢŸ΅ ›ω ÑΎ ›Έ ø ι Ç ŀźťŷˆ
  śΉ  ĶΈ ±  śΉ  ¢ Ń ø śŴŷΎ ¬  Ń΅ ŔŢǿ ¥ ¢ ̄  Ã ŗΨ ¢ ̄   ÑΎ  ι

Ŵſ  Ķŷƒ ¢ ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ ÑΎ  śˆ ¤ ¡  ŗΨ ÑΎ Ŕ΅ śˆ  Ŕ΅ Þ ι  ¢ ŗΌ  ¢ ń
 ≡ŵŶź Ç Ńǻ ĶŢΈ  ŗǼ Ñ΅ ›Ώ ĶŹ΅ ¬ 

[] Transliteration in Arabic script. 

 

 Ã ŗΆ ŗ· Â ¢ Þ›Ό  śΝΒ  ╒ Ã ŗ· ¢ Ä  śΉ  Ń΅  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  ŗǼ Þ›Ό
 Ñ΅ ŖΎ ¬ ļźũδΈ ÑΎ ¤ ¡ Ŕ΅ śˆ  Ŕ΅ ŗ΅"  ŁŷΎ ¢ Ňά ↨ˆ  ̄  ¡  ŗά

ŇΫ Ņſ ‹Έ  ŗά "  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  śΉ  ŇǼ ø Ķ₣  ĶŢųˆ  ŗΌ  ŗΨ  Ķŷƒ ¢
  ĶǺ ŗ· ¤ ¡  śˆ  ¢ Ê Ń΅ Á ĶŶƒ Â ¢ ŕųź· Þ śŴŷΎ ¬ ›ω

  ŗΨ  ĶΡ  śΏ  ĶǼ  ŗΌ ķǼ Ñ΅  ĶŷŸ΅ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ Ã ŗŶźųˆ ¢
 ›ω ›Ÿ΅ ŏδŵΎ ̄  Ç Ä  ŗΨ ø ╓ ŖΎ ¬ ŏδŵΎ ̄  ŔΌ  Ń
 Ñ΅  ι  ĶŷŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒  Łźˆ  ŗΨ ø ĶΡ  śΏ  ĶŦŷφ

  śŵŹѓëê ŕŪά ŅΏ κ  ←· ›Έ ňά ¬ ³ ¢ ›Έ  śˆ  À Ķˆ 
 Á ĶΉ  ╒ ДźΉ ő₣ ̄  ¡ Þ Ń Á ĶΉ  ╒ Â Ń΅ Ê ̄  ¢ ¬ ¢ Þ Ń Á ĶΉ  ╒

ŔΌ  Ń  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ  ĶΟ  ŃŦŵųΎ ŃŴΎ ¢  ŗǼ Þ ι  Ķź΅ ĺűˇ Â ↓ź  śΉ  
 Ñ΅  Ķ₣  Ķƒ ŗΌ  Ķũά ¢  śˆ  ³ ¢ Þ ι  Ķź΅ ĺűˇ Ç Ä  ι Â ↓ź
  ̄  ŗδŵź Ňά ¢ Ń΅  ŗΨ  ›₣ ŇΧ ¢ Ń΅ œŷŪά ŁΎ ŃǺ Ê ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŗǼ
 Â Ķũ΅ Śⁿ  ŀůΦ  ╒  śΉ  ŗΌ  ̄  ŗδŵź Ňά ¢ Ń΅ ŕųź·  ø Ķ₣  Ķƒ ŗΌ
  ╒  śΉ  Ń΅ ¹ Ä Ńˇ ŔźΊ ¬ ¢  śŻΉ ›Έ Â ≡ˆ  śŻΉ ³ Ķ  ╒

ųź· Þ  ś₣  śƒ  Ń΅ ňˇ ŗ΅ Ç Ä  śŻ· ¤ ¢ Ń΅ ňδ΅ ķǼ ŕ
 ŕŪδŴΎ ̄  ¢ œŠΎ ¢ Łŷ ڈ ķǼ  ̄  Ä ¢  ĶźΆ ŗΌ ļŷźǽ Â ↓ź
 Þ ι ›ω œţźšź΅ ³ Ķ  śųˆ ¢ ķǼ Þ ι ›ω Ŕţũˆ
 ›ω ›Έ ÃÔ ĶΡ Ŕţũˆ ¦ ŁΎ  Ń΅ œŷˇ ŗδǺ ЕũΫ ¢ ķǼ
  ¢ ̄ ̄ Ä Ñ΅ Ś₣ ŚΌ ڈ   ÑŸ΅ ÑΎ  ŗΨ  ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ Ĺ΄ ŗˆ ¢  ŗΨ ø ι
 ³ ¬ ŔΌ ø ι Ê ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ® А ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ Þ śˆ  Śˇ Ń΅ Ä Ń΅

  ≡ŷšŶΟ œŷŪδΉ ЕŵΈ  śˆ  À Ķˆ  
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 ≡ŷšŶΟ ŚŪά ¬  ŅΏ ĶǺ  ̄  Ä ŁΎ ¢   ╒ Ń΅  Í ¬  ŁΉ ¢ Ńſ  śŻΉ Þ 
  ŗǼ Ê ̄  ĶŶΌ Þ ╓ ›Ŧźſ  Łźˆ Ç Ä Ñůά ̄  ®  ╒
 ø ι Ê ńŴſ Śⁿ  ̄  Ä ¢ Ś℅Ţˆ ¢ Ç Ä  ι Ś℅Ţˆ ¢
 Ѓ Ń΅ ›ω  ̄  ŗŪΫ ¢ ÑΎ  ŃΆ ¢ ĺŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ ĺźţˆ ¢ Ã Ķϊ

 øА ÑŲά Ń˙  Ň΅  ι ¥ ̄  Ä Ń˘ ЗŢ΅ Ñ΅  ι  
  

    Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒  ± ·ˆ Ñ΅  Ķ₣  ĶΌ ̄  ÑŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ
 őΎ ¢  śŻ·  ╒ ³ ¢ Þ›ŹųΎ ¬  śˆ  ¹ Ä Ńˇ ¤ ¡ ›Έ

Ψ ø śŻΕ Ķǽ Śŵэ  ̄  Ä ¢  śŻΕ Ķǽ І Ķ Þ śŻΕ Ķǽ ŕŪδŴΎ ̄  ¢  ŗ
 ³ Ķ  ╒ ŇǼ ø ι ŚΌ ̄   Ń΅  ¢ ̄ ̄  ¢ Ä  ŗųΉ ¬ ڈ   ĶΟ Ńˆ
 Ç Ä  ι ³ Ķ  ╒ ŇǼ Þ ╔  ĶΠ· ĸŶ Ç Ä  ι
 Ŕƒ ¡ Â Ķũ΅ ›Έ ňά ¬ ³ ¢ ø Í ¬  Ń΅ ōŶǼ Ñź Ä ̄
 ›ŶΌ Ñ΅  ĶŸ΅  śΉ  Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅  śŵφ ø  śƒ  Ń΅ ›ω  ĶźŢΌ
  śΉ  Ã ŗŹΉ ¢ ø Ê ń І ĶŹ΅ ν ŗΆ  ŗ΅ Â ¢ Þ  śŻΕ Ķǽ Śŵэ

 Ķǽ І Ķ Ñ΅  ĶŸ΅ Þ Ê ń  śΉ  ĶŹ΅  ν ŗΆ  ŗ΅ Â ¢ Þ śŻΕ
ŅΏ Ķţũδ Þ›ŻΌ Ķǽ  ± Łźˆ ›ŶΌ Ñ΅  ĶŸ΅  śΉ ڈ    Ã ŗŹΉ ¢
  Ń ĹŶź΄ ľźŧ¯ ŖΎ ≡ǽ ķˆ ÑΎ  ̄  Ä ¢  śŻΕ Ķǽ
 Þ ι ŚΌ ̄   ŗΌ Ê ̄  ŗǿ ō ĶŷΈ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± Ĺυ Þ śŻΕ Ķǽ
 ĹŶź΄ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ±  ŗ΅ Â ¢ ø ι ›ω  κ ¢ Ä  śŷŷˆ Ј ŗ΅
 ŚŴΎ Ń΅  ¢ ̄ ̄ Ä  ŃΆ ¢ ĺŷŶΉ ¬ ڈ   ŗΆ ø ĶΠΎ ń  ĶΉ ŀΎ Ńǿ  Ń

šŶΟ  ŃΆ ¢ Þ Ń Á ĶΉ  ╒ Â Ń΅ Ê ̄  ¢ ¬ ¢ Ç Ä  ̄  Ä ¢ Б ŖŻΎ ¡  ≡ŷ
 ÑΎ Ñůά ̄  ®  ╒ π κ Þ Ñůά ̄  ® ╒ Ã ŗγ ĶźΆ Ä » Ń¯
 Ç ŀΏ Ķ  Ķŷƒ ¢ ›Έ ĹΆ κ Зƒ ¢  śˆ  ³ ¢ Ñ΅  Б ›Ώ ĶŹ΅ ¬
 ›Έ ³ ¢ Þ ι  ĶΌ ̄   ŗΌ ļŷźǽ Â ↓ź  ŗǼ ÑΎ  ŗΨ  ι

 Ê ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ® Ј ŗ΅ А  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  ŃΆ ¢  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ňγ ›Έ È ŀŷſ ³ ¢ Â Ķũ΅  Ń  ŗΨ  ι  ›ω
 ›ω Śⁿ  Ķũδ  ŗΨ ³ Ķ  ╒ Â ¢ ø ╓ ›Ώ ĶǼ ø ι

 Ň΅ Þ śˆ  Ŕţũˆ ¦ ŁΎ Ń΅ ›Ό  śŢ∆ ¬ Â ŗ· őŷźſ
  Ń Ã Ķϊ ›Έ Ã ŗγˇ Ķⁿ é›Ό  ι ̄   Í ¬  ŗ΅
   ŃŦŵųΎ ŃŴΎ ¢  Ñ΅  ĶΠźΏ ĶǼ ¡ £ ¢ ŗǼ  ̄  Ä ¢  Ķź΅ ŕˇ Ń

  ŗǼ Â ŗ· őŷźſ ›Έ  ↓ųźˆ Є ŃΏ ¢ Ńëï ĺŷźˆ Ń 
  ¢ ńųΉ ¡ Ê ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  ŗΨ ÑΎ ø ĶΠźŵΈ  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅ Ç Ä Þ ι
 Ñ΅  ś₣  ι ̄  À ŗΦ Ћ ³ ¢ ¬ Ä ŃΆ  Śⁿ ¢ ø ι

ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ ĶΟ Ê ↓ũγΈ ŇγŷΏ Ķ Ј ŗ΅ ŕųź·  ι 
  őŷźſëï ø ι ›ω  ĶŢŹǽ ŗΧ  ŗ΅  ĺŷźˆ Ń  

  Ñůά ̄ ̄ ڈ  ╒  ®   Ķſ ĶΉ Ç Ä  ŗΨ  ι  ĶŢŹǽ ŗΧ ›ω  ķǼ
  ύǽ  ›Έ  Łŷ ĺŷŶš· ŗά ڈ  ŃŦ΅ ↓ˆ ¢ ŃűΫ ¢ À ̄  Ä ̄
 Ç Ä Þ  śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶŷŵΈ Ñź Ä ̄   ŗ΅ Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅  ŗǼ ø ι  Ķƒ ĶǼ
  ι ̄  Śⁿ  Í ¬ Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅  ̄  Ä ¢  ι  ĶΌ ̄  œΈ ›ω
  ŁŷΎ ¢  ŃŦŵųΎ ŃŴΎ ¢ Ñ΅  Ķź΅ ÑΎ  śŷΓ ¡  ŗΨ ¤ ¡ ›Ό

 ύΎ ¢ Þ ŗ΅ ¤ ¡  ι  ¬ ̄  ¬ Þ ╓ ›ŹťŶˆ ¤ ¡Þ ŁźΏ
 Ăŗⁿ ŗΫ ¢  ŗǼ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ ø śˆ  Ã ŗΫ Ķũ΅  ι Ê ¬ ̄  ŀŶΌ
  Ķź΅  Ń Ã ĶΌ Ä ø ι Ăŗⁿ ŗΫ ¢ ЗźΈ ± ›Έ ÃÔ ĶΡ ι
 Ç Ä Ñ΅  ι  Ķƒ ĶǼ  ĶŹųΎ ¬  Ń΅ ÑŸ΅  ŁźΏ κ ¢ é ι  Ķƒ ŗΌ
  ŗǼ ³ ŃŵΎ ڈ  Łźˆ Ç ̄  ³ ŃŵΎ ڈ  ̄  ŅΏ ύźǺ Ń
̄ ڈ  ╒    Łŷźţˆ ¢ £ ¢ Ńǿ  ̄  Ä  ¢ œŲΫ ŗǼ ÞŇά ̄  ŗίˆ ¢
 Þ›Ό  śŢ∆ ¬  Í ¬ ³ ̄  ŅΏ ύźǺ Ń  ̄  Ä ¢ ³ Łźˆ

 Â ŗ·  śˆ  őŷźſ ›Ό   śŢ∆ ¬  Í ¬  ڈ ŅΏ Ķˆ Еũδ
 ¢ ↨Έ Ã ŗΌ  Ķƒ Ń΅ ļŷźŵźǽ ›Έ ø ι  ĶŢŵΈ  ŗųΉ ¢ 
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 Ñ΅  śˆ   ↓ũγΈ ŇγŷΏ Ķ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ι ÑΎ À ¢ ŗˆ  ύφ
 ńųΉ ¡  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ  ¢ ńųΉ ¡  ĶΟ ¤ ¡  ╖  Í ̄  ĶΈ ¿ ŗ·  śŷŢǼ Þ  ¢

 Â ĶΈ ›Έ Śⁿ  Ń  ι ›ω ľźŧ¯  ¢ ńųΉ ¡  ĶΟ  ̄  ĶŠǿ ¢
  ĶΟ ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ ĺźţˆ ¢ Þ ι  ¢ ńųΉ ¡ ŚΌ  ĶΟ ¤ ¡ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢź·
 ›Έ ³ ¢ Ñ΅ ›Ώ ĶŢſ ÑΎ ¤ ¡ ›Έ ³ ¢Þ ι  ¢ ńųΉ ¡  ¢ ŗΌ  ĶΎ ¬
 Ê ̄  ŗδ· ڈ ¦ ŁΎ Ń΅   ڈ ŅΏ ύŷˇ ŗδǺ ЕũΫ ¢ ¿ ŗ·  śŷŢ΅
 őŷźſ ‹Έ ¢ ŃΆ  ι Ķǽ é ś₣  ╖  śŻ΅  ̄  ŗ΅  śˆ  Ŕţũˆ

 Ń ¡  ŗ΅  ŃŦŵųΎ ŃŴΎ ¢  Ê ŃŶΏ ¢ Ń  ι Ķǽ Þ ŗΌ  ŗˆ  ŗδţΎ
  ŗ΅  ĶΎ ÞÃ ŗΌ őŷźſ  ڈ ŅΏ ύŷŪδΉ Ç Ä   ι Ķǽ ÞÃ ŗΌ   ≡ţΏ Ķˆ
 ›ω  ̄  ŗ΅ ¿ ŗ· ÑΎ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ À ¢ ŗˆ ÞÃ ŗΌ őŷźſ  ŗδţΎ Ń ¡
 ³ Ķ ╒ Ã Ä ̄  ŗǿ ō ĶŷΈ  ĶΡ  Í ń  ĶΉ ĶǼ  ŗ΅ Â ¢  ŗΨ   śΏ  ŗΌ
  ŗǼ ³ Ķ  ╒ Ã ŗγǼ ĶŸΈ Þ³ Ķ  ╒ Ã Ä ̄  ŗǿ  ¬ ŗˆ
 ÑŢ ›Έ Â ¢ ›Ό  śŻ΅ Ê Łţˆ ¢  śΉ  ŔΌ Ňδ΅  ╒  ¢ ŃΊ ŀΉ ¡

  ŗ΅  Â ¢ ĺΎ ̄  ĺˆ ↓Ή ¢ Ñ΅  ύǽðê  Ķƒ ń  ĶŷΎ ¬ ĺŷźˆ Ń 
 ķΎ Ń˝  śŷŢǼ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ Ĺ΄ ¬ ›Έ ňά ¬ ³ ¢ ø ι
 Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± Зƒ ¢ Þ Ń Ã ŗ˙ Ńˇ Ê ń΅ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± Зƒ ¢  ŗ΅ Â ¢ ›Ό
  ↨Έ ¢  śŷŢǼ  ̄  Ä ¢  ι  Ķƒ ń  Ķŷź· Â ŗ·  Ń ĺΎ ̄  ĺˆ ↓Ή ¢
 Â Ķˆ ¡  Ķŷƒ ¢  Ń Ã ŗ˙ Ńˇ Â Ķˆ ¡ Зƒ ¢  śŻ·  ╒ Â ¢ ›Ό
 é ĶΡ  ╒ Ä ̄  Â ŗ΅  ŗ΅ ³ ¢  ŗΨ ø ĶΟ  śŷΚ· Â ŗ·  ι ĺŷŶǼ ̄  ¢

 Ј ŗ΅  ŗΨ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ ³ ¢  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡ø  ι ›ω  Ķǽ Ńǽ
 І Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ ³ ¢  śˆ   ↓ũγΈ ŇγŷΏ Ķ
Ã ŗΆ ŗ· ŕǼ Ñ΅  ĶΠΎ ń  ĶŷΎ ¬ £ ¢ ŗǼ  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡ Ś₣  śŻΕ Ķǽ 

 

 

 

 ЕũΫ ¢ ŗǼ Â ̄  ĶΟ  ύφ  ĶΟ ³ ¢ А  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  śΉ
 ³ ¢  ι Ŕţũˆ Ê ̄  ŗδ· ڈ ¦ ŁΎ Ń΅ À ̄  Ä ̄ ŅΏ ύŷˇ ŗδǺ  ڈ  
 Ç Ä  ŗΨ  Ķź΅ ›ω  ̄  ŗ΅  ŗ΅ Â ¢  śΉ  ŇǼ  ι  ̄  ŗδŵź  ĶΟ

  ŃŵΎ ڈ Þ ╖  śŵΗ ³ Ķ  ╒ ŕǼ ĶŸΈ  ╖  śŵΗ ³ Ķ  ╒
  śΉ  Ã ŗŹΉ ¢ őΎ ¢  ŀůΦ  ╒ őΎ ¢  ŀůΦ  ╒ ³ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢

 ø śŻ΅ À ĶŶůΰˆ ¢   ± ŁΏ Ķũδţũδ Ňά ̄  ŗίˆ ¢  
  

    ̄  Ä ¢   ± Łźˆ  ŗǼ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ À ¢ ŗˆ  ¢ Ńˆ Ä ¬
 ¿ ŗ·  śŷŢ΅  śˆ  ›Έ Â ¢  ś₣ ³ ŃŵΎ ڈ  ╒  ڈ ŅΏ Ķũδţũδ
   śΉ  Ã ŗγŢ΅  śˆ  ›Έ Â ¢ ›Ό ›Έ  ± ĶΎ ŃΎ ¢  ŗδţųź ¢  ŗǼ
  śˆ  Ŕţũˆ ¦ ŁΎ Ń΅  ڈ ŅΏ κ Ķŷˇ ŗδǺ ЕũΫ ¢  śˆ  őŷźſ

· Â ŗ· Þ›Ό  ι ̄   Í ¬ ¤ ¡  ŗ΅ ЗšŶΟ  ̄  ŅΏ ύźǺ Ń é Ķź
 ½ ̄  Ä ĺźΉ ŃŵΎ ڈ ›Ό  ι ̄   Í ¬ ¤ ¡  ŗ΅ ЗšŶΟ  ± Łźˆ
  ╒ śΉ  ĶΊ ńſ  ŗ΅ Ŕţũˆ ŕˇ ŗδŠΎ ↓ˆ ڈ Þ  śŻ·  ╒  śΉ  Ķŷſ
 Þ›Ό ³ ŃŵΎ ڈ  ŗǼ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ À ¢ ŗˆ  ¢ Ńˆ Ä ¬  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŗΨ  śŻ·
 ЕũΫ ¢ śΉ  Ã ŗŸŷǼ Þ›Ό ¿ ŗ·  śŷŢ΅  śˆ  ›Έ Â ¢
 Â ŗ·  śˆ  ³ ¢ Þ ι Ŕţũˆ ¦ ŁΎ Ń΅  ŗǼ  ڈ ŅΏ ύŷˇ ŗδǺ

 é Ķ₣  Ķź΅  
  

   Þ ι Œŷţź΅ ̄  ĶΈ  ŗǼ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ À ¢ ŗˆ  ¢ Ńũδƒ
 Śⁿ ¨ ¡ Â Ķũ΅  ι ̄   ĶΞźſ Þ ĶΎ Ķŷſ ŕŪά ̄  ŗΧ ̄  ĶΟ ŕǺ ĶΟ  ŗǼ ÑΎ
  ¢ ŗΌ ¤ ¢ Ń΅ Śⁿ Ј ŗ΅ Ç Ä  ι Ķǽ  ι ³ Ķ  ╒ ŕǼ ĶŸΈ
 ³ ¢  ι  Ķƒ ŗΌ  ŅΏ ¢ Ń ĺź΅ ̄  ĶΈ ĺũδΏ ŗ· ķǼ ›Έ ³ ¢

 ι  Ķƒ ń  ĶΉ ŗΌ  ̄  ŗήťΈ  ŗ΅ Â Ķũ΅ Ĺ΄ Ä  
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 ø ι ŚΌ ̄  œǽ Śⁿ Śⁿ ¢ Ĺ· ĶǾ ÑΎ  ̄  Ä ¢  śŻ·  ╒  śŷΝźſ
  ŗǼ ¤ ¡ Ñ΅  ╓ ŖΎ Ń΅ ЕΉ ̄  ĶΡ ÑΎ śˆ  ª Ń˙ Ň΅ ¤ ¡  ŗΨ
 Ç Ä А  ŅΏ ¢ Ń  ŗδţΎ ŃΉ ŗδΈ ̄  Þ›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅  Ķŷˇ ŗŹΆ  ŅΏ ¢ Ń
 Ñ΅  Ķ₣  ĶΌ ̄  ÑŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ ø ĶΠΉ Ä Ń΅ ŔŢǿ ›Έ £ ¢ é śŵΈ ›ŹΉ ¢

Έ  ŃŦŵųΎ ŃŴΎ ¢ ›Ό ŇΫ Łŷ ڈ ŗǼ Ê ̄  ĶŶΌ ĺΎ ŗδΏ ¢ Ń  ›
 Ŕţũˆ ļųŷ·  ŗǼ  ĶΟ ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ  ̄  Ä ¢  Ń Ä ¢  ╒  ↓ųźˆ
 ¤ ¡  ŗ΅ ³ ¢ Þ ŗΌ Ľųŷ·  ڈ ̄  ŗųźſ  ĶΎ  ŗΌ ļųŷ·  ڈ  ̄  Ä ̄  Ķ Þ ι
̄ ڈ  ╒    Ķſ ĶΉ é ╓ ŖΎ Ń΅ ŕ℅ŷΎ ↓ˆ ¢  śˆ  ª Ń˙ Ň΅
 À ̄  Ä ̄   Í ̄  ĶŶΌ Ñ΅  ╓ ŖΎ Ń΅ Ê Łţˆ ¢ ¤ ¡  Ķź΅ Ñůά ̄  ®
  ŁΉ ĶŶΎ ڈ А ³ ¢ é ι ЗŢ΅ ĹΌ Ķǽ А Ŕţũˆ ¦ ŁΎ Ń΅

 ¢ Þ śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ŗΌ  Í Ä Ńˆ Ј ŗ΅ é ι ЗŢ΅  ╒ ³ ¢  Ń  ̄  Ä
 Ç Ä  ι Ŕţũˆ  ڈ ŅΏ ĶŷΆ ̄  ¡  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŗǼ  śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶŹųΎ ¬  ŀůΦ
  ŗ΅ ĸźΆ ³ ¢  ι ĸźΆ  ŗǼ  ŗΨ ø ι  Ķƒ Ń΅  ̄  ŗ΅  ŗ΅ Ã ŗγŢ΅
 ŔΌ  ŗ΅ ĸźΆ ³ ¢  ŃΆ ¢ ø ŖΎ Ń΅  ¢ ̄  ŗΧ  śˆ  ª Ń˙ Ň΅ ŔΌ
 ›Έ ¨ ¢ ̄  ³ ¢ œΟ  ŗΨ ›ω ¨ ¡  ŗΨ  ╓ ŖΎ Ń΅ ›ω  ¢ ̄  ŗΧ
  ̄  ĶΞˇ  ╒ Ã ŗγǼ ĶŸΈ Â Ķũ΅ ›Έ ¨ ¢ ̄  ³ ¢  ŗΨ ›ω

ŇγźţšΎ ŁΉ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ╓ ›Ό ̄   śƒ  ŗΌ  śũΚ ³ ¢ ÞБ  śΊ  ńſ 
  śŷΓ ¡ Ñź Ä ̄  Ř΅ κ őΎ ¢ Þ ╓ ›Ώ Ķ Ń΅ ›ω ŇΧ ¢ Ä Ç Ä  ŗ΅
 Þ ι Ňδ΅ őűδũδšˆ ¢  ĶΟ ŕẄ ̄  ÑΉ  ĶΠŷŵƒ ÞÊ ¬ ĹǾ ¢ ̄
  śŻΓ Ä ̄  Ř΅ κ őΎ ¢ Þ А  ĶźŢΌ Ŕƒ ¡  ╖  Í ̄  ĶΈ Â Ķũ΅ Ã ĶΌ Ä

 Ř΅ κ őΎ ¢ Þ śΏ  ¬  śŷΓ ¡  

   

 Þ  ╖  śΏ  ¬  śŷΓ ¡ìïÞ ╖  śΏ  ¬ ňδ΅  ŗ΅ Ç ŗδſ  ̄  ¢ ŅΌ ìï 
 Í Ńˆ Ä ¬  ╒  śŷ∆ ¬ ňδ΅  śŻΓ Ä ̄   ̄  ¢ ŅΌ ŇǼ ŚΌ Â ¬ 

 ŕǼ ĶŸΈ ³ ¢  ĶźΆ  ¢ ̄  ĶΈ Â Ķũ΅ Ç Ä  Ńųź· Ñź Ä ̄   ĶΟ ŕǼ ĶŸΈ
  ŗ΅ìê  śΉ  ŕǼ ĶŸΈ ³ ¢  śΏ  ¬  Ń΅ ŇΧ ¢ Ä  śŻΓ Ä ̄   ̄  ¢ ŅΌ 

 Љ Ķſ Þ śŻ∆ ¬ñï А Ã ŗю ›Έ őŷźſ  śŻΓ Ä ̄   ̄  ¢ ŅΌ 
  ĶΟ ª Ń˙ ³ ¢  śΏ  ¬ À ¢ ڈ  śŻ·  ╒ ŔźŵůΨ  śŻŵź΅ Ј ĶΊ ń

 ø ι  Ń Ã ĶΌ Ä Ŕţũˆ  
  

    ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢"""" ŕƒ Ķŷˆ Ê Ńˇ ŕƒ Ķŷˆ Ê Ńˇ ŕƒ Ķŷˆ Ê Ńˇ ŕƒ Ķŷˆ Ê Ńˇ
ŚũΦŚũΦŚũΦŚũΦ:":":":" ¤ ¡ Þ śŻΜź΅  ڈ ŗŵųŷ΅ ¤ ¡   ╔ Ĺ΄ Ä Њ ĶΟ  śΉ
ø Ķź·  
  

  Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ : : : :  śΓ  Ä ̄  őΎ ¢  ŗΨ Þ Ńˆ
 Śⁿ ÑΎ  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡ Þ ĶΡ ŗΌ ›ω Њ ĶΟ  ĶŷŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Ό  ╖  śΏ  ¬
  ŗǼ ÑΎ øŖΎ Ń΅  Ä Ä ↑Έ ¢  śũΚ΅  ŗ΅ Ŕţũˆ Ñ΅  ĶΡ ŗΌ  ĶŷŹųΎ ¬
  Ķź΅ ¹ Ä Ńˇ  śˆ  Ã ĶŸǼ  śΉ  ›Έ Þ›Ό Ј ŗΌ ›Ώ  ĶźŢΌ
 Â ŗ΅  ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ®  śŻ·  ╒ ³ ¢ Ã ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄   Ń΅ ŔŢǿ  Ń ›Ό Ä

 ¨ ¡ Ê ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ® ÑΎ ø ι ЗŠΈ  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡ œΟ  ŗΨ ›ω
 ø ¬ ¢ Ä śŷΊ ¬  śŻΕ Ķǽ І ŗΌ ЕŵŠźţΉÔ ĶΟ ¢ ŘŦ΅ ÞŚŴΎ ń  
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SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU (Karnataka): 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I rise with a heavy 

heart to associate myself with the sentiments 

expressed by my hon. friends. But 

unfortunately, whenever a debate about the plight 

of the farming community takes place, politics is 

coming into our discussion and we are not able 

to come to a meaningful conclusion. I was 

carefully listening to the speech of my friend, Shri 

Gurudas Das Gupta, in the morning, forgetting that 

his own Government was there in office till the 

other day. He was making such a sweeping 

remark against the Minister and against the 

insensitivity of the Government. Sir, I do not 

want to go into that controvesy because the 

subject which is dearer to me, will get affected. 

But the wrong policies that have been pursued 

all these years, the wrong priorities that were 

pursued all these years were responsible for the 

present plight of the farming community. It is not 

an overnight development that the farmers of 

Andhra Pradesh have committed suicide. Even 

in 1987-88, one hundred farmers and committed 

suicide in Guntur, Krishna and Prakasam belt 

mostly cultivating the cotton crop. 

Subsequently, last year, and this year also, not 

only in Andhra Pradesh but also in the 

neighbouring States of Karnataka, Maharashtra, 

and to some extent, in Punjab, these things have 

taken place and they are spreading to other areas 

also. What is the reason? The fanner always 

believes in self-respect. He never wants to 

avail himself of any loan facility. You see 

anybody who is involved inthe shares scam or the 

banking scam or the companies which have 

become insolvent 
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on record. None of them have committed 
suicide. Even the people who have been 
exposed in the Media, who have been 
talked about time and again—I do not 
want to bring those names—none of 
those fellows have ever made an attempt 
to commit suicide. I do not want them to 
commit suicide. I want them to be 
punished, to be put behind the bars. But 
the farmers in the rural areas, the poor 
fellows having two acres of land or three 
acres of land or five acres of land are 
losing hope because there is no way by 
which they can repay the loans which 
have been taken either from the banks or 
from the private money-lenders. I would 
like to refer to one report relating to the 
State of Maharashtra. Mr. Umesh 
Chandra, Secretary, Agriculture, 
Government of Maharashtra, has stated that 
the year 1997-98 has been the worse for the 
Maharashtra farmers. He further said that 
more than 50 per cent of the crops of the 
farmers have been affected, that is, in an area 
of 4,67,000 hectares of land, fifty per cent of 
the crops of the farmers have been affected. 
Same is the case with Karnataka. Coming to 
the neightbouring districts of Andhra Pradesh 
and Karnataka, that is, Gulbarga and Bidar, 
there also, fifty per cent of the crops of the 
farming community were lost whether it was 
cotton or whether it was any other 
commercial crop. Same is the case in Andhra 
Pradesh. It is also a fact and we have to admit 
it that monsoon also have some affect on the 
fortunes of the farmers whether it is flood, 
whether it is drought, whether it is cyclone, 
whether it is untimely rain or whether it is hail 
. storm, all of them are having a terrible effect 
on the fate of the farming community. If you 
go by records, then you will find that the 
credit that was due for the farming 
community was around 18 per cent. What is 
the achievement? As per the record, it is not 
around 13 per cent. Who is responsible for 
this? I simply feel that there are very many 
senior Members in this House. In this country 
since independence, the Parliament,   the   
Planning   Commission, 
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the Media, the political parties, all are 

offering lip-service to the rural India. We are 

more concerned about the organised sector. We 

are more concerned about the people who 

have got resources and sources to raise their 

voice and reach Delhi, we have less concern 

about the people who are residing in the 

remote areas of this country. This is the main 

reason which has led to this situation. 

Otherwise, if you see the debates that are going 

on in both the Houses of Parliament, you will 

find that enough time is not given to these 

issues. I am not making any allegation against 

anybody. But as I told you, even in the 

Planning Commission, the people are saying 

that about 65 per cent of the credit for the 

agricultural community even today is coming 

from the private sources. Even the banks 

which were nationalised, which have got a 

social responsibility 

and which are under the control of the 

Government of India, are not able to enforce 

even the directives given by the Reserve Bank 

of India. What is happening to them? Who is 

monitoring them? Why are you not pulling 

them up? Why are you not able to reach the 

target? Eighteen per cent is not a big target for a 

community which represents about 70 per cent 

of the population and you are just giving them 

a credit facility to the extent of 18 per cent. 

Even that eighteen per cent target is not 

achieved. We are not able to reach the target 

of eighteen per cent. That being the case, let 

the Parliament in its collective wisdom come 

together, let the political parties also come 

together.... Mr. Chaturanan Mishra was 

Minister for Agriculture the other day. Sir, in 

his regime also, these suicides had taken place in 

Andhra Pradesh. They are taking place today, 

and they will take place even tomorrow. The 

reasons are: the system is the same, the 

facilities are the same, the loans are the same, 

the harassment is the same and the failure of 

the monsoons is also the same. We are not 

taking any effective, protective measures. 

There is no remunerative price. There is a 

restriction on the move- 
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ment of foodgrains. An Andhra farmer cannot 

take his cotton to maharashtra; a Maharashtra 

farmer cannot sell his cotton in Hyderabad 

which is just adjacent to Maharashtra where the 

prices are remunerative. An Andhra farmer 

cannot take his paddy to Tamil Nadu where 

there is a demand for paddy. This is the 

situation. In spite of the fact that the 

Government of India, under the able 

leadership of Vajpayeeji, earlier under the 

leadership of Deve Gowdaji, has declared that 

in India there is no restriction, the entire India 

is considered as one food zone, the States are 

putting restrictions on the movement of 

foodgrains. 

Secondly, I want to make a point about 

spurious pesticides. Today, the biggest menace 

is spurious1 pesticides. You know that the 

pesticides have become costly and the 

manures have become very costly. The 

successive Governments have been reducing 

the subsidy on fertilisers. That being the case, 

on the one hand, there is a reduction in subsidy 

on fertilisers, but on the other, there is an in-

creased supply of spurious pesticides, and also 

of spuirious seeds. These seeds are not 

germinating, resulting in a huge loss to the 

farming community. Let there be a serious 

application of mind by both the Central 

Government and the State Governments. I 

request the Minister to take initiative to call a 

meeting of the States which are affected by 

this menace. What are we doing now? What 

are the States doing? Condoling the death and 

paying compensation to the remaining 

members of those families! That seems to be 

our policy. Giving one lakh rupees or giving a 

job under the JRY or giving a house under the 

Indira Awa» Yojana or sending the children to 

school—I am not finding fault with those 

types of measures. But what about the 

preventive measutes, to prevent such suicides 

at least hereafter? For that, there should be 

effective legislation or effective measures by 

the Central Government or the State 

Government. The Government should also 

take effective measures (i) to get them the 

needed credit flow from the banks; (ii) to 

arrest 
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the menace of spurious pesticides by making 

an effective legislation and (ii) to make 

available the seeds which are genuine and 

also to take action against the people who are 

selling these spurious seeds, and (iv) to go in 

for a comprehensive crop insurance scheme. 

This crop insurance scheme has been talked 

about by so many Prime Ministers, by so 

many Ministers, but nothing is happening. 

Even under the leadership of Chaturanan Mis-

hraji, a crop insurance scheme was proposed. 

It was only a pilot scheme. It was only for 24 

districts, and it was only up to ten thousand 

rupees. Of what use is this amount of ten 

thousand rupees for a cotton crop? Even that 

amount of ten thousand rupees is not coming. 

And there is no premium also. Sir, unless you 

engage yourself in this serious issue of having 

a comprehensive crop insurance scheme, 

bring a legislation also educate the farmers 

across the country about the need for such a 

crop insurance, unless the farmers pay the 

premium to some extent, the scheme will not 

be viable, it will not be effective, and it will 

not be easy to implement also because the 

losses are huge. That being the case, let there 

a national debate, let there be a consensus, let 

there be an effort by all political parties to 

back up the crop insurance scheme and let the 

Government take initiative to bring a crop 

insurance scheme on an all India basis, 

covering the commercial crops. 

The next point I want to stress is, a 

Committee was set up by the Government of 

India, the Committee had visited certain parts 

of Andhra Pradesh and other places, but they 

have yet to submit a report. I don't know why 

they are taking that much time. The 

Committee should be asked to expedite its 

report and then the Government should start 

taking action on that. 

The fourth point is about assistance to 

Karnataka Government. No assistance is 

given to karnataka. I don't know the reasons. I 

would like the hon. Minister to explain to the 

House the reasons for 
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not giving assistance to Karnataka even after 

the Karanataka Government has sought 

additional assistance. The Minister has 

himself admitted this in his statement. 

The fifth point is regarding banning certain 

pesticides which were internally 

acknowledged as harmful to the crops. Sir, 

138 brands of pesticides were banned in 

many parts of the world. That being the case, 

why doesn't the Indian Government also take 

up the issue, talk to the State Governments 

and then come with a comprehensive 

legislation identifying and banning those 

brands which are harmful for farming 

community. 

Sixthly, with regard to the relief, I suggest 

to the Government of India that mere 

postponement or mere restructuring of the 

loan will not suffice because they are in 

distress. They are comming suicide. In 

Andhra Padesh alone, 269 farmers had 

committeed suicide. That shows the gravity of 

the situation. In Karnataka also, 26 people had 

committed suicide, up till now. The 

Government has confirmed it. Now the 

Government should go in for a sort of interest-

waiver to all the affected farmers in the 

affected areas. The Government should also 

pay compensation to the people who have lost 

their crops. This is a serious issue. The 

Government should apply its mind to these 

points (1) postponement and rescheduling of 

repayment of loans, (2) waiver of interest for 

all, and (3) payment of compensation to the 

small and marginal farmers in those affected 

areas. Unless these steps are taken at the ear-

liest, the situation will go out of control. This 

has become a psychological thing now. It is 

having some effect on other farmers also. 

They feel that the best way to get out of the 

thing is to end their life. Now there is a 

temptation. The payment of Rs. 1 lakhs, the 

house and other things may also tempt the 

people to- take recourse to suicide. I request, 

through you, Sir, the Government to take a 

serious not of what is happening in various 

parts of the country. There is no politics 

involved 
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in this, There is no ideology involved in this. 

There is no philosophy involved in this. 

What is needed is to take corrective steps by 

both the Central and State Governments, to 

understand the plight of the farming 

community and to go in for long-term and 

short terms measures. Thank you. 
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ह�  - .� ��
�	 �� X� !� 3	��  '��R ��  X� 3	��  
!�-!�,���-��� '��� X� �1j	��, ह� " �� 
' 3
 !� 
.�f ��	 .�f ��� .�f �� ��,� .�f ���	 ��  
��� '�� ह� " 
���� [�� �
�7./	 ��, �!/� �� 
'!�	� ��ह�� ह� �� 
���� �' �� 3	 	o���	 
�f�� -�f���R ��  ��. ��	��  ������ ह6 �� �r�-
��U� ह6 �� &
 !�/ �� ��� �� 
��� ह6, ������ ��  

�Q	R �� ����0� 	ह� �����, 3	�� ��% k�#	� 
	ह� !��� �' �� 	 
7
�&� ��� 
��� ह� 	 &
 
U��� ��  '��� �  �� ��
�
��
 �
�7./	 3
�� 
.��&� �� 
��� ह� " �6 
���� 
� &
� �0�	 �� 
�ह �ह	� ��ह],�� �� *� ��% ���	� '	���, 
���	�'b �����  
� 3	�� ��% ������ !���. " 3	 
�r� ��U� 	o���	R ��  
� P�� ������ �� *� �� 
� 
�� 500 g�. '�������� (�� !���. �� /��! �ह 
�7�,�, &����.� .� '�� (��� 3	�� 
ह���� ह��� "  

�K �t �,J� �� 'ह7� 	o���	 *!�� ह� " *,�f� !��� 
ह� *2¡ P!�/ ��  �� �ह�, �� 2 
o �� 
�� 2 
o ��  
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270 *!���R 	� 
7
�&� ���� " �ह 19 �]	 �� 
*h��`� ह� " ���R ��  	�� !� �U� ह6 ,*,�f� !� �U� ह6 " 
16 ह��� *!�� [�� �� *2¡ P!�/ � , &
 ���� ��  
[	7
�� ह6 �� ��_�� 2 
� 3 
�� �  U7!�7 /� �� �7��  
ह� " [�� �� ह����W� �  ��
��  '��� �  P�,��� 
���� 	� 
��% �����̀ 	ह� !� X� �!��� �� 
���� ��  	�� ��  
	��� ह6, �!��� �� 
���� 	� [�	� *,U� X� ��	 ',! 
�� �U� ह� – �� 
� �� 10 
� 15 ह��� 	o���	 
��_�� 3 
�� �  U7!�7 /� �� �7��  ह� " �6 &
 '�� ��  
��. �]�	�a
�� ��  ��,
�� 
� ���� " �6	� !������ �� 
�� *���  ��
 	o���	R �� ��� ह�, *���  ��
 
�����
̀ ह� ��R 	ह� *� ह����W� ��  16 ���R �  5-5 
� �� 
�s�7� ��,� ���� 
�� ���� ���� ह�, 15 �!	 �  
*���  ��
 ह����W� ��  �- �-�
̀ हR�� " �7�� ���' 
���� �� &
�  ���	��� ह� " ��&
 ��,
�� 	� �ह� �� 
���	��� ह� " �6 &
� �$, �� �� 
���� 
� �7��� U��� 
ह� ��.�� " ��� 
���� ��  ��
 &!��� 	ह� ह�? *,¡ �  

���� ��� �(��� 
��� ह� "  

�� ���� [	7��	 ह�, �� *Q���� ह6 ��
� '�� ��, 
U��� 	ह� ह�, 0�f� 	ह� ह�, 2 ��U 
�  ��!� ��
�	 
#ह!7���	 �  ��_�� 2 X� 3 
�� ��  '�� �  *j�हj�� 
�� �7��  ह� " �6 &
 '�� �� ��� � ���� ह], " (��� 

���� ��R 	ह� &
�� ��� ���� " (��� 
���� 
��R *,U �],!	� �� ���// ���� ह� " (��� 
���� ��  
ह�0 �s'�  ह� " 
���� ��ह� �� .� �ह�	� ��  [,!� ���� 

�� ������ �� [
� 
�� ������ *,�f� &�¼� 
�� 
��� ह� ���� 	�/	� ����� �� &
 �7m� �� )�� 

� ���� �� 
��  "  

3�
(���d �ह�!�, ��
�	 �� �ह !/� – *� 
ह���� ��		�� 
!�� �� (�0�0��0 ��  P��� ह� 
32हR	� �ह� �� �ह �� ��,��� 
� ��� *�� ह� " �ह�� 

����R ��  �� �  0� " �ह �� ह��/� 
� ह� " ��% 	�� 
'�� 	ह� ह� " �ह �!V��/� ��	� ह�, �!V ���	� ह� " 
[
� '�� �ह ह� " �6 &
 '�� �� ���� ���� �� 	ह� 
�ह	� ��ह�� 0�, ����	 �6 ��']� ह], " [�� ��
�	R 
��  ��. &2¤��+���, ��ह� �ह ��� 0�, ��ह� �ह ���� 
��� 0�, ��ह� �ह 
�&,���-� ��'������� 0z, ��ह� 	. 
'�� 0� X� ��ह� ��	 ������]/	 0�, [�� ��
� 	� 
���� �� ह7* �� �ह 7-8 
�� �ह�� &
 !�/ ��  
��
�	R ��  ��. ह7* " ����	 3
��  '�! 
' 	� 
��
�	R �� '�� �� 
��	� �'��7 � ',! �� �!�� " 
3
�� 	���� �ह ह� �� *� ��
�	 �� �ह !7!̀/� 
ह7% ह� " U�
�o� 
� !� '��R 	� ��
�	 �� ���� ह� ��
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^ ��ह 
� *� �ह ���1�0�� &�	� �,(�� ह� " 3
�  
�� ह���� !�/ �  ��� �� PW��� ह� 3
��  '��� �  �6 �ह 
�ह	� ��ह],�� �� ��*������ '6�R �� ��� �- 
&2����� 16 
� 18 P��/� ह� X� �� 	�/	��& � '6�
 
ह� 3	��  ��� �- &2����� ��  [���� �� #P
��� ह� 
��
�  *� [
� �� ह� 3

� -���] h��� 	ह� �� 

���, [
�  �� �� 
��� ह� " ���� ��
 ��
�	 *�� 
����� ह6 " 95 ह��� g��� ��̀ ���� 0� " ��	 ��U 
g��� ���
 �� �7��  ह6 X� [(� (� 95 ह��� g��� 
'��� ह� " ��&
 ������	 
�ह', �ह �,��' 	�/	� '6� 
�� '�� �6 '�� �ह� ह], " 
� 1�0�� �  ��
�	, 
*j�हj�� 	ह� ����� �� ��� ������ �� ���� 
��-

���� ��  ��. ��.��? �6 
���� 
� �ह	� ��ह�� ह], 
�� &
� 
���� �� �,(���� 
� ��	� ���ह. " ���1�0�� 
��� ह�, �K �t ��  �ह��� �  .� ����� '	�% �,��'-
ह����W� �  ��� �� [	7��	 ���	� ��  ��. �� ��� �� 
��� 1�0�� ह� " 3
 ����� �� �ह ����� ह� �� 
��*������ '6� X� 	�/	��& � '6� �� ���� �� 
�� ��V ��	� �� '�� ह� �� �ह ����� �
-̀ 28 
� 30 
��
 � ह� X� '��� 70 P��/� �� ��
�	 ह� �� *� 

�ह]��� X�  
]!U�� 
� ��V ���� ह6, ��
��  h��� 
�� !� 24 P��/� 
� /7$ ह� ����  36 P��/� �� ह�, 
X� '����	 ���R 
�, *�!���
�R 
�, ���' ���R 
� 
�� 3
�� 
���  40 
� 45 ��
 � ह� " &
��. [�� �� 
��� U7!�7 /� 	ह� �� �� �� ��� �� ��? ��� 
���� 
��  ��
 &
 '�� �� ��% ���' ह�? ��� 
���� 	� ��% 
��	]	 '	��� ह� �� ��� ��  '!�� �  ��
�	 �� 
���-��� 	ह� ���� ��.? *� ��*������ '6�R ��, 
�6� ���̀��� '6� �� �� 
��� 
����� [!��  ह�, 3	�� 
[�Q��� ह� " �� ��
�	 �� &
 ��ह '�,Q�� �� ���� ह� 
��
� ���-'_f� �� ��% ���� ��  [,!� ��
� 
� '�,Q 
�� �� ���� ह� " �ह�	�-�ह�	� (� ��
�	 �� �
��� 
��� �  ',! ���� ह� " ��&
 �����6	 
�ह',�6 *��� 
�ह 3!�ह�W !� 
��� ह], " ��
�	 U7!�7 /� �'  ���� 
ह� �' ��
�	 

�� ���� �� ������ ���� ह� " ��
�	 �� ���� 
�� 
� ������ ���� ह�, �' ��,� �  3
�� ���-��� 
���� ���� ह� �� 3
�� ���	 ह� �� 3
�� ���	 �� 

��*� 	����� �� ���� ह� X� 	�/	��& � '6� 
	����� ���� ह� " �
��� ���̀ 
� ��i� ���� ���� ह� 
" �� '��� ह6 �� ��
�	 �� U7!�7 /� ��  ��. ��']� �� 
�ह� ह� " �6	� �K �t �,J� �ह�!� ��  '��	 �  'ह7� 
� '��  
�r� ह6 ��
�  ��U� ह� �� �� �����
�&� ह6, �� 
&2
����
�&� ह6, �� !]
�� U�! ह� �7W��� ����, 
3	�� 
���� &,���� �� �ह�  
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 ह� " �7�� 'f� [-
�
 ह� �ह '�� �]�	�a
�� 
' 
�� &
 !�/ ��  [,!� ��� ह� �� ���� &2�7�
 �� ह� 
�����
���, ����, -a���&��̀, 
��� 
' ��  

' ������� ह6 " ��% (� [
� 	ह� ह6 " ��
�	 �� 
+���� 6 �ह�	� 
� ��� ��� 	ह� �� 
��� " 3
��  
'�! U��	� �f�� ह� X� ���J� ��  ��
 �� ��	� 
�f�� ह� " �� 
� �� 
�� ह6, &
 
�� (� ���
 �� 
'���% ���R 	� ��, �� '�r�� '�� ���� *. 0� 0��� 
���� X� ��
 �� ��ह� ��� 0� " ����	 .� (� 
���
 �� �oQ� 	ह� 3�� X� !�'��� ��
�	 �� 
[�	� घ� ��  '�� 
� '���% ��	� ��� "  

3�
(���d �ह�!�, 
� 'ह7� 
� �� 
�� ह� ��	 �  
��f���� !�� ��  �P� 	� �]�� -
� �� ��� �!�� 0� " 
�ह ���� *,UR !�U� '�� ह� " �6 [�	� '�� �� _��� 
�� �ह	� ��ह�� ह], X� 
���� 
� ��,� ���� ह], �� 
��
�	 �� �� 
� '���� �� 
��� ह� &
 
,',Q �  

7��� !��� [�	� '�� Uj� �$, �� " �6 ��,� ���� ह], 
�� [�� ��
�	 ��, U�� ��!]� X� *���,
 �� 
U�� �  ��� ���� ह�, 
ह���� ���� ह�, 3	 �� [�� 
'��	� ह� X� &
 !�/ �� ������� 
� '��	� ह� �� 
�ह ��
�	 ��  [�� �� �� '�� 	ह� ह� " 3
 ��  ��. 

���� ��, 
��� �� ����� ����� ��	� ह��� " 
���� �ह�� ��,� ह��� �� 3	 ��  ��. ��� *- %,����� 
 ��!�-
�- ��!� 6 P��/� 
(� 	�/	��& � '6�
, 
��������� '6�
 X� 
(� '6�
 �  ���� ��	� 
���ह. ��
�	 �� ���	 �� �7 �� 	ह� ह�	� ���ह. " 
&
 ��  [����� �6 3-4 X� '��  �ह	� ��ह�� ह], �� 
��
�	 �� -
� �� ���� ��  ����� �  
' 
�  ��!� 
��#�� ह��� ह� " *�+����� 
� �ह�, ��ह], �,����� X� 
�ह �f� 850 g�. ����� X� !�/ ��  ��
�	 �� � ह] 
�'��  5 
o �� 510 g��� ����� " &
 
� '�� /�̀ �� 
'�� X� ��� ह�? ���� ��ह], '�r�� X� *�+����� �� 
��ह], �	�s�� ��R�� 3
 ��  [,!� .��~��� 
��
, 
�ह U�	� ��  ��� 	ह� * 
���, 3
 �� /��--
��&- 'ह7� _��� X� �-� (� �� 
���� *,U� ',! 
��. ह7. ह� " 3	 ��  �U��- ��% ���`��ह� 	ह� �� 
�ह� ह� " 3�
(���d ��, �6 �-� �ह�� ह], �� &
 .� 
ह��� ���f g�. ��  ��ह], �� .� !�	� (� [�� 
#ह!7���	 �  ��% U��� �� �7�� �� 
�� 
���� !�	� 
��ह�, �6 (7��	� ��  ��. ����� ह], " *� .� �ह�	� ह� 
���, ��_�� �ह�	� �� 9 ����U �� 
���� 	� 
.	�3,
 ���� 0�, ����	 *� �� &
� 
�0'�0*%0 
�� &,������ ��  ��. .	+��� 	ह� �� 
�� " *� 
&
 ��ह 
� 
���� �� �!! ��	� ��ह�� ह�?  
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�, �6 X� !� '��  �ह�� [�	� '�� Uj� ���� 
ह], " �� &	�7�
 �  ������ ���� ह�, �����
�&�
 �  
������ ���� ह� 3	 �� ��-
�-�� 10 
�� �� 

�� �� P��Q�	 ��	]	 '!��� ����. ���� ��% 
����� 
 ह�, ��� ��  " 3	 �� *� ��� /	 �  �  " �6 
�� �ह�� ह], �� �� &�	� 'f� !�/p�ह ���� ह�, 3	 
�� -�,
� ���k, " 3
� U��� �� ��!���� �� ���� ��  

�0 
���
 !��� X� 3
� �~�� �- ��#�� ��  

�0 ��� ���� ��	� ���ह. "  

3�
(���d �ह�!�, 2�]1��[� 
�&,
 ��
 �� 
��_�� �!	R 
���� 	� Q���� ����, �ह 
�%,
 
.������ �  &,���' �� 
��� ह�, �ह '��R �� '�	� 

� �ह�� 
� �� 
��� ह�, �ह '��R �� '�	� 
� �ह�� 

� �� 
��� ह6 �(� 3
� ��� 	 ��� " �ह ¤] �
, 
������'�
 X� -
� �� !� �7	�, ��	 �7	� �� 

��� ह� " �ह ह�&�c� !]
�� 'ह7� 
� '��    �� 

��� ह� " �� ��R 	ह� 
���� 3
 
�&,
 �� /1� 
�� &������ ��
�	R X� !�/ ��  �ह� ��  ��. ���� 
ह�? �ह�!�, [,� �  �6 �ह	� ��ह],�� �� �� ��
�	 
U7!�7 /� ��	� �� ��']� ह�, 3	 ��  *�\�R ��  ��. 
.� ��U g��� �7 _ 	ह� ह� " 32ह  ��-
�-�� 5 
��U g�. �!. ��., X� 3	 �� ��ह��'����/	 �� 
���� '	�% ��. " 
�0 ह� 
���� �� &,���� 
 X� 
�� ������ -, � ���~���� �i.� ��	� �f��� ��
 
� 
�� *�!� �� 
]�� �  ��
�	 �� �]�� ��ह� ��� 
��  
" �6 �ह (� �ह	� ��ह�� ह], �� �ह [�� �� �ह���S+ 
��, *,¡ P!�/ �� �� ��
� .� P�,� �� 
��� 	ह� 
ह�, �������	 ��  '~�̀� 
� ���� ����	��7  �� �� 
�]�� #ह!7���	 �� .���� 	~0` X� 
�30 �� ह�, 3
 �  
��_�� !� 
�� 
� ���
 �'��7 � 	ह� ह7% ह� " ��
�	 
	� �%-�% ह��� g�. .�-.� .�f �  ���. ह6, 
����	 ��
� 
���� 	� .� -] �� �o�� (� ��
� $� 
�  	ह� !� ह� " �ह�!�, ��_�� 
�� '�-�o
� '�
�� 	� 

��� !�/ �� �]�� -
�  �'�ह �� !� ह6 " ����	 .� 
�o�� �� (� ��ह� ��
�	 �� 	ह� !� �% "  

3�
(���d ��, [2� � , �6 .� �-��� '�� �� 
[�	� '�� Uj� �$, �� " �6 �ह �ह�� ह], �� ��
�	 
�� ��'���&��/	 	� '7�� ��ह 
� ���� ह� " *�	� 
���� � -�
�� ��  �� (���. ह6, 3	��  *�� &
 !�/ ��  
[	�r ��
�	R �� ��� �!�� ह� 3	��  U�	� ��  ��., 
3	��  (��	 ��  ��. " �ह ��'���&��/	 ��� ह� 
���� � �� ? ��
 ��ह �� ���� � -�
�� ��  *�� *� 
��
�	 �� �� ��	� ��ह�� ह6? ��
�	 �� [,���� 	ह� 
��	��, ��
�	 [�	� ���K(�t� ��	�� ह�, [�	� 
���	� (�t� ��	�� ह� " *��� ��% ���� �J,  
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����', 	�� .������ �� ��% ह� ह� 	ह� ���	� 
(�t� �  " *� ��� 
���� ह6, ����	�/	� �, ��	�R 

� *� ���	� �f���, *� ��
�	 3	�� �7��'�� 
�����? 

[2� � , �6 �ह '�� �ह�� Uj� ���� ह], �� *� 

� 1�0�� ह� –  

��
 U�� 
� !�ह��	 �� 	 ह� ���� ���
� " 
3
 U�� ��  Uo/�-.-�,!7� �� ��� !� " " 

[�� *� �ह ��ह�� ह6 �� �ह �!	 (� !]� 	ह� ह� " 
&
 �����	� ��  
�0 �6 [�	� '�� Uj� ���� ह], X� 
*��� Q2���! ���� ह], " ��#ह! "  

SHRI R. MARGABANDU (Tamil Nadu): 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the statement of the 

Minister gives details about the deaths and 

the remedial measures that have been taken 

by respective State Governments but I fail to 

understand the basic problems which 

agriculturists are facing which resulted in 

deaths in Andhra Pradesh and other 

places. They have not been dealt with in 

the statement. Sir, there are two sectors; 

one is the organised sector and the other 

is unorganised sector. In agriculture, 

either there are owners of the land or 

labourers. The agriculture comes under 

unorganised sector. There is no 

organisation to protect the interests of 

agriculture whereas in the organised 

sector there are forces, there are 

organisations which protect their 

interests. Most of the Members in this 

august House could be hailing from 

agricultural families. Even the 

Agriculture Minister is from an 

agricultural family. While approaching 

this issue there should be a humanistic 

tendency. There is a saying in Tamil 

which is translated as: If the accounts of 

an agriculturist were to be taken into 

account, even a small stick used to drive 

plough and bull will not be saved. Such is 

the position of        agriculturists. 

Agriculturists of India are born in debt, live 

in debt and die in debt and that position   is   

still   there.   Agriculturists, 
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whether small or big have no protection. Of 

course, big can have some leverage or some 

protection in other ways but the small farmer 

has no other source of income except a small 

part of land of one or two acres. The entire 

family depends upon that land and they have 

to involve themselves for ploughing the land, 

sowing, seedling, fertilizing and for pesticides 

till a crop is grown fully, for four months. He 

has no other source of income. He will have 

to depend on the harvest of the crop. If at all 

he gains anything, he will have to save it for 

the entire year. He will have to store it and if 

there is some excess, he can sell it. When 

there is excess, he has to sell it in the free 

market whether there is a proper price or not. 

I would like to say, Sir, that so far as Southern 

part is concerned, paddy is grown and so far 

as Northern part is concerned, wheat is 

grown. Providing subsidy or price fixing 

authority is lying with the Central 

Government. 

3. P.M. 

When they fix the prices of paddy, the fix 

low prices, whereas, I am given to understand, 

subject to correction, high prices are fixed for 

wheat which is grown in the northern parts of 

the country. That dioscrimination has to be 

removed. The power of fixing the prices has to 

be given to the States also. Otherwise, this 

discrimination will permeate from place to 

place. Sir, in our nation food and water are the 

two primary things for man's living and the 

agriculture covers this area. What is the 

protection given to the agriculturists? No 

protection is given at all and the man has to 

rise and fall himself. This statement has come 

only when 300 or 400 people have committed 

suicide. Why had there been deaths? It is only 

because of the defective seeds. So far as 

cotton is concerned, defective seed has been 

supplied. Who has supplied it? Who has 

certified that it is a standard seed? It is only 

the Central Government and there is a 

Department of the Government which has 

certified that this is a seed of good quality. 

This seed has been purchased at the highest 

price. This 
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seed has been grown. The plants have grown 

but there is not flowering at all. This has 

resulted in so many deaths. I would like to 

submit that in our State Tamil Nadu there are 

three areas, namely, Madurai, Theni and 

Dindigul where cotton is grown. In these 

areas people used this seed and the plants 

grew, but there was no flowering. Why is it 

so? It is only because of the defective and 

worthless seed which has been supplied to the 

farmers there. What are the steps which the 

Government is going to take in this regard? I 

would like to know whether the Government 

is going to penalise or punish those persons 

who have 

supplied this seed. If there is no check on 

such things, what will be the fate of the 

agriculturists in this country? Sir, I can say 

that this adds to the indebtedness of the 

farmers also. They have to depend upon 

banks for finances. The banks are not giving 

loans at the appropriate time. The procedure 

for getting loans is such a rigmarole that they 

do not get the loans in time for the seedlings 

and other things. As a result of this they have 

to approach the money-lenders. As far as 

finance is concerned, there is no control over 

finance and three or four persons join 

together and start a finance company. They 

charge exorbitant rates of interest, between 36 

and 50 per cent. The farmers take loans from 

them for two or three months. If any farmer is 

not able to repay his loan, they do not_go to 

court even though they have got pronotes and 

other documents. They depend on muscle 

power. They would go to the agriculturist and 

beat him. They drag him out and put him to 

shame. The ladies arc also put to shame. 

Their vessels arc ta'kcn away and their sale 

deeds are also taken away by coercion. In this 

way, they take away their land. So, this is the 

plight of the agriculturists. Is there any 

legislation for controlling these private 

money-lenders and private financiers who are 

charging so exorbitantly? There is no 

legislation at all. How arc you going to save 

these people? Our country is basically an ag- 
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  riculrural country which has got the 

potentialities for producing more food-grains. 

But now nobody is willing to go in for 

agriculture. Everybody is leaving his village 

and land. They are moving to urban areas 

where even a small shopkeeper can earn Rs. 

100 to Rs.- 200 a day. A person who is having 

even ten acres of land is not able to save 

anything and he is suffering like anything. 

What would be the fate of those people if 

there is drought or flood? It is said here that a 

moratorium has been granted. It has been re-

scheduled. It has been spread over for two 

years and this can be recovered after two 

years. Do you mean to say that for the second 

year there will be a double crop? Sir, once a 

person incurs a debt, he is not able to repay it 

at all. I appeal to this Government, through 

this august House, that there should be a 

complete waiver of loan, whether it is 

Government loan or loan from co-operative 

departments or loan through any other source. 

If there is a dreadful situation due to drought 

or floods, there should be a complete waiver 

of loan. I can say with pride that my leader, 

Dr. M.G.R., had waived Rs. 400 crores of 

loans in spite of objection from the Central 

Government, NABARD and the Reserve 

Bank of India. Even my leader, Puratchi 

Thalaivi, waived Rs. 180 crores of loans. So, 

there should be a complete waiver of loan. 

Otherwise, we cannot save these agriculturists 

at all. Then, what is that we are giving? Many 

hon. Members have referred about the supply 

of pesticides which arc banned by other 

countries, seeds and other things which are 

substandard and defective and dumped in 

India. They are not protected-at all. So, I say, 

there should be protection to them. Sir, here I 

would like to add one thing. The same 

situation has arisen in our Tamil Nadu also. 

As a matter of fact, I would like to say one 

thing. So far as interest is concerned, when 

one borrow loan from a bank, they add 

interest. If that amount is not re-paid within a 

particular time, a penal interest is added. Now, 

both interest and penal 
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interest are added to the principal then again 

interest and penal interest. This will go on. 

The banks and other institutions cannot be 

equated even to an eetti wala. Even they have 

some humanitarian consideration. These 

banks do not really have any humanitarian 

consideration. If a person borrows Rs. 1,000 

and if he is not able to re-pay that amount 

within about 3 years, 4 years or 5 years, it 

comes to Rs. 10,000. "where can he go? So, 

the rate of interest and the pattern of fixing 

the interest and the penal interest provisions 

are to be removed completely. The hon. 

Minister has said that for small farmers the 

rate of interest is about 4%. I think, that also 

has to be reconsidered. Of course, there may 

be some marginal difference with reference to 

small farmers and big farmers. I appeal, once 

again, that the system of charging penal 

interest and adding that to the principal has to 

be removed completely? 

I would like -to say one more thing about 

sugar industries. Sugar-cane to sugar 

industries is supplied by agriculturists. The 

problem is, they do not pay the price even for 

one year. For example, the Aruna Sugars in 

the South-Arcot district, even after supply of 

sugar-cane by agriculturists with all 

difficulties, they did not pay the price for one 

year. They borrow monies from banks and in 

the agreement they put a stipulation that 

within 15 days the amount has to be paid. If 

the amount is not paid in time, they charge 

interest. But, these sugar industries do not pay 

the amount. That is the whole problem. This 

is the position of industry. This is the pathetic 

conditions in which agriculturists arc living. 

The rate which is given for the sugar-cane is 

very low and in Tamil Nadu we have been 

demanding to pay Rs. 1,000 per tonne. That 

has not been done. 

My last point is, recently our party, the 

AIADMK, had launched a protest rally before 

all the district collectors' offices. The demand 

is, the State Government has announced that 

in the case of drought and other things, tax 

and other things will not be collected. In spite 

of the order by 
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  the hon. Chief Minister, the land tax and the 

house tax have been collected. That has not been 

refunded at all. 

We raised this point. We organized a rally 

also demanding that the Tamil Nadu 

Government should return that amount which 

has been collected by them. But, that has not 

been done. The AIADMK has been taking full 

interest in this regard, but what can we do? We 

are not in power in Tamil Nadu. The Central 

Government is also not coming to the aid of the 

agriculturists. Some legislation should be passed 

by the Central Government to save the dying 

agriculturists. Thank you. 
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� �ह�� 
*�� �ह� ह� " �' �� ह� P�K �� �� �	(�̀ �� ��, �' 
�� 	��� �� �	(�̀ �� �� �' �� &
 ��ह �� 
*�!�.,, &
 ��ह �� �� ������� *�� �ह �� " �� 
�7�� ���� ह� �� 
� ���1�0���R 
� �	��	� ��  ��. 
�' P��K ��� *�!�., *�� ह� ह���� !�/ � , 
��/�t�� ��
�	R ��  ��., ��
�	R ��  
�d U��� ��  
���, �� 
� ���1�0���R 
� �	��	� ��  ��. ���(2	 
�� �R X� �� 2p 
���� ��  '�� .� 
ह� 
���a�	�/	 ह�	� ���ह. " �ह 
ह� ���a�	�/	 
	ह� �!U�, ��
� �� � 	� �7 _ घ�tW� �� !�, ��
� 
	� �7 _ घ�tW� �� !� " �7 _ �� �R 	� [��-[�� �� 
���
̀ �!�� ह6, �� [��-[�� ��
�	R ��  ��. ��ह� 
��  &,���� ��. ह6,  
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��
� �� � 	� �7 _ &,���� ���� ह�, ��
� 	� �7 _ 
&,���� ���� ह�, �7�� ���� ह� �� �ह (�!(�� 	ह� ह�	� 
���ह. X� �� 2p 
���� �� &
�  �ह� ����  
&	��/.��� ���� ह7. �]	�-~�̀ �~��
� '	�	� ���ह. " 
�ह�!�, (��� .� �K �t PQ�	 !�/ ह� " ह� �ह�� ह6 �� 
��
�	 �ह�, �� ���� ह� ����	 �' ���� *�1���� 
ह��� ह� �� 
��� ��s��!��� �6 !�U�� ह], �� �� � 

����R ��  ��� ��� !� ���� ह� " �� 2p [�	� *�!� 
��t 
� 0�f� 'ह7� !��� [�	� ��s��!��� 
� �7� ह� 
���� ह� " �7�� ���� ह� �� �K �t PQ�	 !�/ �� �ह ���J 
	ह� ह� 
��� ह� " ह�  �K �t �� 
���� P�0����� !�	� 
�f��� " ��_�� 
�� 
� ह� 
7	 �ह� ह�, ���
 
�� 
� 
�ह '�� �ह� �� �ह� ह� " 
����� �� U7! ��
�	 
������ ��  ह6, ��
�	 ह6 " 
��7� 3	
� �ह [��d� �� 
���� ह� �� �K �t �� 
���� P�0����� !�	� ��  ��. 
��/�t �o� 
� ��% 	��� '	�% ��., &�~�� �� ��. 
���� (��S� �  ह���� ��
�	R ��  ��� ��% *�!� 
*., ��% *�1� *. �� 3

� �	��	� ��  ��. �� � 

����  [�� �� 	 �f ��., " �ह�!�, ह��/� �K �t �� 
���� 
'���� �ह�� ��� �!�� ���� ह� " �7�� ���� 
ह� �� �ह 
�� 
ह� 	ह� ह� " ��
�	R �� #��� �
-̀ 
�� � 
����R �� #��� 	ह� ह�, �]�� !�/ �� #��� ह� " 
��
�	R �� 3	�� *�1��R 
� �	��	� ��  ��., U��R 
�� 3
�� '7�	��!� 
7��Q�., !�	� ��  ��. X� U��� ��  
��. ��̀, '�� X� U�! �7ह��� ���	� ��  ��. 
�12�� 
���`i� �� �$�� ह� X� �ह 
�12�� ���`i� 3�	� 
��S� 	ह� �!U� �ह� ह� " �ह�!�, ह���� ��t� 
*j�हj��k, �� ह� " �6 *j�हj��k, ��  
,!( ̀�  '��	� 
��ह�� ह], �� �6 U7! ��!( ̀��  �7 _ ��,�R �  (��� ��� 0� 
�ह�, ��
�	R 	� *j�हj��., �� 0� " ��	 ��
�	R 	� 
*j�हj�� �� 0�, �' �6 3	��  घ�R �  ���, 3	��  
����	R 
� ���� �� /��! &
 !�/ �� �6 [�� �� 
�,
! 
�ह],�� �� .� 
� ��
�	 ��  घ� ��� ��
	� 
7
�&� 
���� 0�, 3
��  �]�� ��,� �  ��
	� .� �!	 �  ���
 
�	 ��ह], '�,�� " �ह ���� ���� �� ��- 
� ���� ���� ��  
P�7U \� '��� 
�ह' )���� �� 	� �7ह��� ����� 0� " 
���� �����̀ ��  *Q�� �� .� �!	 ��  [,!� ���� �� 
��- 
� ���
 �	 ��ह], 32ह  �!�� ��� 0� X� �ह� ��� 
�� &
� �QV �  '�,�� " �QV �� �ह ��,� ह� – Q��	 ��,� " 
�7�� &
 '�� �� 'f� -¾ ह� �� ह�	� �
-̀ /��-/��'� 
	ह� ����,ह�	� ���	��� �� '�� 	ह� ��, ह�	� 
�,(�����]�`� ��
�	R ��  !7U �� /��� ��	� ��  
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���// ��, 3	��  
�0 �, Q� 
� �, Q� ������ " 
�ह�!�, *j�हj�� !7(V}��]W` ह��� ह�, ��
� �� (� 
*j�हj�� !7(V}��]W ̀ह��� ह� X� ��
�	 [�� ह���� 
!�/ �  *j�हj�� �� �ह� ह� �� �ह 'ह7� ह� 
!7(V}��]W` '�� ह� " ����	 &

� (� !7(V}��]W` '�� 
�ह ह� �� 3	 *j�हj��k, �� ���	�����W ���� 
��� " ह���� �� ���d ��  
�0� 0�, 32हR	� �
-̀ /��-
/��'� ����, 32हR	� �(� (� 
���� ��  
�0 �, Q� 
� 
�, Q� ������ ��� 	ह� ���� " [�� 32हR	� ��� 
���� ह��� �� /��! ��
�	R ��  ��!� ��ह� ����� 
" �6 �7 _ *j�हj��k, ��  '��� �  �ह�, �� '��	� ��ह�� 
ह], " 'ह7� 
��� 
� *j�हj��., 0z, �� ��
�	R 	� 
��̀ ��  ���W �� -
�R �� ''V!� ��  ���W 	ह� �� 
����	 3
� (� �ह� ��� �� ��
�	 	� *j�हj�� �� 
�� " �ह�!�, ��	 ��
�	R 	� *j�हj�� ��, �6 
3	�� 
���� �� �� 	ह� *,� �ह� ह],, 3	�� 

���� �� �� 	ह� *,� �ह� ह],, 3	�� 3��d� 	ह� 
�� �ह� ह],, 3	�� [���	 	ह� �� �ह� ह], ����	 �6 
'��	� ��ह�� ह], �� ��!( ̀ �  �ह���S+ ���� 
&���+��
�� '��̀ ��  .� &s��~% 	�, ��
�� 
���� 
5000 g��� 0�, 3
 ��1� 	� 
7
�&� �� ���� " 3
 
��1� ��  
7
�&� ��  '�! 
��� [U'��R �  _����� 
��� �� ��
�	 	� *j�हj�� �� �� ह� " �ह ��
�	 
	ह� 0�, 3
��  ��
 U��� 0� ह� 	ह� " &
� P��� �QV 
��  .� 
�,
! ��  घ� .� ��1� 	o��� ���� 0�, 
3
�� ��̀���� 0� " 3
	� 
7
�&� �� ���� " 3
� 
(� �ह� ��� �� ��
�	 	� 
7
�&� �� ���� " �6 .� 
��,� �  ���� 0� – !ह� ��,� ��1��� �ह�, �� �� � 

���� 	� .� ��U g��� �� �7*��� (� !� �!�� – 
3
 ��,� � , 3
 ��
�	 ��  घ� �  " ����	 ��
 
��
�	 	� *j�हj�� ��, 3
 ��
�	 ��  ��
 ���	 
0� ह� 	ह� " 3
	� �(� U��� �� ह� 	ह� 0� " '���]! 
&
��  �� �' �����̀ *�� �� �� � 
���� 	� 
��� 
�� &
 �, +��
� �  �f	� ��  '��� &
� �7*��� !� !� 
X� 3
� �7*��� !� �!�� ��� " �6 3
 ��,� �� 	�� 
(� '�� �ह� ह], – !ह� ��,� ��1��� X� 3
 ��1� �� 
	�� ��,'�� 0� " �ह 
' &
��. ���� ��� �� ��	-
']��� �� � 
����R ��  �U��- ��
�	R �� 
(��	�., (f��% �� �ह� 0� " �� � 
����R �� 
'!	�� ��	� ��  ��....(�����)... 

 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE (West 

Bengal): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I have one 

submission to make. This is a Calling-Attention 

Motion. Let only clarifications be sought. He 

need not do the public relations job on behalf of 

the Maharashtra Government. 
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�� 	2�� ��u�� : &

� �ह�� *� ��� [�	� 

'��/	 	ह� !� �ह� 0� " &

� �ह�� (� 
��� '��  ह� 
�ह� 0�, �' *� �7 _ 	ह� '�� �ह� 0� "  

g�	��[�< (�� �8ह9�� 	���) :  [' *� 

���� ���. "  

�� 	2�� ��u�� : �ह�!� �6 
���� �� �ह� ह], " 
���� �ह	� �� [0 ̀ �
-̀ &�	� ह� �� �ह P�	 
��	����� 
� �7f� ह7* ह� " &
�  ���	��� �� 	 
���� ��. " [�� ���	���� �f�&��, �f	� ह6 �� 
�ह �f	� ��  ��. 'ह7� 
��� �,� ह�, 'ह7� 
��� ��ह  
ह6, 'ह7� 
��� �7m� ह6, 3	 �7mR �� ���� ��� ��., " 
�� 
� �� ��
�	R �� ���	��� 
� !]� �U� ��. " 
�ह�, �� ������-�� /,
 �� '�� ह� .... 

�7�� ��	-��� '��  �]_	� ह� "  

g�	��[�< (�� �8ह9�� 	���) : ह�,, *� �]_ 
����. "  

�� 	2�� ��u�� : �7�� ��		�� �K �t �� � �,J� 
\� 
����� �� 
� �]_	� ह� �� �ह���S+ '���]! 
&
��  �� �ह���S+ 
���� 	� ��% [	7��Q 	ह� ���� 
ह� ��R ��% 
�2+� ��� (��	� �� &��!� �U �ह� ह�? 
[(� (� 3	��  �	 �  ��% 
� &�_� ह� �� ��% 

�2+� ��� �ह�, �� ��. X� !�U  �� �ह�, ��  ह���� 
�� 
� ह6 X� �� � 
���� �� �� 
� �!! �� �� 

��� ह�?  

!]
��, ���� �ह	� 0� �� �� 	7�
�	 ह7* ह� 
3
�� (���% ��V�� 	ह� ह� &
��. �� � 
���� 
�� �� 2p 
���� �� ��- 
� X� [�Q� *a0� 
�!! �� [��d� ह� -
� '��� �� �� ���	� ह� �ह 
'ह7� �!	R 
� ���� ���  * �ह� ह� " �ह���S+ 

���� 	� (� 3
 ���	� �� �]�� ��ह 
� [(� �� 
&s���� � 	ह� ���� ह�,���� ���� 
� [(� �� /7$ 
(� 	ह� ���� ह� " 3
��  ��� �s(���� 
� ����� 
���� ��. X� 
��� ��. �� 3
 ���	� �� �� 
� 
�j��� ���] ���� ��. X� &
��  '��� �  ��% .� 
�	W`� ���� ��. "  

��!( ̀�  �6	� [�	� *,UR 
� !�U� ह�, ��
�	R 
� 
'�� ����  �6	� �ह
]
 ���� ह� �� �ह�, ��  
��*������ '6�
 ��  ���. ��
�	R �� ��	 ��� 
�ह� ह�, �� ��̀ ��� �ह� ह�, 3
 ��� �� 3	��  ^��� 
�i��� h��� ���� ���� ह�, �s��3,� &2����� 
���� ���� ह� " &
 &2����� ��  ���W .� ������� 
�(� (� ��̀ 
� �7� 	ह� ह� ���� ह� " �7�� ���� ह� 
�� 
�2+� ��	̀� � �� [�	� ��- 
�, *�'�*% �� 
��- 
� .� �	!�/ ���� ��	� ���ह. �� �� 
� 
��  
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��
�	R 
� �i��� h��� 	ह� ���� ��	� ���ह. " 
�7�� !�-��	 ������-�� /	 �]_	� 0� " Q2���! "  

g�	��[�< (�� �8ह9�� 	���) : \� *�� 
U�	 " *�� U�	 
�ह' ��	 ���R ��  	�� �� 
	���
 0� �ह 
' '�� �7��  ह� " ह���� ��
 [(� *)-
	o X� 	�� '��� ह� X� �ह ����� � ��  *Q�� �� 
�
-̀ 
��� �]_ �� "  

�� �8ह9�� ./� F�� (3�� P!�/) : 
�, ���� 
���� 
� ��% 	ह� '�� 
�� ह� "  

g�	��[�< (�� �8ह9�� 	���) :  	���
 	ह� 
�!�� 0� "  

�� �8ह9�� ./� F�� : �6 ��(� 
��� ह� 
�]_] ,�� "  

g�	��[�< (�� �8ह9�� 	���) : ह�,, �]�_. "  

�� �8ह9�� ./� F�� : 
�, ह���� !�/ �K �t 
PQ�	 !�/ ह� " [�� �K �t PQ�	 !�/ �  �ह 
��� 

!	 �  3)� �� ��
�	R �� �� �K �t 
� �7f� ह7. 

���R �� ���	��� 
� 	 ��f� ��. X� ���	��� ��  
��. 'ह7� 
� �7m� ह6 �� �ह 
�� 
ह� 	ह� ह��� " 
��(� 76 P��/� ��� ��
 !�/ ��  ��
�	� 
� 
[�	� ���	 �7����� हR X� ��
�	 �� [�	� ���� 
�� 
ह� �]�� (� 	 ��� ���� ह� �� 
� !�/ �  [�� 
��
�	 U7!�7 /� ���, ��
�	 *j�-हj�� ��� 
�� 
�  *�� ह� "  

�6 ��
 P!�/ 
� *�� ह], 3
 P!�/ �  X� !]
�� 
P!�/R �  �ह .� '�� �s'� �f�% ह� �� ��
�	 �� 
3
�� -
� �� ��(���� �]�� ���� " ��(���� 
�]�� ���	� ह���? ��� 3�	� ह��� ���	� ��% 
ह�a�� ��	� ����, 'f� ������� 
���	  '��	� ���� 
�� �ह ��
�	 ��
� �� �� �'��� 	 ����, 3
��  
U�� �� ��	� 	 ����, U�! �ह,�� ����, '�� �ह,�� 
���� X� 3
�� 3��% ह7% -
� �� 3
� 
ह� �]�� 
	 ����? �ह �'��7 � 
���% ह� " [�� ह� 3	 
*,�fR �� &�¼� ��  �� .������� �]�	�a
��� 
����� ���� ह� �� ��� ����� �� ��
�	 �� ��% (� 
-
� 
� 	ह� ह��� ��
 -
� �  ��
�	 �� [�	� 
'��� ह7. ��� �� [
� !�� (� ���
 *�� ह� " ��
� 
�6	� /7$ �  �ह� �� �ह �K �t PQ�	 !�/ ह� X� �ह�, 
�� 76 P��/� ��� �K �t 
� [�	� �7���� ���� ह�, 
&
� 
� ��� ह� �� ���ह� ह� �� 3	�� 
����., (� 
&
� 
� �7�� हR�� " 3	��  �ह�, '����� ह��� �� !�� 
���ह., �o� ह��� �� �-	 ���ह., '��� ह��� �� 
3
�� U7/� ��  ��. ��
�  
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���ह., '��� �� �r�% ��  ��. -�
 ���ह. " �� 
��� 

��� 3
�� ��2!�� ��  
��� ह� " ह� ��
� �� 
����� ����, ह� ��
� �� ���	 ����, ह� ��
� �� 
(� ��� (��	 ����, ���� �_��	� ��  ��. ��f� ����, 
�ह 	��� 
���� �� ह�	� ���ह. '1�� ह� (� �ह 	��� " 
����	 76 -�
!� ��� �� �]�� !�/ �� ��� (�	� �� 
��� ���� ह6, 3	��  ��
 �ह		� �� ��f� 	 ह�, 3	��  
��
 �ह	� �� ���	 	 ह�, 3	��  ��,� �� 
f�  (� 
*� �� '	� 	  हR, 3	��  �ह�, [����� 	 हR, 
P�&��� 
�2�
̀ 	 हR, 3	��  �ह�, X�� �� '��� ह�	� 
���� ह� �� [����� �  3
�� !��U�� 	 ���� �� 
� 
ह���� �  ��
� ह���� 
�0� 	� �ह� �� 'ह7� 
� 
��� 
ह6, ���		 'ह7� 
� 
��� ह6 ��	 �� ���	��� �� �� 

��� ह� "  

����	 �ह .� 
� 
��� ह� ��
 �� ह�  
�� 
� 
�ह �]_	� �� �]�� ह� ह� �� �ह�, X� 
���R ��  
�0-

�0 ह�	� 
�� ह��
� �� �ह�, ���	� '�� �ह 
��� 
�� ���	� ��U ह������ ���	 &
 !�/ �  
� U��� 
��� ह� �� ',�� ह�, '���� ह�? ���	� ��
�	 
� ह6, 
��2ह  [�	� '�. ह7. ��� �� 
ह� !�� 	ह� ����� ह�, 
��
� ह� ��(���� �]�� �ह�� ह�? ��(���� �]�� 
� 
ह���� �ह �,/� 	ह� ह� �� ��
�	 �� 3
��  ^��� '�% 
ह7% -
� �� &�	� �7	�-� �!�� ��. ���	� �7	�-� 
घ� X� ��� ��  '��	� ���R �� ����� ह� '1�� 
��(���� �]�� 
� ह���� �7��! �ह ह� �� ��
�	 �� 
&�	� !�� �$� ���	� ���ह. �� �ह [�	� ��ह	� 
�� U]	 �
�	� 'ह��� ���	 �� �_f��� ह� X� 
3

� �ह�� ��!� ह��� ह� " 3

� �
-̀ 3
�� �7���� (� 
�� ��
� ��� 
��  "  

��! ह� �7 _ 
]'R �  ��., , �� �R �  ��. �� *� (� 
�ह ���� ह6 �� ��ह��k, ��  ��
 �ह		� ��  ��. !]
�� 

��� �ह	 �  X� !]
�� 
��� Q� �  X� !]
�� ��ह�� 
&,���� �� �� " [(� !� ��� �ह�� �6	� U7! 2�] !�ह�� 
����� ���/	 �� �ह �,�� !�U� 0� �� +�	 
� �	��� 
ह7% �,!�� 
� ��ह], X� �	� ��  !�	� ��� U� �ह� 0� �'�� 
�!��� �ह2!7���	 �� ���Q�	� ह� X� �ह�, 
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[�	� '�� �� Uj� ���� ह], "  
i' 

SHRI SANATAN BISI (Orissa): Sir, I will 

make only a few points. 

Firstly, I submit that the pilot crop 

insurance scheme should be introduced 

throughout the country. 

Secondly, the amount of the Central share 

in the earlier crop insurance scheme has not 

yet been sent to the State Government of 

Orissa, as a result of which the farmers of 

Orissa are not getting the benefit, although 

they have the insurance cover. 

Thirdly, in 1997-98, there was seeds scam. 

Two companies from Andhra Pradesh had 

sent seeds viz. Shankar seeds. The cultivators 

had sown it and they incurred a huge loss. This 

seed was purchased from the National 

Calamity Relief Fund. So, 1 want to know from 

the hon. Minister very affirmatively whether 

the Shankar seed that was supplied by the 

Andhra firm was a genuine firm and whether 

the quality of seed was good or not. 

There has been a demand from the people 

of Orissa that a Central team should be 

deputed to Orissa to verify the quality of seeds 

that were supplied and losses incurred by the 

cultivators as a whole. I would like to know 

from the Minister about this thing also. 

So far as agricultural infrastructure is 

concerned, I would request the hon. Minister 

to give a priority to this thing also. 
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This is my submission. Thank You. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. 
SALIM): Shri Yerra Narayanaswamy, you 
should also seek clarifications like Mr. 
Sanatan Bisi. 

DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR (Andhra 

Pradesh): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, he is the 

only Member from Andhra Pradesh who is 

participating in this debate. Kindly give him 

some more time. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. 

SALIM): All those Members who have given 

notice for the Calling Attention have been 

given sufficient time to speak. They have even 

delivered lectures. Those Members whose 

names are not there in the notice for the 

Calling Attention will be allowed to seek 

clarifications or put questions. If you want to 

speak more, you should have given a notice. 

We have certain rules to follow. 

DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR: Mr. Vice-

Chairman, Sir, this morning I had requested the 

Chairman to include the name of a Member 

from my party. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. 

SALIM): All the names which have been 

included   in   the   notice   list   are   being 

called. 

SHRI YERRA 

NARAYANASWAMY: Mr. Vice-Chairman, 

Sir, it is very sad and disheartening to note 

that 300 farmers, mostly from Andhra 

Pradesh, some from Karnataka and some from 

Maharashtra have committed suicide due to 

total crop failure and due to indebtedness. In 

our country our agricultural crops depend 

upon the vagaries of the monsoon. Our 

agricultural crops are affected due to natural 

calamities like cyclones, drought, floods hail-

storms. All these natural calamities are 

creating havoc and causing huge losses to the 

farmers. 

Sir, in Andhra Pradesh, most of the cotton 

farmers have committed suicide. In some 

parts of Andhra Pradesh, there are unusual 

rains, in some parts there are hail-storms,   in   

some   parts   there   is 
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drought. Due to these natural calamities the 

cotton crop has been damaged. The cotton 

crop also has been damaged due to severe 

pest. To control the pest, farmers have used 

pesticides and insecticides which they have 

purchased from unscrupulous traders. These 

pesticides and insecticides were adulterated 

and they were spurious. The Government of 

Andhra Pradesh has requested the Central 

Government to suitably amend the 

Insecticides and Pesticides Act because 

insecticides and pesticides supplied by the 

traders were spurious. When the farmers used 

the inferior quality of insecticides and 

pesticides, most of the cotton crop, chilli crop 

and tobacco crop got damaged. That is why I 

would request the hon. Minister to include all 

the crops in the crop insurance scheme. I 

would request the hon. Minister to bring in a 

legislation for a comprehensive crop insurance 

scheme. The present insurance scheme is 

limited to only crop loans. So, this scheme must 

cover all the food crops, commercial crops, 

including cotton, tobacco and chillis. 

The Government of Andhra Pradesh has 

done its best to provide assistance to the 

families of the deceased farmers. It is very 

unfortunate that some Members here have 

objected to our providing relief to the families 

of the deceased fanners. Of all the States, only 

the Government of Andhra Pradesh has 

provided most of the relief to the deserving 

families without asking for the Central 

Goverment assistance. According to paragraphs 

3 and 4 of the statement of the hon. Minister, 

the Andhra Pradesh Government has given 

temporary relief. What I demand is that 

sufficient credit must be given to the farmers for 

all the crops. The credit given by the banks or 

rural banks or cooperatives is not sufficient 

and that is why the farmers are going to 

moneylenders. The money-lenders are levying 

huge interest rates. I request the hon. Minister 

to give sufficient credit facility. There should be 

one Crop Insurance Scheme for all crops. In 

respect of the 
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Central Insecticides Act and the Central Seeds 

Act, corrective measures must be taken. Thank 

you. 

DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR: Mr. Vice-

Chairman, Sir, I would like to add one point 

to what my colleague said. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. 

SALIM): There is a list here. 

DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR: The hon. 

Minister is here. I would like to add this point. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. 

SALIM): Mr. Rajkumar, we have a list here. 

I will go by the list. After the names in the list 

are over, you can make your point. Now, Mr. 

Ahluwalia. 
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    �  '�� '�,��� ह� " ����	 '�� �ह�, '�,��� ह�? 
�o	-
� '�� '�,��� ह�? ��� �� 3�� \�W� ��  '�� ह��� 
ह�? �� 3�� \�W� �� ,  ��!� ���� !� 
� , ��
� \�W� 
��  '�� ह��� ह�? 	ह�" �ह�� ह� U�! '�,�� ���� ह� 

h
���& � ��� �� " ��� �ह 3�� \�W� �� U�! ह��� 
ह�? ��1��
�&�
 ��� 3�� \�W� ��  ह��� ह�? [�� �� 
ह��� �� �ह �������R �� !� �� �������	 
� *�� 
#ह!7���	 �� ���
 �� U��� �� '�'�! �� �ह� ह� �ह 
'�'�!� �(� 	ह� ह��� " �� &
 �� ह�	� ���	 	ह� 
�!�� " ह�  
]�� 
� 
�U	� ���ह. 0� " 
]�� �  �' ���� 
-� ��,�' ���R ��- 
� &,������ ह�	� ��� �� 3
 
&,������ �  �ह (� 3��hQ ह7* 0� �� ��% ��!�/� 
���� �������, ���� *% 0� X� 32हR	� �������, 
_��� 0� " 3	 ������R 
� ����
 -� �� 0� " &	 ���R 
�� ��� ���	� ��  ��. ह� ��� 
���� ह�?  

g�	��[�< (�� �8ह9�� 	���) : *� �,J� �� 
� 

��� �]_ ����. "  

�� "	."	. 5ह������� : 
��� ह� ह6 " &	 
��� 

���R �� 32ह  ���' !�	� ह� X� 3
��  '�! �ह�!� 
���� *� �ह [,��� (�tW ह� " 12 
�� �7����� �6 
�� �ह�, *��� 	�� 	ह� *3,�� " �� �� ���  *���  

��	� �U �ह� ह], &	 �� *� [�	� ���' !���.�� " 
�ह�!�, *� ह�  
��	� ह� �� *�U� ह� &	 ���R 
�� ��� �� 
� ���� ��? �' ह� �	 U��!	� ���� ह6, 
�' �Kd����W �� -� 
�� ���� ह�, 3
 ��&� ��!�/R 
� 
ह� 3
��  ���W ��  ��. '�� U��!�� ह6, 
6�#�� 
U��!�� ह� X� ��� !��� ह� " �� *� �� ह�	� 
��� 
�� �7�� ����
 ��  ���_ ��� �ह� ह6, �'�� '��-'�� 
[	7
,Q�	��Vk, 	�X� �����	�R 	� �ह� ह� �� �ह 
' 

�  ��!� ��	� Uz��� ह� " ��	 
o ���� �� �� �ह ��	� 
Uz� ���� ह� X� �ह *���  �~�� ���� �� ��3	 
���� �� �ह� ह� " ��� &
�� (� ��% ह� ���/ ���� 
" 	हz, *� �� �]�� ����
 *�� '	�	� ��ह�� ह� " 

-� !� �'��� ह�, �� / i~� ह� " &
��. ह� '�� �ह� ह� " 

� �% ���  ह� 
�0 ���� *. ह6 �� �� ह���� �K �t 
�� 'ह7� &-� �� ���� ह� " .�!� �/$� ��0 ह� �% 
�ह�, �� P�	 ���� �� X� *��� *,¡ �� '~�̀� �]�� 
�� �]�� (� ��� " 
7P�� ���̀ 	� ��� � !� �� �ह 
' 
',! ���� ��." ��R ',! ���� ��., ����	 �  P~	 
���� 
' 
� �ह�� /7$ ह7* 0� " P~	 ���� ��  ���W 
��� ह7*, c���/ ���� ��  ���W� �ह�, �� U��� �� ह�, 
�ह�, �� ���	 �� ह�, 3
�� 3�`���� Uj� ह� ���� ह� 
X� �ह�, U��� 	ह� ह� 
��� " �ह�,-�ह�, �ह �� ���� 
����  

 

[RAJYA 
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,   ह�, �ह�,-�ह�, �� ��.�/	 ह��� �ह�, U��� 	ह� 
ह� 
��� " 3
�� ���	� ��  ��. ��% ���// ह7%? 
��% ���// 	ह� ह7% " 3
�� [	7
,Q�	 ���. " �ह 
����	 
� ��%��	 ��� " ��%��	 	� (� P~	 ���� 
',! �� �!�� �-� &,���� 	� ��R .�~�� �� ���� 
X� *�
� '�/� ���� !��� ����	 U��!�� ह� " *� 
-~��	 .�
� � �� 
��� ह�, &
��. 3
�� 'r���  
!� �ह� ह6 " 
7P�� ���̀ 	� 
��� ���R �� ����� �  �U�� 
ह7. &
 �� ���
�	 �!�� " �� 3
 �� �o� 	ह� 
-����� ��� " 
� !���R ��, 
� '��R 
��...(�����)... 

g�	��[�< (�� �8ह9�� 	���) :  *��� ��% 

��� '�� ह� �� �ह (� *� �� 
��� ह6 " 
...(�����)... 

�� "	."	. 5ह������� : [' �,J� �� 	� �ह� �� 
�6 ��� �घ7-/,�� �� �],...(�����)... �� ��� 
��&�� �,J� ��, ���� �- ! ह�3
 '�)� ह6, 	�� �� 
� �� "...(�����)... 

�� ����� �J��'� (��� P!�/) : [ह�7������ 
��, *� �'-�' '�� �� Pj��� �,J� �� �ह� ह��� 
ह���, �� 
����� �� �� ह7% ह� " ...(�����)... 

�� "	."	. 5ह������� : &
���. *� [,��� 
'�� '�� �ह� ह], "  

&
��. �ह�!�, ��-�� ���  ह���� !�/ �  �K �t 
�� &-� �� ���� ह�,�K �t �� 3�� �� ��
�� 
*घ�� �ह7 ,��� ह�, ��� �ह7 ,��� ह� �� 3
 �� [
� 
ह��� ह�, ��
� ���R �� �	W`� ��	� 
� �ह�� ह�  &
 
�� 
��-����� �� -� 
�� ��	� ���ह. " �� ह�	� 
��_�� �!	R !�U� ह� �� &
 �� ��� -� 
�� ��. X� 
3
�� ��� &,���� ह7* ह� " �ह�!�, [(� ह���� 
��J �ह �ह� 0� �� *j�हj�� ��	� ��  �ह�� .� 
*!�� /ह�! ह7* " /ह�! �ह	� �� '�� ह�, �ह 
3	�� [�	� 	����� ह�, �� �6 
���� ह], �� ��
� 
!�/ � , �� *��! ह� X� ��
�� *��!� ह��
� 
��	� ��  ��. ��UR ��� �7 'V	 ह7. हR, 3
 *��! 
(��� �  ��% *j�हj�� ��	� ��  ��. ��']� ह� ��. 
�� �6 
���� ह], �� �W�,J ��  
,�d� ��  $� �  &
 

!	 ��  ��		�� 
!��R �� X� 
���� �� �
� 
	��� ह�	� ���ह. X� 3
��  ��. ह�  /�� P���� 
��	� ���ह. X� 
� .� /�0 ��	� ���ह. �� 
*%,!�,*	� ���� �!	R �  ��S+ �� ��% (� *!�� 
[�	� & �� �� [�	� U��� �� �d� ��	� ��  ��. 
3
�� *j�हj�� ��	� �� �$�� 	 �f� " k��*� 
&��	���� ������� � ��  
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'�� ह� ���� �ह� ह�,	��� ����� �ह� ह�, ����	 
k��*� &��	���� ������� � ह� ���'R �� 	ह� 
!� 
��  " *� &
 �� ह� 3�f �f� ह�, 3
� ���� �� 
�f�% � , ���
 �� �f�% � , Q�̀ �� �f�% � , ��2�7 
ह� [�� k��*� ������� � �� '�� ��  �� /��! 
ह� ��
�	R �� 
ह� ����� �� �� 
� �� "  

�ह�!�, ���� [,��� �ह� ह� �� ह� ���// ��  �� 
��
�	R �� 
��� 
� 
��� !� �� ��� �!. ��.,, X� 
'�� � U�! 
��� !�R �� 3��hQ ���% ��. �� �� 
3�� \�W� �� ह� �ह 	ह� �� [' '�,�� �� �ह� ह� , �� 
�� (� ह� '�,� !�, '�� ��  	�� �� ��ह� �, �f-�j0� 
'�,� !� " 3�� \�W� �� U�! X� 3�� \�W� ��  
�����
�&�
 32ह  
��� !�R �� 3��hQ ���., ��.,  

�ह�!�, [(� ���� ���	�+� 	� .� ��
��	 ���� 
ह� �� [�� ��% �7�� �  ���� '�,��� ह� �� ���� 
��	̀� � 
����� " ह� 
��� ह� *	� ���� �!	R �  
��
�	 �� 
��� !� �� ���� ���	� 3��hQ 	 ह� �� 
3
 ��  ��. (� ',!�'�� ह�	� ���ह. " 
�0 ह� ��
� �� 

7'ह �7g!�
 !�
�7�� �� 	� ��,� ��, 3
 ��  
�0 �  

ह�� ह��� ह7. �ह	� ��ह�� ह], �� ��
�	 ��ह� _��� 
ह�, �,���� ह�, 3	 �� -
� �� &,���� 
 ��	� 
ह���� -�̀ '	�� ह� X� 3
 -
� �� �d� ��	� ��  
��.  .� �	W�̀ ��	� �� �$�� ह�  " �ह�!�, �' ह� 
�ह�� ह6 �� �����
�&� )�� ह� �� ��1À��, ��	� 
���ह., &	
����
�&� )�� ह� �� ����
 ��	� 
���ह., 3�� \�W� �� '�� ह� �� 3
 �� %�� ��
 �-
�]-��
 � ����� ह�	� ���ह. " [�� �ह ����� 	ह� ह� 
�� ह�  '��� �� 
��� ��
� ���	� ���ह. " �ह�!�, 
�����
�&�
 X� &	
����
�&�
 '	�	� ���� ���	� 
����-	�/	�
 ह6 X� 
�� -�s
̀ (� ह�, ��ह� �� 
��	̀� �, ��  ह� �� P�&��� ह6 , �� ��� 'f� ����	� �� 

�� -�s
̀ '	�. ह7. ह6 " �ह�!�, 
��
 �� 3��hQ 
ह��� ह�, 3
 �� %�� �� !�U�� ह7. 3
 �� (� &,���� 
 
ह�	� ���ह. �(� ह� ��
�	R ��  
,�d� '	�� 3	 
�� �!! �� 
� �� X� *	� ���� �!	R �  ��S+ �  ��% 
(� ��
�	 &
 ��ह 
� J�� ह��� ®W ��  	��� ��� 
ह��� *j�-हj�� 	ह� ����� " �ह�!� ह�  
� (��� 
��  �	�VW �� ���	� ��	� ���ह. X� 
����� �� 
�],�� �� U]! ��
�	 ह� X� ��
�	R ��  !!̀ ��, 3	 �� 
����- �� 
���� ह6, �6 3	 
� ��
�	R ��  ह� �  
�	W`� ��	� �� 3s��! ���� ह], " ����	 �7 
� �� 
'�)�� X� !]
�� ह��� ह� " �6 3s��! ���� ह], �� �ह 
��,� �� ��)�-��)� 
RQ� �,Q �� 	 (]�  '���  
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' (�� �� (]� ��., " 32ह  �ह �' ��! �ह���, 
(��� ���� �� ��)�-��)� 
RQ� �,Q �' 32ह  ��! 
�ह��� �� �	W`� 
ह� �� ��, �ह� �ह�� �6 [�	� 
���� 
���� ���� ह], "  

�� �8'��A �� ��� �'���� 5�घ ('�����) :  
3�
(���d �ह�!�, �6 *� ��  ����� 
� ��		�� 
�,J� �� �� 
,d�� �  ��� 
7��� !�	� ��ह�� ह], " �ह 
��
�	R �� 
����k, ��  '��� �  [��� 
�� �ह� हR��, 

� �6 ��	�� ह], ��R�� 3	 �� ��
�	R ��  P�� 

ह�	7(]�� ह� X� �K �t �� 32ह  ��	 (� ह�, &
��. �� 
�� �ह ��ह ह� �ह�, ह� X� �ह &�¼� 
��� �]_� 
���� 0� " [' �7�� [�� �� 
��� �]_	� �f �ह�  ह� "  

3�
(���d �ह�!�, ��
� �� 32हR	� ����� � �  
�ह� ह�, i~� ��	 ��	7[� ��  [���	 ��  ��. 32हR	� 
.� �7� '	��� ह� " ���� �ह	� ह� �� i~� ��	 
��	7[� �� ����&� ���� ��. ��R�� ���] U�` ��  
��., �´�� �� ���� ��  ��. �� ��	 ����� ह�, �ह 
X
�	 ���� ��  ��� ����� ह� X� ��	 &���R �  
�ह 
���� 'ह7� �,(�� ह� ��
��� � �� �� 	���7  X� 
!]
�� ��		�� 
!��R 	� '����, X
�	 ���� 
� 
�K �t �� ���� 'ह7� 'r �7�� ह� " *,¡ P!�/, 
�	V��, �ह���S+, �7���� X� �,��' �  3	 &���R 
�  �,(�� ह� " &	 �� �R �  *Q7�	� �K �t �  ���� 
X
�	 ���� 
�  ��!� ह� " X� �],�� ��	 X
�	 
���� ��  �ह
�' 
� ����� ह6, &
��. &	 �K t�R �� 
��	 	ह� ��� ���� " &
��. �6 ��		�� �,J� �� �� 
�ह 
7��� !],�� �� �� �� 	~����� ��� �� i~� ��	 
��	7[�
 �  P��Q�	 ह� �� ��
�	 �� ��������� 

�
�����, '6�
, ���	� $�� '6�
 ®W !  	ह� 
�� *Q7�	� ��
�	 �� �� ���� ह�, 3
 �� ��� �� 
��	 ���	� ���ह. [2�0� &
 
���� �� 
7���	 
	ह� ह��� X� U��� '��  ह� ���� �ह �� "  

!]
�� ���� 
7��� �ह ह� �� ��	 d�JR �  �ह 

���� ह�,��
� �� 
7������� �� 	� �ह� X� ���� 
P!�/ �7���� ��  U�f� �  �ह 
����., �6	� 
7	� ह6 X� 
(� �ह���S+ ��  &����  ह6 ��	 �  ���	 X� ��	� ��  
��� �� U�V ह� �ह� ह�, �ह�, �� ह���� �7��	� 
!����	]
� 	~s
̀ -��	 �
�� &,���]/,
 ��  ह6, 
3	 �� 8 ह��� �� 10 ह��� g��� ��	 ������ �'�� 
�,J� �ह�!� ��	�� ह6 �� *��� �K �t �  50 ह���, 
60 ह��� 
� 70 ह��� g�. �� .� ह������ ���	 
��  ��� ���	 X� ��	� �� ���� ह� " �ह�!�, �% 
��ह �6	� U7! &
 '�� �� �!����� �� ह� X� 
[-
�R ��   
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�0 *�]�̀ �
 (� ��. ह� " �],�� �6 ���	� *��� 
�� 
¹�� ह], �7�� &
 �  �!����� ह� "  

4 P.M. 

�,J� (� �ह �7�� ह� ����	 
� ��*������ �� ���, 

��� 
,�0�., ��	��  
�0 ह� ��� ���� ह6 3	
� �ह 
��	 	ह� ��� ���� ��R�� 3	�� �� +���/	 ह� �ह 
�ह� ह� �� *)/!
 ह��� g�. !� �!. �� 'ह7� ह� ��� 
" �1��� �ह���S+ �  .� ��ह �� ह�	� '�� �71��� 

� �ह ��	 �!���. X� �ह (� .� &,��	�/	� 
.��2
� 
� ह�  ��	 �!���	� �f� " �� �ह�� �� *� �ह 
����&. �� &
��  �]� ��$� 
� &
�� 
7���	 ह� 
X� �(� ��
�	 �� �� ह� �ह �ह� ह6 �� ���� X� 
!�/R ��  
�0 �s��� ��� " �ह �s��� �� 
� �� " 
3
�� [�� *� �´�� �� ���� 1951 �� $�� ��� 

�� ����� �� �����̀ ��  [	7
�� ! ��, �� �6� 
����� � '6� �ह� �ह �� �� !
 ह��� 
�  ��!� 
ह���� 	�s
̀ 	ह� ह� " &

� ��
�	 �� 
���� 
7��	� 
���� 	ह� ह� X� �-� �ह ��
�	 
�ह]��� ��  ��
 
��.�� "  

3�
(���d ��, ��
�� ���� 
7��� �,J� �ह�!� �� 
�ह ह� �� �' �� &	�� �����̀ 	ह� *�� �' �� *� 

� �� 
� �  [�	� &,�+�/	 �� 2p�� -�&	�12
�� 
&,�+���]/2
 ��, '6� �� X� 	�'��̀ �� �!���&. " 
�' �6 X� �,J� �ह�!� &�¼� ��� ���� 0� �� ह� �ह� 
�ह�� 0� �� 	�'��̀ �K �t �,J��� ��  ��
 ह�	� ���ह. " 
[' �6 [�� �� �ह� '�� �$, �� ��R�� ��	 ����R �  
�% '�� 3	�� 
�Q	 	ह� ����� " &
��. *� 3	�� 
[(� �ह &,�+�/	 !���. �� �� 
� �� &
 U��- 
�� -
� �  X� [��� �'� �� -
� �  &	 &���R �  
i�� ��	 ��2�7[� �� _�f�� �� X
� ��
�	 �� 
ह��� ह� ���] U�� ��  ��., 3
��  ��	� X� ���	 �� 

���� ��  ��. 3
�� ®W ���� "  

3�
(���d ��, ���� �o0� 
7��� �ह ह� �� [' 
ह���� £���� �ह ह� �� �	�� d�J 
� �� ®W ����� ह� 
	ह� ह6 ��R�� ह���� 
�����! 'ह7� ����� �� ��� 
ह� " �ह2!7���	 �  *� �6���#� � ह�, �' �'ह�� 
� 
���	� *��� 	� &
 '��  �  �]_� �� 32हR	� �ह� �� 
ह���  �ह�, ��� ह� ��	���
 ह6 X� *�-�/��� £���� 

���� �� �ह ह� �� P�&��� �	� ��#�� (� .'���/ 
ह� �7�� ह�, ����	 
� 	ह� ह� " [�� *� $�� ��� 
X� &	����� � 
�� �� �� �����̀ ह�, 3
  *� !�U  �� 
*��� ��� ����� " [(� 1991 �� �� 
�� �����̀ 0�, 
!�-��	 �ह�	� �ह�� �6 �r �ह� 0� �� 3
�  �ह  
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« 0� " �% d�JR �� [(� (� �ह ह�,����	 3
�� 
$�� P�&��� � #�� 	ह� �ह��, 3
�� !]
�� �7 _ 
	�� �� �!�� ह�, �ह �� ̀� #�� 0� " �� �ह �� �	�� 
d�J �� � #�� ह� 3
��  ��. ���7��/	 ह�	� ���ह. " 
ह���� .� 
�0�, ���� ���� 
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�
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� �� 
.� ��		�� 
!�� � �� �� 	���7  �� 	� �ह� 0�, �ह 
&s������ '�� ह�, �6	� '�� ��
�/	 ��  !o��	 (� 
�ह �ह� 0� �� [�� P�&��� .������� i� ��� �� 
!�U  �� �� ह���� ��
 [
�� *,�f� 1996-97 �� ह�, 
The level of credit in respect of working capital 
has gone down.  

�� ��_�� !� 
�� ��  *,�f� !� �ह� ह� �K �t �,J��� 
�� , �ह 3	�� ���	� ��  *,�f� ह6 "  

That is not the real story. If you look at the 
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��/2
 ह6, �6 3s��! ���� ह], �� 
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������ ����� " Q2���! "  
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�� ����� �2?��� (�'ह��) : 3�
(���d ��, ह� 
��
�	 �� &
 !�/ ��  ����
 �  ��r �� हÀ� �ह�� ह� 
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�ह�!�, �� ��
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ह�, �ह ��
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�����, 3
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 	ह� �����, 3
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�/d� 	ह� �����, 3
��  ������ ��  ��. !�� 	ह� 
����� " ��
�	R �� &	 
����k, �� X� 3	�� 
!�	�� 1�0�� �� ह� ��V ���� �ह� ह6 X� *� ��
 
��t� �� ह� ��V �� �ह� ह6, �ह �� .� [�#�� 
�
�7./	 ह� �% ह� " &

� ह�  ��� ���� ह� �� 
��
�	 �  [' ��f� 
ह	� �� d��� 	ह� �ह �% ह�, 
!7U 
ह	� �� d��� 	ह� �ह �% ह� X� &
��. 
��
�	 [' *j�हj�� ��	� �� �ह� ह� " 32हR	� ��	 
P!�/R �  �ह ���� ह� X� [�� ��
�	R �� 1�0�� �  

7Q�� 	ह� ह7* �� ह� 
��� ह� �� �ह *j�हj�� 
!]
�� P!�/R �  (� ह�	� ��� ��R�� ���'�/ 
(� �� �R 
�  ��
�	R �� �ह� 1�0�� ह6 " ��
�	R �� !�ह�� ��� 
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�  ''V! ह� ���� ह�, !]
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���� ह�, �(� ���� 
f ���� ह� X� 3	�� �� ���� 
�]�� ह�, �ह (� 32ह  	ह� ��� ���� ह� " 3	�� (,���W 
�� d��� 	ह� ह��� ह6 X� �� ��̀ 
� !'� �ह�� ह� " [(� 
.� ��		�� 
!�� )�� �ह �ह� 0� �� &
 !�/ �� 
��
�	 ��̀ �  �2� ���� ह�, ��̀ �  ���� ह� X� ��̀ 
�  ह� �� ���� ह� "  

�ह�!�, �6 (� .� ��
�	 ������ 
� *�� ह], X� 
3��� �'ह�� 
� *�� ह], " 3
 d�J �  ह� 
�� 	���� 
� 
'��-'�� 	�!��, – ��
�, ����, �,��, *�! 
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 �ह�!�, �6 !�-��	 '��R �� k� *��� ���	 
*�at� ��	� ��ह�� ह], " i~� &2/��� 
 ���� ��  
'��� �  �7 _ �ह	� ��ह],�� "  

g�	��[�< (�� �8ह9�� 	���) :  *� 
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�� ����� �2?��� : &
� '��� �  �6 
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� */� ���� 
ह� �� �,J� �� ��
�	R �� ��	 
����k, ��  '��� �  
U7! ��V ���� ���� 0�, U7! ��,� ���� ���� 0�, �ह 
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��� !�/ 
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[[g�	��[�< (�� 	���� ���	) ��k�	�� ह�"] 
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���� �� 3	 ��������R �� ��R 	ह� ��f�� ह�? 

���� �� 3	 ��������R �� ��f	� ���ह. X� 
�f�% 
� 3	��  �U��- ��	]	� ���`��ह� ��	� ���ह. 
����	 �ह 	ह� ह� �ह� ह� " &
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� 'ह7� 
	7�
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	��� -a���&�� �� &������ ���� ह6 �� 3	�� 
���	 '�'�! ह� ���� ह� " &
��. ���� 
���� 
� 
[	7��Q ह� �� 
� ���R ��  �U��- �)�� ����̀�ह� 
ह�	� ���ह. " �6 �,J� �� 
� �ह �	��!	 (� ��	� 
��ह�� ह], �� �� ��
�	R �� 
���� �� �� �� ��V ह� 	 
��  " �,J� �� ��
�	 �� ��f� �� ��	�� ह�, 3
��  !!̀ 
�� ��	�� ह� " &	�� [(� �� &�	� 
�� ��� �7�� ह� 
" *�� ��� 	ह� ���	� 
�� X� ������ " &
��. [' 
�� * ��� ह� �� �� &
 
���� 
�� �� 
!7���� 
��  X� ��
�	R ��  �ह� �  �� (� �!� 3)�. �� 

��� ह6, 3)�., " *�	� �7�� '��	� �� �o�� �!��, 
&
��  ��. *��� 'ह7�-'ह7� Q2���!   

SHRI        ADHIK SHIRODKAR 

(Maharashtra): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, it is 

with a heavy heart that I associate myself 

with the greif that has been expressed by the 

hon. Members: who have preceded me in 

speaking about the tragedy of suicides and why 

the farmers have been compelled to commit 

suicides. Various reasons have been given — 

impotent seeds, fertilisers which are sub-

standard, pesticides which espouse the cause 

of non-violence rather than killing the pests. 

All these reasons are valid to a certain extent 

in a limited way. 

May I draw the attention of the hon. 

Minister, through you, Sir, to the fourth line 

of the very first page- of the statement? The 

six words are, "due to adverse weather 

conditions and pest attack..." Has any study 

been undertaken 
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to find out why adverse weather conditions 

have started persisting nowadays? Is it 

because of the indiscriminate felling of trees? 

Is it because of the wanton destruction of the 

rain forests? Indiscriminate felling of trees 

causes solid erosion. Wanton destruction of 

rain forests drives away the clouds which 

bring the rain. These are the main reasons 

why we are facing this tragedy. Other 

conditions and other reasons are, of course, 

valid, but if we attack the basic cause of this, 

namely, the adverse weather conditions, I feel 

that the problem will not recur. Will the hon. 

Minister consider it proper to undertake a 

joint study with the Ministry of Environment 

and Forests and undertake research, which has 

already been undertaken elsewhere, to find 

out whether the main reason of this adverse 

weather condition is what is known as El-

Nino effect? Throughout the world, 

everybody has suffered. We have suffered all 

the more. This should be considered. 

Will the hon. Minister also undertake a 

study with the Ministry of Environment and 

Forests regarding the pest attack? We are 

considering using pesticides which are 

chemical. The chemical pesticides used are 

there in the products which ultimately enter 

the product whether it is fruit, vegetable or 

anything else and our intake is of these 

pesticides. All over the world, they are going 

away from chemcial pesticides. In India, we 

have been using pesticides of neem tree. 

Neem is the greatest pesticide. It has various 

effects; it has various advantages. Should we 

not undertake a study of the use of neem as a 

pesticide? If these two studies are undertaken, 

I am confident that this august House will not 

ever have to think of such tragedies in future. 

I hope they will seriously consider an 

interaction between these two Ministeries. 

SHRI M. SHANKARALINGAM (Tamil 

Nadu): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I associate 

myself with the sentiments and feelings 

expressed by hon. Members cutting across 

party lines about the agony of farmers in  our 

country.  Sir, we all 

know that our country is primarily an 

agricultural country as more than 80 per cent 

of our people depend upon agriculture for 

their livelihood. With their strenuous work, 

we all live. We take food as they grow food 

for us. But for their work, but for their 

resorting to agriculture, our country will face 

a severe crisis. In the present situation, they 

still resort to agriculture. I feel they are not 

wise men because a wise man will resort to a 

wise business, a business which will give him 

more profit. But knowing well that they won't 

get any profit, they still resort to agriculture 

because they love agriculture. Their 

environment is such they cannot go outside 

their fields and villages. So, it is the primary 

duty of a welfare State to give all facilities so 

that they succeed in their venture. But, if they 

fail, it is not their failure. It is the failure of 

the State. The State should own it. 

The hon. Minister in his statement has 

given so many reasons for these suicides. The 

primary reason is our failure to recognise their 

job and the importance of agriculture and we 

have failed in extending a helping hand to 

these poor farmers. I insist that the hon. 

Minister should take note of these things. 

Many reasons have been given here. So many 

worried incidents have been narrated in the 

statement. But mainly due to seasonal 

vagaries we are getting this problem. That is 

one thing. Why seasonal vagaries? Our country 

conventionally is rain-fed. We know that when 

our country gets rain but still their is a vagary. 

What is the reason for it? We have to find out. 

Many reasons are attributed to the failure of 

crops and the suicide of agriculturists. We 

know now what is the reason. If a man dies by 

committing suicide who is responsible for it. If 

he commits suicide, the suicide action is the 

last resort. He is not able to live. The 

circumstance leads him to commit suicide 

ignoring his family conditions, ignoring his 

dependents, ignoring his life, his loving 

children and wife. Committing suicide means, 

the State Government and the Central 

Government and the society of large have 
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railed to create a conducive atmosphere for 

him to live in this country. It is a very great 

and important responsiblity of the State, 

society and the Central Government. The hon. 

Members who participated in the discussion 

earlier noted that the profession of agriculture 

gives no profit at all. Our hon. Members, 

Margabandu aptly said, "If an agriculturist 

calculates his income, he would not get even 

the stick which he uses for running his cattle 

at the time of ploughing. Even that would not 

be spared". That is what we say. 

I come from Kanyakumari district. Many 

hon. Members here narrated about North 

Bihar, Punjab and Andhra Pradesh and other 

states. What we used to say about 

Kanyakumari is that it is a fertile district 

which gets |wo monsoons, the South-West 

and the North-East monsoon. Even then 

there is a failure of crops. There are also 

destruction due to floods' and other things 

like drought and pest attacks. As a result, 

agriculturists are suffering. They are 

suffering from Kanyakumari to Kashmir. It 

is in our interest. We have to protect them. 

What are the measures? Many people have 

narrated it and I do not want to repeat. Our 

hon. Vice-Chairman has more than once 

made a gesture to indicate that the time was 

over. Yet, I want to insist on one thing. 

Many devices were given by our Members. 

Among them, one is crop insurance. Crop 

insruance, at the time of raising a crop, it 

may not be possible for a farmer by paying 

Rs. 100 or 50, the first instalment to include 

himself into insurance scheme. When a 

farmer raises a crop, immediately the 

Government must come forward with an 

assistance. A provision must be there to pay 

the insurance premium and automatically he 

would be covered under the insurance 

scheme. If the Government wants to realise 

the amount invested on his behalf, it can do 

so when he gets the yield or, it can realise 

when he gets the insurance amount if his 

crops fail. These are the measures    I    

suggest.    All    the    State 
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Governments are taking necessary steps 
nccording to their own calculations. 

Our State Government, under the able 

leadership of our beloved Chief Minister, Dr. 

Kalaignar Karunanidhi has waived off the 

land taxes of the paddy lands, due from the 

farmers taking into consideration the vagaries 

of the nature. One hon. Member has cited an 

incidence where, in spite of the Chief 

Minister's order, taxes are collected. If that is 

brought to the notice of the Tamil Nadu 

Government, I am sure, it will punish the 

person responsible for this and necessary 

action would be taken by the Government. 

Moreover, the Government has given free 

power for agriculture. No collection was made 

for agricultural power. The land tax has been 

waived which comes to nearly Rs. 50 crores. 

The deposit of power connection has also been 

reduced substantially if they take power from 

the Electricity Board. So, to that extent we 

have done our best. The Central Government 

should not wait for a statement or a request by 

the State Governments. They must come to 

the aid "of the State Government and extend 

the beneficial measures to the farmers. Our 

Vice-Chairman is giving indication that I 

should finish. Sir, I associate myself with the 

sentiments expressed by the hon. Members 

and I request the hon. Agriculture Minister 

and the Government that they should extend 

all possible help to create a conducive 

atmosphere and. allow the agriculturist to do 

his job that is agriculture so that we get food, 

cloth and other things. Even in some -pockets 

of Kanyakumari cotton is raised. In Tamil 

Nadu there are so many places where cotton is 

raised. All the States have been affected. May 

be, the States of Andhra Pradesh and 

Karnataka are the worst affected States. I feel 

that all the States of the country are affected. 

So, the Central Government is entitled to 

extend a helping hand to the State 

Governments and the farmers. With these 

words, Sir, I finish. 
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SHRI NILOTPAL BASU (West 

Bengal): Sir, there is one point for 

clarification. Normally for a calling-

attention motion, we have one speaker 

from one party. If we want to deviate from 

that convention...(Interruptions)... 1 think 

we should take the sense of the House. 

...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 

SANATAN BISI): I agree with you. But, 

the Members want to seek clarifications. 

Instead of seeking clarifications, they are 

making speeches. 

SHRI SOMPAL: They should confine 

their observations to two or three 

minutes.. .(Interruptions)... 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Sir, there is a 

procedure in this regard. The party gives a 

name ...(Interruptidns)... He should speak 

and that is all. If you start giving a chance 

to every Member, there will be a glue of 

names before you. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SOMPAL: Sir, I have to attend 

the meeting of the Economic Affairs 

Committee at five

 o'clock. 

...(Interruptions)... 

THE      VICE-CHAIRMAN      (SHRI 

SANATAN  BISI):  I  request  the  hon. 

Members  that   they  should   seek  only 

clarifications.   They   should   not   make 

speeches at this stage. This has been told 

earlier also. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Sir, my point 

is that there is no death of ideas. If you go 

on like this, I can also give my name. But, 

then the business of the House will 

become- unmanageable. We cannot go on 

discussing this till the night. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 

SANATAN BISI): I again request that the 

Members should confine themselves to 

two minutes' limit. 

SHRI N.R. DASARI (Andhra Pradesh): 

Sir, I would like to associate myself with 

the feelings and suggestions that have 

been given expression to here by the 

preceding speakers irrespective of party  

affiliation.   I  would  also  like  to 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

thank the hon. Minister for Agriculture 
who has come forward with a statement 
projecting the plight of farmers at large 
and also indirectly or covertly agreeing 
with the failure of the Government. It 
has been stated that after a Central team 
had gone to some States in general, and 
the    State    of    Andhra    Pradesh    in 
particular, and after examining so many 
things, they came and submitted a 
report to   the   Government.   They   
were   kind enough to sanction only Rs.  
12 crores from the National Calamity 
Fund. In this connection, I wanted to 
inform the hon. Minister      of      
Agriculture,      though agriculture is a 
State Subject, that there is also  a  
responsibility on  the  Centre  in some 
particular situations. For instance, in   
Andhra   Pradesh,   in   the   last   two 
preceding years — 1996 and 1997 — 
the State  has been  a  victim  of 
continuous floods and also severe 
cyclone. Perhaps, the Union 
Government has also tried to rescue in 
addition to the efforts made by the   
State    Government.    Against   this 
background, in this situation, the State 
has suffered consecutively for two 
years and this year again we find 
suicides for the reasons which have 
been explained here  by the  preceding 
speakers and  I need not consume my 
time and put you in difficulty. That is 
why I would like to say that the tenor of 
the hon. Minister of Agriculture to 
throw the burden on to the   State   
Government   is   not   correct. That is 
my first submission. 

My second submission is, coming to 
the question of agriculture, I wanted to 
make one point very emphatic and 
clear. In a country like India, the 
prosperity of industry depends 
absolutely on the prosperity of farmers 
and agriculture. Unless that is realised 
by any Government irrespective of 
ideologies, politics and political 
considerations, we are doomed. That is 
what I wanted to make clear. Now-a-
days, in the context of growing 
population in a country like India, the 
problem of unemployment cnnnot be 
solved merely by expansion of industry   
and   we   know   how   seriously 
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industrial crises are being developed in our 

country. As has been pointed out by some of 

our friends, this also depends on the growth of 

agriculture. Not only that, another fact which 

I would like to bring to the notie of the Union 

Government through the hon. Minister of 

Agriculture is, in the recent past or in the past 

five or ten years, it has become a phenomenon 

that many of the educated youth in rural parts 

are coming forward to adapt themselves to 

modern methods of agriculture in general and 

commercial crops in particular. You have 

expressed in your statement about the 

magnitude and failure of crops for a variety of 

reasons. 

My third submission is, the on-going 

economic policies which have been dictated 

by the I.M.F. and the World Bank and which 

are being pursued by the Centre and the State 

governments are hitting farmers very hard. 

Hence, serious crisis in the sector of 

agriculture in India. While the prices of 

agricultural inputs have been increasing at an 

alarming rate, the price of agricultural 

produces have not been increasing on a par 

with the prices of inputs. Particularly, the price 

of cotton has not been increased since 1994-

95. So, the deaths of farmers have been 

occurring year after year and they are now 

really in a death-trap. Sir, failure of crops, 

particularly of cotton this year, has aggravated 

the situation in our State and the agony of the 

distressed farmers contributed to such an 

extreme situation that they have lost all hopes 

and faith about their future and are forced to 

take their lives. The large-scale suicides of the 

farmers are very shameful to a civilised 

society and that too when we are celebrating 

the Golden Jubilee of our Independence. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 

SANATAN BIST): Mr. Dasari, please 

conclude. 

SHRI N.R. DASARI: I am concluding. Sir, 

I would also like to bring to the notice of the 

Minister of Agriculture that he should realise  

the 
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seriousness of the problem and what I would 

like to suggest to the hon. Minister is to enact 

a crop insurance scheme, a comprehensive 

crop insurance scheme covering all crops in 

all the States. That should be the first and the 

foremost step in this year of Golden Jubilee of 

our Independence and let the hon. Minister of 

Agriculture get the credit for enacting this 

crop insurance scheme. I would also like to 

suggest to the hon. Minister of Agriculture to 

regulate and implement, strictly, private 

money-lending and punish the guilty who 

have been collecting excess amounts from the 

farmers. 

Then, I would request the hon. Minister to 

declare remunerative prices for all 

agricultural crops before the commencement 

of agricultural session. Finally, before 

concluding, I would request the hon. Minister 

for agriculture to constitute a Central Board 

for cotton and chill as it has in the case of 

tobacco. Thank you. 
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SHRI SOMPAL: Mr. Vice-Chairman, I 

once again thank Shri Gurudas Das Gupta for 

initiating this discussion on the situation which 

has pushed the unfortunate farmers to commit 

suicide on such a large scale this year. I would 

like to inform him—which I have done time 

and again-that as per the constitutional 

arrangement, the responsibility of meeting 

such calamities rests with the States, and it is 

not my arrangement. So, when Mr. Gurudas 

Das Gupta 

says that I have tried to pass the buck on, it is 

not correct. It is a constitutional arrangement 

under which I also have to work and the whole 

Government has to work. 

�� !� �= ��� : (3�� P!�/) : *� �ह2!� �  
'ह7� [�_� '���� ह� "  

SHRI SOMPAL: I am replying in English   
because   he  spoke   in   English. 
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Regarding his observation and perception that 

too much of commercialization has led to this 

situation, maybe, to some extent it is correct. 

But in the modern day materialistsic world, 

commercialisation is not the exclusive domain 

of the traders and industrialists. Farmers 

should not be barred from commercialising 

this vocation and it can no longer be expected 

that he should live along the subsistence line 

which he was living traditionally. 

There is no harm in it. There is no fault of 

the farmers. Unless he produces a surplus and 

sells it, he will not be able to purchase the 

things of his need. Therefore, the concept of 

surplus production is, essentially, commer-

cialisation on agriculture, which is a welcome 

trend. It should be rather encouraged than 

discouraged. 

His suggestion of insurance cover is well 

taken. I have already informed the House on 

earlier occasions that our Government had 

already taken a decision to bring out a 

comprehensive, modified, crop insurance 

scheme based on payment of premium by the 

farmers. 

I am constrained to observe here that all the 

previous Governments have been using crop 

insurance as a mere slogan. Whatever 

insurance scheme was there was limited to 

Rs. 10,000/-, not above. Even there, it was in 

respect of the marginal and small farmers 

only. It was not an insurance sheme at all. It 

was a subsidy scheme, contributed to by the 

State Government and the Central 

Government and having... 

SHRI S.B. CHAVAN: (Maharashtra): Is it 

confined only to the recovery by the banks? 

SHRI SOMPAL: I will come to that, Sir. 

It would not be sustainable because 

considering the size of the population which is 

dependent on farming in India, considering the 

number of farmers and the amount involved, 

no amount of subsidy and budgetary support 

would be 
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able to sustain an insurance scheme in India, 

excepting when it is based on payment of 

premium. It must be made 

clear to the farmers, though it is different that 

we have to come up with concessional rates 

for the small farmers and actuarial rates for 

the big farmers. 

He says that the Central Government seems 

to be abdicating its role and that we have 

placed everything at the doorstep of the State 

Governments. Again, I would say. It is not 

correct. 

I would like to point out that there is a 

mechanism, there is a system, created by the 

Tenth Finance Commission. It is based on the 

recommendations of the tenth Finance 

Commission. Earlier, the practice was that 

whenever there was a alamity, the states would 

always rush to the Centre. The Tenth Finance 

Commission took note of it and came out with a 

standing system of devolution of funds to all 

the States, which have been assessed by the 

Commission itself, on the. sasis of the needs 

and the occurrence and recurrence of such 

calamities in various States. 

The system has been instituted in such a 

way that on every first day of every quarter, 

money goes directly from the Finance 

Ministry to the State Governments. The State 

Government are expected to*meet all such 

eventualities through this Fund. But in the case 

of a :alamity of a rare severity, the Centre 

also contributes from out of a Fund which was 

instituted with an initial corpus of Rs. 700 

crores. The Calamity Relief Fund was of the 

order of Rs. 6,300 odd :rores, for a five-year 

period, from 1995 till 2000 AD. The second 

Fund is known us the National Fund for 

Calamity Relief, instituted with a corpus of Rs. 

700 crores, (n 1995-96, another Rs. 120 crores 

were added. Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the 

whole money has already been spent. ITiere 

is no money available in the Central Fund 

now. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Where is 

the problem? Sir, I would take just    one    

second.    He    is    speaking 

Compensation after the injury, compensation 

after the killing. But what we are wanting to 

know is, what has been done to prevent it. It is 

not a calamity at all. It is because the whole 

system is not working. The hon. Minister must 

answer the question straight. He should tell us 

as to how we can prevent such suicides being 

committed by the farmers. 

SHRI SOMPAL: Sir, through you, I would 

plead with Mr. Gurudas Das Gupta that unless 

I have completed my response, he should not 

conclude that I am evading the question. I am 

addressing all his points. But I must inform 

the House properly because this is what the 

arrangement is and every Government—I 

would repeat my remarks—has to work under 

a system, under a certain mechanism, 

instituted Constitutionally and legally. 

So far as his view is concerned that the 

flow to the agricultural sector has been very 

meagre and less than due, I agree with him. 

The total flow of credit during the Seventh 

Five-Year plan period was less than 17 per 

cent. A target of 18 per cent was set by the 

Reserve Bank of India for all the nationalised 

banks-during the Eighth Five-Year Plan. 

But at only one point of time it has exceeded 

14 per cent, and on an average it has been less 

than 13 per cent. Except one or two banks, 

none of the banks has met the target. This is 

not a welcome situation. Something must be 

done about it. We are trying to enhance the 

flow. 

Then, Mr. Gurudas Das Gupta says that 70 

per cent credit needs are met by money-

lenders. He is right. Not even 30 per cent need 

is met by financial institutions, all institutions 

taken together, the regional rural banks, the co-

operative banks, the land mortgage and land 

development banks as well as the commercial 

banks. More than 70 per cent credit is still 

provided by money-lenders. The rates of 

interest are exorbitant and exploitative, and 

something must be done to regulate them. 
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The sale of spurious pesticides, the use of 

wrong pesticides at various stages of crops and 

their use earlier or delayed have been some of 

the major causes of the failure of the crops in 

those States. Recently, we have issued a 

notification to amend the Insecticides Rules which 

were coming in the way of launching 

prosecutions against such sellers. This has been 

issued just last week. There has been a demand 

from almost all the States that the Insecticides 

Act must be amended. We are already 

undertaking the exercise. Soon we will bring the 

amendments to make it more stringent and 

effective. 

He has also asked for banning of some 

chemicals which have already been banned in 

some developed countries. Their number, if I 

remember correctly, runs into 267 or 287, not 20. 

These have been banned in Western countries. 

We are already seized of the matter. A study group 

has already been created in the ICAR and the 

Agriculture Ministry. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Where is 

the question of a study group, Sir? They have 

been banned in other countries. Why should 

they not be downright banned here? 

SHRI SOMPAL: If the House is of that 

view, it can be done. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Yes, that 

is my point. 

SHRI SOMPAL: Let us identify them. But the 

perception in the Agriculture Ministry is that at 

the stage of agricultural development at which we 

are, it would not be immediately in the interest 

of the country to ban all such chemicals. But we 

have banned some chemicals. I can supply the list. 

We are analysing the situation. Whichever 

chemical can be phased out, is likely to 

be phased out. 

On export of cotton, he has alleged that the 

Government did not announce the export 

tranches before the crop and that these were 

announced only after the season was over. But, 

may I inform him 
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that we took over on the 19th of March, 

and by that time the season was already 

over. So far as I am concerned, I will try 

to include in all the agricultural 

committee meetings and 

recommendations that all export decisions must be 

announced well before the crop comes, the 

harvest comes, so that the prices received by 

the farmers are improved and that all import 

decisions must be deferred to the end of the 

harvest when we take stock of the situation and 

of the production and the whole assessment is 

made. 

He has also tried to emphasise the need for 

systemic changes. I agree with him. So many 

systemic changes are required to be made by 

the States. Unfortunately, they are not 

agreeing. The West Bengal Government is not 

agreeing to having consolidation of land holdings. 

... Interruptions) .... 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: What is 

this? 

SHRI SOMPAL: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, this 

is the difficulty when I start ... (Interruptions) .... 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE: This is 
too much. ... (Interruptions) 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Mr. Vice-

Chairman, Sir, this is a national calamity, 

national disaster. All the time the hon. Minister 

is expressing helplessnes. There is no 

concrete suggestion that bank credit will be given. 

The hon. Minister is quite sympathetic, but his 

sympathy relates only to his helplessness. There 

is no decisiveness. We are protesting, we are 

thoroughly protesting against his statement. It is 

very unfortunate. ... (Interruptions) 

�� 	8���� : �7$!�
��, 
� �� ��ह. 
...(�����)... 

g�	��[�< (�� 	���� ���	) :  *� '��). 
...(�����)... *� 
7�	., ��� '���� 
ह6...(�����)... *� ��� �� �ह� ह� ...(�����)... 

�� ����� �	ह 	������� : ���� ����,� �- 
*�̀� ह� " ...(�����)... 
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JQS>    (filing Attention to a 

g�	��[�< (�� 	���� ���	) : &
�  *��� 
����,�
 �- *�̀� ह6...(�����)... 

SHRI S.S. SURJEWALA : Sir, Iam on a point 
of order. 

g�	��[�< (�� 	���� ���	) : ����,� �- 
*�̀� 
7		� !���. " ...(�����)... 

SHRI S.S. SURJEWALA : Let me make my 
submission first . �ह�, �]�	�	 ह�� ���	��� '�)� ह�, 
�6 �ह '�� �ह	� ��ह�� ह], �� *� �� '�0��0��0 
-7 �- ��� � ���	��� 	ह� '	� 
��...(�����)... 

g�	��[�< (�� 	���� ���	) : &
�  ����,� 
�- *�̀� �ह�, ह�...(�����)... '��).-'��). "  

�� ����� �	ह 	������� : �ह �� P�0����� ह� 
...(�����)... 
����� �� *�	� ���� '	� 
�!��...(�����)... 

g�	��[�< (�� 	���� ���	) : ����,� �- 
*�̀ �ह�, ह�, *� '��)....(�����)... '���. ��0 
���	��� "  

SHRI SOMPAL: Sir, I have said it in all 

earnestness and I mean it. I would like to 

repeat it. The systematic changes include better 

management of land and consolidation has to be 

one of the major programmes, if agriculture has 

to be improved. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Do you 

agree on land reforms? Land reforms mean land 

reforms. Does the Government agree on land 

reforms? 

SHRI SOMPAL: Land reform is a matter of 

consensus. (Interruptions) If he agrees, let him 

say so. 

g��[�< (�� 	���� ���	) : �,J� �� �� '��	� 
!���....(�����)... *� 
7�	. ...(�����)... 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI (Kerala): Sir, the 

question is on the sucides committed by 

farmers. There are so many people in distress. 

He should tell us what they are going to do. 

Instead of talking about the processes, he should 

tell us what the Government is going to do. 

Interruptions) 
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SHRI JIBON ROY (West Bengal): Sir, 

people are dying and he is making casual 

remarks. 

SHRI S.S. SURJEWALA: Sir, it is a serious 

matter. 3<rcraTUl$jt (?ft tMkH fate): *#3, 3W 

g�	��[�< (�� 	���� ���	) : ����, *� 
'��)....(�����)... ��#�� [� /	 �� �� 1�P� 
ह�...(�����)... *� 
7�	....(�����)... *���  
Uf� ह�	� 
� ��� P�h�� �� 
��Q�	 ह� 
��.��?...(�����)... *� �,J� �� �� *�� '��	� 
!���.�� "...(�����)... 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE (West 

Bengal): Sir, farmers are committing suicides 

and the hon. Minister is making a casual reply. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Sir, we 

register our strongest protest against the total 

inaction and the failure of the Government to hold 

out any programme for the improvement of the 

agriculture. After saying so, in sympathy with the 

impoverished peasantry of the country, we seek 

to walk out. 

{At this stage some Hon. Members left the 

Chamber.) 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE (West 

Bengal): Sir, in protest against the attitude of 

the Government, we walk out of the House. 

(At this stage some Hon. Members left the 

Chamber.) 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI (Tamil 
Nadu): Sir, the Minister has agreed that 70 
per cent of the expenditure is met by the private 
lenders. (Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANATAN 

BISI): Please take your seat. 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: Sir, in 

protest we walk out of the House. 

(At this stage some Hon. Members left the 

Chamber.) 

�� !� �= ��� (g=� @���) : 3�
(���d ��, 
�ह 
���� ��
�	 ����Q� ह� "...(�����)... 

g�	��[�< (�� 	���� ���	) : *� �� '�� �7��  
ह6, *��� ���� '�� �7�� ह�, �-� ��#�� 
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[� /	 �  ��� ह� �ह� ह�...(�����)... ��#�� 
[� /	 �  *��� ���� ह� �7�� ह�...(�����)... 

�� !� �= ��� : �ह�!�, 
���� �� �� 
��
�	 ����Q� 	�����, ह�, &
��  ����Q �  ह� X� 
ह���� ���� ��  ��� ��� *3� �� �ह� ह� " 
...(�����)... 

(At this stage some Hon. Members left the 
Chamber.) 

�� ����� �2?��� : 3�
(���d �ह�!�, ��S+�� 
�	�� !� (� ��� *3� ���� ह� "  

(At this stage some Hon. Members left the 
Chamber.) 

g�	��[�< (�� 	���� ���	) :  '���. �,J� ��   

�� 	8���� : 3�
(���d �ह�!�, [(� ��हs�! 

��� 
�ह' ��� �. ह�, 32हR	� (� ®W ��  '�� �� 
'�� �हz, #
��% �� ����0� �� '�� �ह�, X� �ह 
(� �ह� �� �ह ��J P��K ��� *�!� 	ह� ह�, �� .� 
��- �� ���d ��  
��� ���	� (� ��		�� 
!�� '��� 

' 	� �ह� �� �ह ��J P��K ��� *�!� 	हz ह�, �ह 
.� !�घ`����	 
���� ह�, �� 'ह7� 
��� ���WR ��  
���� ह7. &
 1�0�� �  �ह7 ,�� ह� X� �' 3	 �0��� 
ह�R �� k� �6	� &,��� ��	� /7$ ���� �� �� 	���� 
ह� �. " �ह�, �� ®W �� '�� ह� ,�6	� �ह�� ह� �ह� 
ह6 �� ®W ��
�	 �� X� �K �t d�J ��  ��!� 
���	� ���ह., Pj��� ������Q ��  ��. ��V�� ���	� 
���ह., ��
� �� P�0 [�घ 	� �ह� X� �ह (� [' 
	ह� ह� " &
 ®W ��  P��ह �� 'r�	� �� �	W�̀ &
 

���� 	� ���� ह� X� &
� �t` 	�'��̀ �� �� �],�� 
*Q�� ह� �ह !� ह��� 
� !� ह��� ��,� 
o ���f 
���� ��	�, 265 ���f g��� d�J�� ����W ����
 
'6� ��  �7	gb�� ��  ��. '�� �  �U� ��	� X� r�% 
ह��� 
� ��	 ह��� ���f �� ����W *Q��(]� r�,�� 
��  �	�VW �� ��t ह� 3
�  �	QV��� ���� ��	�..." 

5.00 P.M. 

58 P��/� �K �t ��  ��. ���	� ��� �  �K1b ���� 
��	�, (��� ��  &��ह�
 �  [�	� *� �  ��ह��
� 
�K1b ह� " ��2���, �ह 
' &
 '�� �� !/V�� ह� �� 
ह� &
 ��  P�� ���'b ह�  

\� [ह�7������ �� 	� �]_� �� �,��' �� ����W 
��R 	ह� �!��? �ह�!�, �ह 
���� �� �� 3	 
�� �R 
� 
,',�Q� 0� ��	 �� �R 	� &
 
,',Q �  �� 2p 

���� �� 
]�	� !� ह� �,��' �� ��- 
� [(�-[(� 
�ह 
]�	� *% 0� �� 52 �K t�R 	� �ह�, (� *j�-
हj��  
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�� ह� " ����0�	 X� �,��' ��  ��t� �  �� 2p 

���� 	� �� [���	 !� (��� 0�,3	 �� �����̀ ह6 �� 
3	 ��  ��
 *�!� ��ह� ��t �  �ह�� ह� ��V�� ���/ 
/�t 0� ��
 
� �ह &
 �� P',Q ��	� �  
d� 0� " 
&
��. 32ह  [����� 
ह���� !�	� �� ��% 
*������ 	ह� 
��� ��� " &
 �  �,��' X� 
����0�	 !�	R �ह� ह6 " �ह�, �� �	V�� �� 
,',Q 
ह�,�	V�� �� �� P����!	 *�� 0�, �ह [(� ����0 ̀
ह� " �ह���S+ �� ��- 
� ��% �����̀ X� ����� �� 
[(� �� 
���� �� 	ह� ���� ह� " *,¡ P!�/ �� 
�����̀ ��  ��� ���`��ह� �� �� �7�� ह� " 3
 �� 

]�	� �  *� �� P�0��� ���� �6 �ह�� ह� !� �7�� ह], 
"  

Mr. Venkaiah Naidu has also pointed out 

certain problems. I agree with him that this is 

a culmination of so many factors, not one. He 

has tried to underline the need for an 

amendment of the Pesticides act. I have 

already stated that an exercise has been done. 

Pesticides Rules have already been amended. 

A notification was already been issued to that 

effect. 

So far as the insurance cover is concerned, I 

have already stated that we have decided to 

bring forth an insurance scheme covering all 

kinds of farmers, all the crops throughout 

India. We are on the way to set up a separate 

institution as a subsidiary to the General 

Insurance Corporation of India. We have 

divided farmers into two categories. All the 

farmers who have taken loans, will have it 

compulsorily. They will have insurance cover. 

With regard to other farmers, it will be a 

voluntary thing. 

\� /�/�� #
ह 
7������� 	� [�	� .� [���	 �� 
'�� �ह� 0� " 32हR	� 	�� �� 3
 �  '��. ह6, ����	 
3	 ��  ���WR ��  ��t� �  P��/ 	ह� ���� ह� " 32हR	� 
®W �� �
]�� ��  ��t� �  (� 32हR	� �ह� " 
���� 
&
 '�� �� ����� �� �ह� ह� �� ����W ®W �� 
�
]�� ��  ��. �+h�]	� �� �7 _ &
 ��ह �� 
,�0��� 
P',Q ���� ��. ��
 
� �� ��
�	R �� ह�	� ���� 
�S�R X� 3j��f	 �� �� ���� �� 
��  " ��		�� 
��� �,J� �� 	� [�	� '�� (�tW �  (� �ह� 0� �� 

���� 
� ����0� ��	� ��ह��� �� ��
�	 
[	����� g� 
� 3j����� 	 ह� X� ��% (� ��
�	 
®W 	 !�	� ��  ��. ���-��� 	 ���� �� 
��  "  
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���1��� ������ �� �ह�, �� '�� ह�, �ह ����
 
�� P�i�� �� .� [,� ह� X� �	1��� $� 
� &
 

,',Q �  �6 
7������� �� �� '�� 
� 
ह�� ह], "  

Mr. Margabandu has raised the issue of 

malpractices by moneylenders which I have 

already replied to. Regarding waiving of loans 

and not recovering even half the amount of 

principal, I would like to say that this is one 

thing which is being debated. It is under 

consideration. I think something has to be done 

so that farmers are not burdened unnecessarily, 

particularly where they are already burdened 

due to damage of their crops by natural 

calamities. I would like to say that a package 

has been given to them by the NABARD and 

by the Reserve Bank of India, the details of 

which I have given in my statement. 

\� 
,�� �	g�� 	� �ह� �� ��S+�� *�!� ��ह� 
��t 
� �ह���S+ �� ��% [����� 
ह���� 	ह� !� 
��� " �6 �7	: �ह	� ��ह�� ह], �� &
 
,',Q �  �ह��S+ 

���� 	� (��� 
���� �� ��% (� �J 	ह� (��� ह� 
��
 ��  [(�� �  &
 ��  ��� ����̀�ह� �� ��	� 

,(� 	ह� ह� " 32हR	� !�घ`����	 �K �t 	���, -
� 
'��� ���	� X� �i�K1b h��� 	ह� ��. ��	� �� 
'�� �ह� " �ह�!�, �ह�, �� 	��� �� 
,',Q ह�, �K �t 
	��� �	�VW�Q�	 ह� X� �ह /�¥ ह� 
!	 ��  
�d 
P��7� �� ��.�� "  

\� 
	��	 �'�
, �� &
 
�� ��)�
�	 ह�, 
32हR	� '��� X� 3��
� ��  ���� ��  
,',Q �  '�� �ह� 
0� " �6 3
 �� 
]�	� �ह�� !� �7�� ह], " 3��
� 
� 
ह�� �  ह�  ��% �J P��� 	ह� ह7* ह�, &
��. ��% 
���`��ह� ��	� �� P�	 	ह� ह�, ����	 �' �ह�, 
�i��� *�� 0�, 3
 
�� 3	 �� !� ����  *�!� 
��ह� ��t 
� [���-[��7� �� !� ��� 0z " 32हR	� 
�ह�, '�� ��  
,',Q �  ह7. घ����� �� '�� �ह� " �6 

]�	� !�	� ��ह],�� �� 3
 
�� �� 2p 
���� 	� 
��	���� �� 0� X� �� � 
���� 	� ह� �� 
]�	� 
!� ह� " &
 
,',Q �  �6 ��S� ��	� ��ह],�� �� ह�  �� � 

���� ��  ��� ह� �	(�̀ ��	� �f�� ह� " 32हR	� 
!]
�� P!�/ 
� ह���c� 
�� U��' U��!	� �� '�� 
(� �ह� 
,(��: *,¡P!�/ 
�, �ह '�� U��' 	ह� 0� 
X� ��
�	 )�� 
� -
� �� �U-�U�� 	ह� �� 
��. " �ह �����̀ ह�  3��
� 
���� �� ��- 
� !� 
��� 0� "  
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\� 
7��2p #
ह �� [ह�7������ 	� ���	� '��  
�हz, �ह !�घ`����	 
����k, ��  ��t� �  �ह� ह6 " 
3	�  
� �%, ��
� '���, [�_� '�� X� ���	�/� 
3�� �7W��� ���� !��k, �� 3��hQ��, &	��  '��� 
�  �6 �ह�� ह� '�� �7�� ह], "  

P�0 ����2p [�घ �� 	� .� 'ह7� [�_� '�� �ह� 
�� �� ��V !�	� ��  ��	7[� ह6 X� �� 3	��  ��	� 
ह�, 3	�� �����`	 ��. ��	� �� *������ ह� " �6 
��		�� 
!	 �� '��	� ��ह�� ह], �� �� ह�	� ®W 
�J �� i� ��� ���̀ ���� ��	� �� '�� �ह� ह�, 3
�  

�� p��/���� ����, �� / i� ��� ����� ���� 
'�� �ह� ह� X� &

� &
 
���� �� ���: ह� ह� 
���� ह� " 32�� �ह �0	 (� )�� 0� �� ®W X� 
�],�� �� �� *������ ह� &
 ���/S� d�J ��, 
3
��  ��t� �  ��% [���	 [(� ह�� �  	ह� ���� 
��� ह� " �ह�� 	�'��̀ 	� �$� 1991-92 �  3
�� 
[���	 ���� 0� " �ह [���	 ���� ��	� 
*���� ह� X� �� ��̀ !�	� ���� ��� ह� �ह��	, 
3	�� �	��	 ���� ��	� *���� ह� " �ह �6 �ह�� 
ह� �ह �7�� ह], "  

\� ���!�� (,���� �� 	� �'ह�� �  ��-�}	�� �� 
'�� �ह� " ह���,�� &
 
���� 
� �ह ��t� 
,',�Q� 
	ह� ह�, ����	 �  !7'��� �ह� �ह	� ��ह],�� �� �ह 
�� � 
���� �� 3��!���j� ह� X� 3	�� ���, 
&

� �	��	� ह��� " �� 2p �� ��- 
� �� 
ह����., 
!� ���� ह� ���(2	 ���	�k, �  �ह 3	�� 
�� !� 
�� �ह� ह� "  

Mr. Shirodkar has asked the Central 
Government to conduct a study and research 
of the factors which are responsible for 
continued adverse weather conditions. This is 
already going on. The India Meteorological 
Department and other departments are already 
conducting such research. So far as his 
suggestion on tackling pest attacks through 
integrated pest management and bio-controls is 
concerned, I agree with him a hundred per 
cent. Recently, a technology has been 
perfected by various institutes under the ICAR 
umbrella to tackle the ball worm attack of 
cotton and a virus which is known as the NPV 
has been perfected. Its 

commercial production is being undertaken to 

control the ball worm attack of cotton through 

this virus which is a predator for the ball 

worm. By the next year or two, it will be 

available in 
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adequate quantities throughout the year. The use of 

other eco-friendly pesticides like neem pesticides 

and others is already being propagated and all the 

information and technology dissemination institutions 

like the Krishi Vigyan Kendra and the State 

Agriculture Universities and various institutes are 

already taking up this programme on a large 

scale. 

Mr. Dasari has observed that agriculture and 

industry are interdependent. There cannot be. any 

disagreement. His point on credit insurance has 

already been replied to. Dr. Ranbir Singhji, again, 

has repeated the same three things. One additional 

thing which he has said is about the simplification 

of the procedures of lending in rural areas. This 

exercise is already on way and this year, we suppose 

that all the credit procedures will be simplified and 

a greater flow of credit to the agriculture sector to 

spur the activity will be made available. 
\� '����� ������ �� ��� �. " 32हR	� ��� P!�/ �� 

-
� ��  ��t� �  �]_� 0� " ��� P!�/ �� -
� ��  ��t� 
�  �]_� 0� " ��� P!�/ �� �����̀ *% 0� " (��� 
���� 
	� 3
�� [���	 ���� ह� " �ह &
 '�� ��  ��. 
�����-�% 	ह� ���� �� ��S+�� *�!� ��t �  
� 
3	�� �7 _ �!�� ��. "  
&2हz /h!R ��  
�0 �  [�	� '�� 
���� ���� ह], " 

...(�����)... 
?�0 �3��� �	ह : .������ �� &,��+� �� ����
 

!�	� �� '�� 0� "  
�� 	8���� : �ह�, �� �K �t �� &,��+� �� ����
 

!�	� �� '�� ह�, �6 [�	� ��1��� ��� '��	� ��ह�� ह], 
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      Importance 
 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU:'Sir, I 
would like to seek one clarification from the 
Minister on this matter. Earlier, during my 
presentation, I requested the Minister to release 
the National Calamity Relief Fund,for Karnataka. 
The Minister aid that the matter is under 
considera-Jon. Sir, the matter has been under 
consideration for the last more than a month or 
so. So, the State also does not have the 
necessary funds and I don't think there is any 
reason for the Centre to delaly that matter 
further. I request the Minister to immediately take 
steps to release the amount. Secondly, as I have 
stated in the beginning today that whenever the 
farmers' issue is coming before the House, 
unfortunately, it is turning into a political issue. I 
have the necessary information with me. I didn't 
say that. I come from that area where these 
suicides have taken place. We have visited those 
areas. All these suicides have taken place 
between last September, October, November, 
December and January. These are the reports from 
various newspapers. These suicides are not 
connected with either the BJP Government or 
with the UF Government or with the Congress 
Government. These things had happened because 
of so many factors about which everyone of us is 
ashamed. But unfortunately, again today, our 
friends in the Opposition made a political issue and 
then tried to avoid their own responsibility. They 
were in power till yesterday when all these 
deaths took place. They are trying to make a 
political issue out of this. 
 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
SANATAN BISI): You have already referred to 
that. 

 

SHRI SOMPAL: Sir, so far as release of 
assistance from the National Calamity Relief Fund 
for Karnataka is concerned, I said that the matter is 
under consideration. There was a difficulty. The 
Subcommittee of the National Development 
Council which takes decisions on such matters, 
had not been constituted. Now it has been 
constituted and a meeting is likely to take 
place on the 24th of July, 
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1998, that is, during this month, and then we 

will take a decision. 

�� 	��� @��� (�ह���$%) : 
�, �6 ��		�� �,J� 
�� 
� ��		� ��ह�� ह], �� [�� �ह���S+ �� ��- 
� 
[(� (� ��% P���� *.�� �� *� 3
 �� 
�� ��?  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 

SANATAN BISI): Mr. Pradhan, that matter 

is over now. 
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��	� * ��.,�� " �
���� ����� 	� [�	� ����W� �� 
�ह� 0�:- 

As a result of lotteries, idleness, 

dissipation and poverty "increased, 

domestic comfort is destroyed, madness 

often created. 
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